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Dragonninja
is fun to play •

...well

implemented
and extremely
addictive." ACE

MAGAZINE

the graphics are of a high

quality throughout . . . equally

impressive is the music . .

.

Rambo III delivers fast action

entertainment." COMPUTER

7

. . . apart from technical .

excellence, it s the sheer range

of playable sections that makes
Run the Gauntlet _
one of the

best multi-event
DATA EAST
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Irresistible ... an arcade-perfect

conversion" ZZAP SIZZLER-
ZZAP 64. "A

"Furious addictive action-

Red Heat is well worth spending
some time on." CRASH.

"This is definitely the best film

tie-in to date, and is an utterly

superb game in its own right —
don't miss it." C+VG GAME OF
THE MONTH

superb game in

every respect

C+VG HIT-
C+VG.

1988 CAROLCO PICTURES INC
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

TAITO
CORP

p M & ORION PICTURES CORF
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

*

RUN THE GAUNTLET
THE NEW ZEALAND STORY
RED HEAT
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24 ME AND THE BUTLER
Robin Hogg has an in-depth interview with Power Drift programmer, Chris Butler.

33 RANDY'S TIPS EXTRAVAGANZA
Twenty pages of maps, pokes and tips for all your favourite games. It's class.

75 TEST FLIGHT
Test Pilot Hogg donsgogglesand silkscarf and jumps into thecockpitto try outtwo
F-16 sims.

7 THE WORD
Demonic film-planners and alternative
comedians make an appearance in this
month's news.

27 RRAP
In this month's extremely serious Rrap,
Lloyd discusses piracy, software prices,
and . . . the Vic 20 (?)

30 NORMAN NUTZ
Grab yer Nutz and read about the latest
Magnetic Scrolls and Infocom adven-
tures.

54 ZZUPERSTORE
Roll up, roll up! Bargains galore in Dr
Frey's corner shop — they're not even
knock-off!

59 COMPUNET
Randy compares PartyLine and Chat

59 SCORELORD
All the highest mega-scores plus the
final Kick Off league results!

65 COR BLIMEY!
Ghosts 'A/' Goblins and Jack The Nipper
are among the cut-price treats this
month.

82 PREVIEWS
The mystery boyo takes a look at all the
latest games including Myth from Sys-
tem 3.

59 MODEM MANIA!
Compunet give away another five mod-
ems.

63 MAKE ONE PHONE CALL . . .

. . . and win an amazing VIDEO
WALKMAN from US Gold!

1 2 TUSKER
Indiana Jones meets Last Ninja in System
3's brilliant 64 Sizzler.

1 8 APB
Catch the criminals in this Sizzling comi-
cal cop caper from Tengen.

70 XENON II

Brace yourself for Mirrorsoft's mega-
blasting, Gold Medal shoot-'em-up.

78 STRIDER
US Gold's stunning Capcom coin-op con-
version earns a Gold Medal.
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It's time for Beach Volley -

let's take on the world!
Your team travels the globe from London to

Sydney challenging all comers in the latest craze

that's sweeping the beaches.

Fantastic action with variable service and play

controls as you lob the defences, try a lightning

reflex short smash to win back your service, jump
block to defend your match winner.

This is Beach Volley . . * you may even catch a tan!

SPECTRUM AMSTRAD

SPECTRUM COMMODORE
Ocean Software Limited • 6 Central Street Manchester • A/\2 5NS

Telephone: 061 832 6633 Telex: 669977 OCEANS G Fax. 061 834 0650
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PC SHOW '89 -
BRING IN THE
TRANSLATORS!

Montbuild, organiser of the annual

PC Show, to be held at the Earl’s

Court Exhibition Centre for the sec-

ond year running, is boasting a

record overseas attendance at the

jamboree for all things computing.

The show, which will run this year

from 27th September to 1st Oct-

ober (the first three days open to

members of the trade only), is

regarded by many foreign com-
panies as THE place to be seen
airing your wares at, and this will be

echoed when some of the top

American, European and Far-East-

ern firms descend on our shores

for the five-day bash.

Included in the line-up, at which

a record-busting turnout is antici-

pated, will be such revered names
as Microstar, Nybble, The Hong
Kong Trade and Development

Council (!), Infogrames and Microdi-

gital. How do you get to meet such

an esteemed bunch of chaps? Tod-

dle along to the show, that’s how!

SAY NO MORE,
SQUIRE,

SAY NO MORE!
‘ Does she go, eh? Does she go?

'

'Sorry, I have absolutely no
idea what you re talking about.

'

Neither do we
, funnily enough

.

Hardly surprising when you think

about it though, the Monty
Python team being the way that it

is. Mad.
The six-man line-up of (pic-

tured left to right) John Cleese,
Terry Gilliam, Terry Jones,
Graham Chapman, Michael
Palin, and Eric Idle, are to star in

a computer game. Scheduled for

release later this year (to coincide

with ‘The Best Of Monty Python’
TV compilation), Monty Python
- The Computer Game will ‘re-

tain the original bizarre humour
synonymous with Monty Python

,

while incorporating classic

sketches such as The Ministry Of
Silly Walks and The Dead Parrot

Sketch’.

Production of the game is being
left in the capable hands of Core
Design

,
and although no price

has been set, will probably retail

at the £10 (64)/£20 (Amiga)
mark.

‘ Your wife, does she likephoto-
graphy?'

* What, holiday snaps?

'

‘ Could be, could be.

'

‘ Well, yes.

'

‘ Wicked! Yer wicked!'

WANNAGO TO
THE STARS?

Or rather, do you want to become
one?

That's the offer which
Broadsword/British Satellite

Broadcasting are touting around
at the moment with the imminent
launch of their satellite-transmit-

ted sci-fi programme. The Satel-

lite Game (see The Word, Issue

50).

The show, which casts the con-

testant as an intergalactic saviour

in the hunt for a world-destroying

explosive device, uses the Frees-

cape graphics system devised by

Incentive to give the player the
illusion of 'being there'.

BUT- the show needs teams to

take part! And this is where YOU
come in. Ifyou want to be in with
a chance of TV megastardom as

well as winning a prize or two, get
together with a couple of friends

and write to BroadswordTele-

vision Productions, Anglia
TV,AngliaHouse, Norwich,
NR1 3JG.
One rule - you must be aged

between eleven and sixteen to be
considered.

LORDS OF THE
DUNGEON -

THALAMUS STYLE

!

Keep your eyelids peeled
firmly back over the next few
months - Thalamus ’ latest

digital masterpiece is under-
way.

Sharia is the title, it’s to be
released on both 64 andAmiga
and it’s a hybrid of the game
styles of Lords of Midnight
and Dungeon Master. I’ve

seen a very early version ofthe
game (see screenshot) and
was marginally impressed, to

say the least.

Whether the programmer
can include all the features

he’d like to (32,000 views from
each direction, sleep option,

512 totally interactive charac-
ters, etc) we’ll have to wait and
see. We’ll be following
Sharia’s progress as it devel-
ops. Just don’t close your eyes,
that’s all.

THE FILM-PLANNER
FROM HELL IS
CONVERTED!

Unsung hero of Newsfield Publi-

cations, film-planner Robb (
The

Rev’ Hamilton
, is unplugging his

light table at the end ofthe month
to follow a life of religious virtue.

The man of portly frame and
God-like intentions brought a

touch of faith into an otherwise

Satanic Film-Planning department
during his thirteen-month stint

with us, and his departure will be
a sad, sad day for his friends and
colleagues.

Come on everybody, say a

prayer for the lad - he needs his

flock around him at a time like

this! As always, Robb has the last

Word (and I promise not to botch
it this time! Robb).
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Do you want to drive
or do you want to

(FEATURES) . JC. M
* REALISTIC CONTROL m
* RESPONSIVE FEEL
* DfAL-A-SPEED AUTOFIRE
* SUCKER FEET

(FEATURES)
* 8 MICRO S
* 3AUTO RAPID FIRE BUTTONS
* 1 STANDARD BUTTON , i ^
* PISTOL GRIP

FORNOMESS-
FAST ACTIONS .

THIS IS THE
STICK FOR YOU

*SUCTION FEET
'

' *
-

forAH
95£11

lessor

fLf JW
-

1

-

.

Ideal for all driving
W and flying games

-

add that extra realistic touch!
JOIN THE WINNING TEAM-FOR THESEANDOTHEREUROMAX
JOYSTICKS- VISIT YOUR NEARESTCOMPUTER STORE.

mm.

EUROMAXELECTRONICS LIMITED, BESSINGBY IND. ESTATE, BRIDLINGTON, NORTH HUMBERSIDE. TEL. 0262602541
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Elite, C64 £9.99 cassette, £1 1 .99 disk

T he world situation is get-
ting worse by the minute.
The enemy is mobilising

his land forces, subs are patrol-
ling your coastline and the air

force is on red alert. Political

higher-ups have decided to go
ahead with a first strike and beat
the enemy to it. It may start a
war, itmay preventone—you’re
not one to ask questions, you’re
only an F-16 pilot with a job to
do.

Eight possible missions have
been lined up for your tour of
duty; nuclear subs in the Black
Sea, a chemical plant in Libya,
stealth aircraft bases in Russia
and nuclear power stations in

the Middle East are some of the
targets on offer. Ifyou’re nottoo
sure ofyour skills there’s always
the training mission withdummy
forces to blow away.
Choose your mission from the

duty roster and pick an approp-
riate mix ofweapons. Mavericks
and bombs are greatfor attacks
on tanks and naval targets but
don’t forget Sidewinders for the
MiGs and choppers. Cannons
are good for all baddies. Going
on a long flight sir? We’ve got a
big new fuel tank foryou, though

Watch out, Hoggy’s flying low again!.

Without doubt this is the most technically impressive
arcade flying games around, rocketing low over the
desert knocks the spots off Amiga Afterburner. Sound
FX provide the required amount of explosions and
engine roar, but it’s gameplay that’s the question. The

selection of weapons doesn’t add that much to somewhat repetitive
dodge-and-shoot gameplay. A good arcade game then, but lacking
variety for heavy duty home play in my opinion.
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system. If you take hits by flak,
anything from your engines to
your fuel tank can be knocked
out. Best to afterbum your way
through to avoid any of these
problems.
The missions are all pretty

long, so you’ll have to land at a
base before and afteryou hit the
target. Complete the mission
and it’s eliminated from the hit

list, allowing you to pick one of
the others.

Anything with
planes in it gets my
vote immediately
and First Strike is

everything After-
burner should have been with a
lot more to boot. The graphic
effect is stunning as oceans,
forest, deserts and more flash
past at one hell of a speed. The
enemy sprites are well defined
(the MiGs look and move realisti-

cally), the main sprite looks really

good and there are some very
neat graphic touches throughout
- the landing sequence is amaz-
ingly smooth. The eight missions
are not at all easy, especially the
longer ones where weapons
have to be sacrificed for fuel. The
system of an ongoing battle
through the missions is a nice
touch but it’s the combination of
Afterburner-paced action and
mission tactics that makes it for
me. Very fast-paced aerial com-
bat - 1 love it!

No plans for an Amiga game.

PRESENTATION 73%
Authentic mission selection screens
but drab title screen. The fact that it’s

all one load helps enormously.

GRAPHICS 86%
Superbly executed, extremely fast
3-D layered graphics with consider-
able variety in the landscapes and

enemy targets.

SOUND 74%
Rousing title track with effective,

rather than impressive, blasting and
exploding aurals.

HOOKABILITY 74%
Easy enough to get into with instant

arcade action drawing you in.

INSTABILITY 73%
A large variety of tactics to be

employed but the eight tough mis-
sions are ultimately repetitive.

80%
Fast flying, F-16 arcade action.

Technically impressive, fast-paced
aerial action which arcade fans will

love

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1989
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t’s 2063 and Gerry Ander-
son’s most popular super-
marionated puppets are GO!

The super-rich Tracy family live

on a Pacific Island apparently
doing nothing but getting a sun
tan. But as all fans know, the
truth is very different. Hidden
beneath the island is the under-
ground base of International

Rescue. Retired industrialist

Jeff Tracy and genius scientist

Although it’s an
arcade/adventure
romp Thunder-
birds is one of the

best presented
licences I’ve seen in quite some
time. The Amiga’s digitised pic-

tures work a treat together with

atmospheric speech and a won-
derful start up screen, although
the slow pace of the characters
is disappointing compared with

the speedy C64 version. The 8-

bit game also benefits from a
more colourful graphic style and
a continuous tune. But on both
machines Thunderbirds is an
excellent collection of four com-
pelling adventures which should
appeal to everyone.

Horatio Hackenback III (AKA
Brains) have constructed five

Thunderbirds for Jeff’s sons;
Alan, Gordon, John, Virgil and
Scott.

The latest mission for Thun-
derbirds is split into four sec-
tions, separate games really,

with the C64 versions each tak-
ing up the side of a tape. If you
complete a section a password
for the next is given.

The first section takes place
in the Santa Peuablo Mine
where two miners are stranded
below the surface. Brains has
dug into the bottom of the mine
with the Mole, while Alan has
arrived at the surface. They
must first repair a broken water
pump, then find the miners and

\
attach a grab to allow Virgil to lift

them out with Thunderbird 2.

In the second part, Alan and
Gordon are sent to shut down
the nuclear reactor of a crashed
submarine. While on the mission
fragments of a limpet mine are
found. In the next section Inter-

national Rescue’s British

agents, Lady Penelope and
Parker, attempt to find out who
made it by stealing documents
from the Bank of England.
The villain responsible for the

mines turns out to be IR’s old
enemy, the Hood. He has

After UFO this is my favourite Gerry Anderson series
and I’m glad it’s finally got a computer game that does
it to justice. The arcade/adventure format may seem as
dated as Supermarionation, but flipping between two
characters adds a surprising amount of playability: the

puzzles make schizophrenia a necessity, and are generally very good.
Gameplay is virtually identical on both machines, with the C64 game
being marginally superior as the characters move around so quickly.
On the Amiga they’re slower, and the graphics are surprisingly
sombre, but some excellent digitized intro sequences help compen-
sate.
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announced that unless he is

paid four billion dollars he’ll

launch a nuclear missile at Lon-
don. In addition it turns out he
has film of the notoriously cam-
era shy IR. The film must be
recovered, and the missile dis-

armed.
Thunderbirds is essentially an

arcade/adventure, with the
unusual feature of being able to
flip between two characters. If

either of the characters loses
too much energy the mission is

aborted.

PRESENTATION 94%
Same as the C64 plus excellent,

digitized intros.

GRAPHICS 85%
Lots of variety in the backgrounds.

SOUND 67%
Okay FX and intro tune.

HOOKABILITY 72%
The first level's great, but the slow-
ness makes retracing steps from the

last go a bit irritating.

LASTABILITY 87%
Plenty of puzzles.

86%
Four great C64 games are given
the necessary polish to dazzle on

the Amiga too.

PRESENTATION 94%
Free stickers, poster, and audio tape.

GRAPHICS 82%
Blocky, but colourful sprites.

SOUND 83%
Okay FX and an excellent theme tune.

HOOKABILITY 84%
Instantly addictive.

LASTABILITY 90%
Four games packed with superb puz-

zles.

OVERALL
86%

Faithful to the TV series, FAB.
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Flippo must travel through

mazes of the upper plane,

turning the titles as he goes.

Avoiding gliding aliens that

appear to hinder his quest.

Collect icons to gain extra

power. Bound over star-

spangled black-holes to avoid

being suspended, forever lost

in inner space.

COMMODORE
CASSETTE 9.99

DISC 14.99

AMSTRAD
CASSETTE
DISC

For Mai! Order send a cheque/P. O. to Hewson Consultants Ltd, Order by credit card by sending

your Access/Barcfaycard number, and enclose a specimen signature. Don’t forget to enclose your name and address.

Hewson, Milton Park, Milton, Oxon. 0X14 4RX Tel: (0235) 832939 Fax: (0235) 861039
As part of our continuing development of innovative Software we are always happy to evaluate software sent to us with a view to publication
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System 3 C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk

#Another mammoth game from System 3 *

T he Elephant’s Graveyard,
like the Holy Grail and the
fabled Goolu Tribe, has

been sought by explorers for
centuries. Its true origins have
long been lost in the mists of
time but it still remains an elu-
sive prize.

Many an adventurer has
searched, and many have suf-
fered a horrid fate on their quest,
now it seems Tusker’s father
has gone the way of all who
search. Following the discovery
of notes in a chest belonging to
his father, Tusker realises that

his fatherwas on the trail of this
semi-mythical place when he
disappeared in Africa. Like
father, like son, Tusker is no less
intimidated bythe deaths of pre-
vious explorers and promptly
sets off for the Dark Continent.
Tusker’s African adventure

begins near the edges of a
desert, deep in uncivilised territ-
ory where rattlesnakes,
whirlwinds and dehydration are
just some of the dangers.
Sword-wielding Arabs guard
their camps with a lethal zeal,
but picking up the gun and

A Cor!A monster in a lake - this’ll do the local tourist industry no end
of good!

T Oh mummy, what’s in that sarcophagus?
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ammunition provides an effec-
tive solution to that problem.
The main threat in this section
however, is the lack of water.

It’s almost a relief then, to get
into the lush greenery of a
nearby bushy jungle. As you’d
expect there’s lots of wildlife,
including crocs, praying man-
tises, coconut-throwing mon-
keys, warthogs and giant crea-
tures of a particularly slimy
nature.

Breaking through the jungle
takes the adventurer into the
second load, starting off in a
swamp where swamp-‘things’
await. Keep to the proper trail

and you’ll soon get firm ground
under your feet at a native vil-

lage. Search the huts for clues
and objects to allowyou to pass
through those mysterious gates
in the village square. But why is
thatWitch Doctor so unfriendly?
Once through the gate things

start to get really weird. An icy
plateau leads to a primitive
jungle where dinosaurs still

roam and pterodactyls swoop
on intruders. The adventurer
has to be getting close to the



How much longer can the

Indiana Jones influence keep
creeping into games? Tusker is

the latest and the best with a well

crafted combination of increas-

ingly difficult puzzles and vicious

‘B’ Movie-style action. Look out
for some very neat special

effects as well, including the

zombies rising from the ground
and subsequently falling to

pieces when killed, the angry
Arabs and the witchdoctor. What
made the game for me was the

superb shading of the back-
drops mixing with equally

authentic foreground graphics.

The desert looks hot, the jungle

has a dark oppressive atmos-
phere to it, and you can almost
imagine the natives beating
drums in the village. Indeed the

‘drum beat’ music gives the

game that final polished touch.

Solid arcade adventuring with

a wonderful atmosphere to it all,

even if it’s not totally original in

execution.

Standing outside a cave,

Tusker hasn’t found any weapons yet,

After the disappointment of Dominator System 3 return to the tradi-

tional arcade adventure and continue with what they do best. The
way Tusker gets water in the desert is a lovely touch (find out how for

yourself!). Tusker himself is a sprite with a real rugged look which
wouldn’t go amiss in an Indy game. The enemy sprites are equally

detailed as well and there’s some wonderfully black humour - pick

up the gun and the Arabs start getting angry with their swords, start

using the gun and they try to decapitate you! With this and Thunder-
birds scoring so highly, arcade-adventures seem to be going through

a real renaissance. After playing Tusker you wonder why they ever

went out of fashion.

An adventurous Amiga version
should be out by the time you read
this, priced at £24.99

end. A lost temple sees an end
to the Tusker’s travels. Within
the temple the puzzles begin to
increase in lethality with gaping
chasms, false walls and moving
floors where past explorers are
horribly preserved to terrify

thosewho follow. Mummies rule

the roost in the stone tombs with
man-eating plants and creepers
all around. Meet and defeat the
final trap (which is astoundingly
dangerous) and Tuskermayjust

reach the Elephant’s graveyard
and his destiny.

A Inside the ancient temple - watch out for traps

I was a little disappointed to see that Tusker didn’t have the isometric-

style 3-D of Last Ninja, but you can still walk into the screen and the

tough Ninja control system has been dropped, thankfully. Tusker’s

main attraction however, is the depth of gameplay and the quality of

presentation. The sound effects are suitably atmospheric with great

‘ethnic’ music to accompany the adventuring. The feel of true adven-
turing and exploring comes to life thanks to a very clever use of subtle

backdrops with new regions slowly appearing as the player progres-

ses. Enter a hut and you’ll see shields on bamboo walls, while the

underground caves have a wonderfully dark, deep atmosphere. The
game holds together extremely well with gradually more devious

traps - in themselves a reward for solving puzzles - some of which
are very, very devious indeed.

... •*»!*'

PRESENTATION 84%
Typically polished System 3 packag-

ing.

GRAPHICS 91%
Superbly crafted, varied, colourful

and extremely atmospheric back-
drops complemented by sprites with
a surprising amount of detail to them

.

SOUND 87%
Authentic, primitive drum beat music

changing with each level.

HOOKABILITY 85%
A true arcade adventure just cannot
be resisted with a temptation to

explore proving very, very strong
indeed.

INSTABILITY 90%
60 screens spread over 33 loads with
a great system of tricks and traps
becoming ever harder with rewards

for progression.

Not quite the norm forSystem 3 but
the depth, challenge and atmos-
phere that makes for great games

is all there.
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Ubi Soft, C64 £9.99 cassette, £1 4.99 disk T Aargh! One of the players falls d^wn a hole!

P icture two huge guys rac-
ing across an ice rink,

knocking each other over
as they try to knock a into the
other’s net and you have
Skateball - a more violent,

futuristic version of ice hockey.
Play against a human orcom-

puter opponent, selecting three
players for your team (each has
different characteristics). Apart
from the goalie, only one player
at a time plays for each team.
The others are needed forwhen
he gets ’bumped off* by falling

down a hole or smashing into a
spiky ball or any of the other
numerous death traps.
The ice rink scrolls horizon-

tally, and a radar scannershows
the whole rink and the positions
of the players. When a team has
scored five goals it’s onto the
next of 99 progressively more
dangerous levels. Lose all three

n

men and the game’s over, five

bonus goals going to your oppo-
nent.

The simple go-for-goal action in Skateball is initially

appealing but ultimately over-simple. Two-player
games are most fun but tend to end very quickly as it’s
too easy for the players to die. With one-player games,
the main incentive to play on being to see the later levels

which are littered with torturous traps.

I remember playing

this on the Spec-
trum (aaargh!) ages
ago so it was quite

a surprise that the
64 version has taken so long to

appear. Unfortunately it hasn’t
really been worth the wait.

Although retaining a little of the
Speccy game’s simple playabil-

ity, it is ruined by some pretty
basic graphics: simply animated
sprites, bland backgrounds and
a far-too-small radar scanner.

PRESENTATION 56%
Dull front end, quite a few playing

options though.

GRAPHICS 30%
Messy sprites, bland backgrounds.

SOUND 38%
Simple tune or sparse effects.

HOOKABILITY 48%
Simple gameplay has some

immediate appeal . .

.

INSTABILITY 36%
.

. . but soon gets repetitive.

OVERALL
Badly presented and over-simple.

INTERNATIONAL

TEAM
Poor quality characters, in terms of both definition and
animation (check out the fatty footballers in the Soccer
section!) and flat, unrealistic sound effects are the order
of the day. Couple those with some of the most stubborn
gameplay ever to surface on a C64 and what are you left... 0 A I x x

1 J , a vu-t aiiu vviiai aic yuu lei
with . A lot of money spent on a badly executed program, that’s what.

SPORTS
SportTime/Mindscape, C64 £14.99 disk only

The SportTime Internat-
ional Sports Festival com-
prises five events: Soccer,

Water Polo, Volleyball, 4x400m
Relay, and Swimming. After
selecting the members of your
team, you must decide which
events to compete in - there’s
also a practice option.
The rules to all the different

events follow the real-life

games; for example, in Water
Polo the object is to score more
goals than youropponent within
four quarters of five minutes
each (game time).

Once all the games have been
played, each of the participating
countries compete in the
playoffs, with the eight remain-
ing countries (there are 32 to

begin with) battling against each
other for the coveted Gold,
Silver and Bronze medals.

Uurgh. The first

thing that struck
me about Internat-

ional Team Sports
is the agonisingly

long time each section takes to
load from disk. If the waiting
doesn’t put you off playing
though, then the appallingly

implemented events most cer-
tainly will. Cassette users, think
yourselves lucky.

[^
ratherdo the breast stroke, myself (Double Entendre Captions

1 4 ZZAR!

There are no plans for an Amiga ver-
sion.

PRESENTATION 50%
Nice box and manual, terrible mul-

tiload.

GRAPHICS 36%
Poorly defined and animated sprites.

SOUND 29%
Sparse, unrealistic effects.

HOOKABILITY 37%
The players are irritatingly unrespon-
sive.

INSTABILITY 45%
The options help to prolong what little

appeal it has.

I OVERALL I

I 40% I
Nice packaging, shame about the

game.
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A The bonus level: throwing stars at the oncoming Ninja.

Ying tong tiddle-eye-po! It’s

always the same, isn’t it? -

go out for a quiet, relaxing

stroll through the city streets

with yer gal, and some oriental

gang crawls out of the wood-
work, beats you up and runs off

with said female companion.
Such is the storyline for the first

arcade conversion to appear on
the relaunched Virgin Games
label.

You play the ominous role of a

shuriken-wielding but generally
charming kinda guy, obviously
somewhat upset by the loss of

your girlfriend. And what else

would a chivalrous dude like

yourself do but set out to find

her. What follows is screen after

screen of out-and-out arcade
action taken from the hit Sega
coin-op.
You must walk along a hori-

zontally-scrolling street, wiping
out the bad guys and collecting

I recall with fond memories standing in the arcade up
home, pouring obscene amounts of ten pees into the

local Shinobi machine -
I still do at odd times. So

imagine my delight when this conversion appeared on
my desk, begging me to load it up. And you know, I’m

glad I did, for C64 Shinobi is an extremely faithful representation of

the original. Every aspect of the game has been packed into the 64
without losing any of its polish - even the sound effects bear a strong

resemblance to their coin-op counterparts, and just wait until you see
the bonus stage - it’s so authentic, at times I believed I was playing

the arcade machine! Get this game - it’s a bit good.

Oh crikey, my bottom’s on fire! I knew I shouldn’t have eaten that

chicken vindaloo last night. n

new weapons when available.

But wait! Yours is not the only
pal who has been abducted! for,

on each level, are a number of

other hostages who require

I was pleasantly

surprised when
Shinobi came in

because I hadn’t

thought much of

the original coin-op. The C64
game, by contrast, is superbly
presented and highly playable.

The skill level is set just right and
the end-of-level opponents are

some of the best I’ve seen in a
long while. In fact the game is

extremely well polished, with Vir-

gin combining good colours with

fine graphic detail. My only

reservation is that, like the coin-

op, there might not be that much
variety - although the bonus
section is very good. In short an
excellent conversion.
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assistance. Most of these are
guarded by a booma-sword-
wielding fat baddie, who will do
his level best to catch you una-
wares and lop off your vitals

when his sword swings back to
him.

After every second level you
are greeted with the awesome
sight of an enormous end-of-
stage monster which, after

many hits to his most vulnerable
bodily area (which you’re left to
find for yourself) opens the gate
to the next street - but not
beforeyou are given the chance
to tackle a bonus stage; your
arm is shown at the bottom of a
first-person perspective 3D
screen, onto which leap ninja

attackers. Take them out with
your shurikens before theyjump
across the three wooden
bridges and reach you.

Amiga Shinobi is due out very soon,
priced £19.99.

u p d a t mi

PRESENTATION 90%
Nice title screen and two levels per

multi-load.

GRAPHICS 39%
Very attractive backgrounds and

sprites, good end-of-level monsters.

SOUND 84%
A nice funky tune and good FX.

HOOKAB ILITY 86%
Immediately playable with good

difficult progression.

INSTABILITY 84%
Good use of multi-load provides lots
ofenemies to bash with tough end-of-

level monsters.

OVERALL
86%

A very accurate coin-op conver-
sion with plenty of playability.

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 989 1 7
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Over the level crossing, time for a

quick doughnut, I think.

\

O fficer Bob’s a friendly

sort of chap, but he’s also
a cop patrolling his beat

with some tough arrest quotas
to fill for his bonus pay. Everyday
Bob gets a new quota, each one
bigger than one before. To fill it

Bob must arrest a set number of

litterbugs, drunks, hitch-hikers
and such like. These aren’t likely

to resist arrest, but to find them
you need an eagle eye and a
good patrol pattern in a very big
city.

Occasionally you’ll get an All

Points Bulletin which means a
criminal’a notch above your
average lager lout is on the
loose. Keep your eyes peeled for

a master criminal such as Sid
Sniper or Freddy Freak and
standby for a fast chase. If you
catch the felon it’s back to the
police station for a spot of inter-

rogation. Needless to say the
criminal has the right to a

This is great. The feeling of satis-

faction when you bang one of the

15 most wanted felons behind
bars is immense. Chasing them
is certainly tough, whether
you’re bashing into their car or

blasting away with your gun you
have to be careful of innocent

bystanders. It’s really good how
you can use donuts to extend
your time limit to look for felons,

rather than just filling your quota
of litter louts. Surviving 32 days
on this Police Academy police

force is one tough task, but I

reckon I’m going to persevere
until those tough streets are safe

for women, children and yes,

even hedgehogs!

Domark, C64 £9.99

cassette, £12.99 disk;

Amiga £19.99

9Banistvthose Hill Street

Blues with Tengen

ZZAP! OCTOBER
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Tengen coin-ops are always

great to play and the conver-

sions of APB bring home the

humour that really made the

coin-op for me. After C64
Xybots Tengen have got right

back on track with good presen-

tation and strong gameplay - it’s

great to see that right from the

start you’ve got freedom of

movement to explore and pur-

sue two types of objective (quota

or APB suspects) at the same
time. While the Amiga game has
that faithful cartoon look, the 64
game edges ahead with a slightly

easier to control car and some
excellent car graphics (I person-

ally found the side graphics at

times a little dull though). Put this

one on your Most Wanted list

now!

This is one of those rare recent coin-ops that concentrates more on
playability than graphics, packing in lots of cartoon humour too.

Thankfully most of the playability has been preserved by Domark,
resulting in two superb conversions. The ability to wander around

such a huge city is excellent, and if the time limit seems a little tight

you can always increase it by visiting the donut shop. Similarly you
can uprate your car by spending cash at the garages, though zooming
around at top speed is always a bit dangerous on busy road. Both

versions play very well, but the C64 game makes better use of the

host machine to nab a well-deserved Sizzler.

A Bob moves over to arrest another criminal

PRESENTATION 80%
A tolerable amount of disk accessing
between levels, tape version is prom-

ised to be a fast multiload.

GRAPHICS 89%
Background graphics are a little rep-

etitive, but all the main sprites are

top-notch.

SOUND 88%
Poor engine noise, but tunes are good

and the siren okay.

HOOKABILITY 90%
Can start on any ofthe first eight days,

starting with arresting traffic cones!

LASTABILITY 92%
It’s a truly massive city, bursting with

criminals to be arrested and a good
progression in difficulty over the 32

days.

lawyer, to remain silent etc . .

.

but if you can get a confession
out of him - before the chief

arrives at the cell - you can
forget about quotas for the rest

of the day! So when the scene
switches to the police cell wag-
gle your joystick as fast as pos-
sible to shake some sense into

the fiend.

While back on the beat you
can arrest an offender by touch-
ing him (or her) with the Steering
Wheel cursor which is fixed just

ahead of your police car. Press
fire and the siren should force
him to pull over. Hardened crim-
inal may ignore the siren for a bit

-APB offenders need to be ram-
med off the road - and later on in

the game you’ll need a gun to

shoot up their cars. But if you
shoot an innocent bystander, or

crash into a vehicle with the
siren off, or fail to meet a quota,
then you’ll gain a demerit point.

Collect enough demerits and
you’re kicked off the force.

Tracking down all those crim-
inals can get a bit tiring, so why
not stop off for a doughnut to

extend your time limit? Then
there’s the money bags which
you can pick to boost your
revenue, very useful for the

Speed Shop where you can buy
better brakes, radar, tur-

bocharge your engine and top
up your gas tank.

The C64 effortlessly handles
another superb coin-op conver

sion.

PRESENTATION 88%
Hilarious intermission screens.

GRAPHICS 78%
Only adequate sprites and no full-

screen scrolling, but lots of nice
touches like the speech bubbles.

SOUND 80%
Adequate tune with some good

arcade samples.

HOOKABILITY 90%
As on the C64, you can choose to

begin on any of the first eight days.

LASTABILITY 90%
Ahuge city, lots ofAPB felons and 32
days to survive before you can retire.

A Just one of the many hilarious intermission scenes

An immensely playable coin-op
loses none of Its addictivity on the
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w,t AMIGa A5°° pACKSC°NTAIN MACHINESWITH THE FOLLOWING STANDARD FEATURES
• 512K Ram • Kickstart 1.3

*
• 1 Meg Disk Drive • Two Operation Manuals

? 50,0
.

urs • Workbench 1 .3 System Disk• Multi Tasking • All appropriate Connecting Cables

If you thought Powerplay Pack 1

was good value just look at

our Powerplay Pack 2!

PACK 2 contains the super

"Powerplay Pack 1
" plus a Philips CM 8833J Stereo High Resolution Colour Monitor

fr (HIGHER SPEC, than 1084S) See those
games -Hear those games...

WITH ADDED REALITY!
(W.B. Powaptay Pack 2 doesn't include a TV Modulator)

a Thu«‘«rc“'

,

Covet •

ACCESSORIES
TAILORED AMIGA __
DUST COVERS 0Nlv £4.95
(Also available for most monitorVprinters eta.)

JOYSTICKS ... new LOW PRII

ZIPSTICK SUPERPRO £1 5.9E

Take our NEW Powerplay Pack 2 and ai

Commodore MPS 1230 printer for that
COMPLETE AMIGA HOME
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM' nnl\
To substitute the MPS 1230 for another

U ’

.

p/in^r in our range, simply deduct /* *

£139.95 and add the price of the JL / a
alternative chosen. L- t B

Professional quality wife feat "Perfect Feel",

autofire, 12 month warranty.

MICROBIASTER

COMMODORE...
A501 RAMPACK
Genuine CBM 512k EXTRA RAM wittirwl tune
dock does NOT nvekdate Amiga warranty!

CBM 3.5" DS/DO
BLANK DISKS
Box of ten blank disks

BULK PACKEO DISKS
Ten 3.5" DS/DD Disks r ,

Call far quantity

OR wife library case discounts!

PANASONIC
VIDEO CAMERA
High quality, high resolution mono
wfeo camera. Ideal for digitising,

supplied with lens, mains powered

only £249.95
MINIGEN

Add computer graphics to your own
video easily! Connect to yourAmiga's

RGB port and domestic video

«wroent to mix graphics and
moving pictures.

MOVIE MAGIC AT ONLY..

Take our NEW Powerplay Pack 3
replace the games software with an
extensive business package . . .

THE WORKS - Integrated w.p., mail
merge, spreadsheet, pro database,
multicolour graphics etc., etc.

To substitute the MPS 1230 for another
printer in ourrange, simply deduct£139 95
and add the price ofthe alternative chosen.

£14.95
Cud for quantity

discounts!CALL FOR DETAILS AND PRICES
OF ILLUMINATED COPY STAND
TOR VIDEO CAMERA DIGITISING
OF STILLS EG. PHOTOGRAPHS,
GRAPHICS ETC. £113.85

HARWOOD'S THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST

ORDERING MADE EASY COMPARE OUR SERVICE
After you ve purchased from Harwoods we'll
still be here to completely satisfy you should
any problems arise.

]

2 MONTH WARRANTY - If goods prove to be
faulty within 30 days of purchase they will be^ replaced with A NEW UNIT. For the remainder of
the Guarantee Period, all warranty repairs will be
made FREE OF CHARGE!
COLLECTION FACILITY-Any faulty computer or
"g***#1 be co,,ected from your home FREE OFCHARGE within this Guarantee Period!!!

flPi
TESTING PROCEDURE-AII computers are

Bu* thoroughly tested prior to despatch.

CREDIT TERMS
Gordon Harwood Computers are licensed brokers
and facilities to pay using our Budget Account
Scheme are offered on most items. APR 35.2%
^3”?^ mon*b cr©d*t sale terms are available to most
adults, simply phone or write andwe will send written
details along with an application form. (Applications
are required in advance.)

Credit terms with or without a deposit can
be tailored to suit your needs.

day of receipt of payment or cheque clearance

PACK 2

PACK 4

POIVItRPLAY PACK 1
[



PRINTERS
All printers in our range are dot matrix and include

the following features . . .

Standard centronics parallel port for direct connection

to Amiga PC'a ST, Archimedes etc. Tractor and friction

paper feeds and FREE connector cables.

CITIZEN 1200 Full 2 year warranty

Vety reliable low cost printer, interchangeable interfaces

available for RS232 or Serial type forCBM 64 etc. £149.95

COMMODORE MPS 1230

Manufactured by Olivetti built in dual Centronics and 64 type

serial interfaces. Connects to C64/128/16/+4 and

Amina etc. £139.95

PHILIPS CM 8833
(Higher spec than 1084S)

Full 14” High Resolution Stereo Colour Monitor

• Twin Speakers

• High Contrast Tube

• Scart Euro-Connector fitted as standard

• Green screen switch for enhanced text mode

• RGB/AI, TTL, composite video and stereo audio

inputs

• Can also be used as TV with tuner or VCR
• Supplied with tilting stand

• Compatible with most micros

• With FREE lead for computer of your choice

• Only from Harwoods. a
1 year replacement warranty J J VN
for major faults *— W

COMMODORE 1084
Full 14” High Resolution Colour Monitor

• RGB/AI, TTL, composite video and audio inputs

• Scart Euro-connector fitted as standard

• Supplied with cables for A500, CGA PC,

C16-64-128

• Can also be used as TV

with tuner or VCR

30 MEGABYTE A500 HARD DISK
Real power for your Amiga A500, connects directly through

sidecar expansion bus. Ultra- reliable, built-in power supply

styled to match your Amiga A500.

MEGA STORAGE POQQ
AT ONLY

Also available SO mb version £475
includes 1 yr. replacement warranty FREE, optional 2 yr. available

,V
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COMMODORE A590 20Mb HARD
DISK FOR AMIGA ASOO's

• Autoboot on Amiga

(1.3 Kickstart only) NEW LOW PRICE!

• Sockets for 2Mb RAM
f*Q7Q

• DMA

VORTEX 40 MEGABYTE HARD DISK
New concept in disk storage NEW LOW PRICE!

• Amiga A500/1000 f* A
(others available)

HARWOODS SUPERSUM 3.5" DRIVE
• Thraughport NEW LOW PRICE!

• Orv'Off isolator switch £ y QQ
CUMANA DISK DRIVES

CAX 354 CAX 1000
3.5" 2nd Drive 5.25" 2nd Drive

C64/128 version available £179.95 £U9;95

STAR LC10 COLOUR

Colour version of the popular UC10, allowing the effect of full

colour on screen dumps (requires colour printer driving

software). 064/128 version available. £209.95 £230J§5

STAR 1C 24 10

24 Pin version of the popular LC series with exceptional letter

print quality. NEW LOW PRICE! £249.95

All our Star printers are full UK spec which are specifically manufactured

by Star Japan for sale in the UK only. Please be aware that European spec

Star printers are- being unofficially imported against the wishes of Star

Micronics UK. These printers do not carry a Star UK warranty, and will not

be serviced by them should the need arise. These may be unreliable due to

mains supply incompatibility. UK spec printers may be recognised by their

three pin UK type mains plug which is moulded to the mains cable.

SOFTWARE
AWARD MAKER PLUS £39.95

Creates certificates and awards in a variety of PUBLISHERS CHOICE £89.95

styles, then prints out in black or colour, The package contains 'Kridwoids V2', Pagesotter

landscape or portrait VI .2', Artists Choice' and 'The Headline!'.

PROFESSIONAL PAGE VI .2 £229.95 X-CAD DESIGNER £99.95

The ultimate in fuH colour Amiga OTP packages. Perfect start in computer-aided design.

WE STOCK A VAST RANGE OF SOFTWARE • TOO MUCH TO LIST HERE - AT

10 FREE BLANK OISKS 10. FREE BLANK DISKS

(Worth £10.95) (Worth £9.95)

SAVE MONEY
SA VE DA TA ! ,

jKSjS!
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DERBY Somercotes^^^^^

A6i OPENING TIMES; Mon - Sat9anw>.30pm
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Please call to see us where our full range of

advertised products AND MORE is on sale. We
will be only too pleased to demonstrate any item

of hardware or software and a host of peripherals

and accessories.

REMEMBER WE ARE NOT JUST
ANOTHER MAIL ORDER COMPANY

All prices are what YOU PAY, and there are

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS. VAT & Postage are included

and are correct at time of going to press.

E. & O.E. Offers subject to availability and are currently

advertised prices.
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PRESENTATION 38%
Good packaging, but no intro music.

GRAPHICS 24%
Mediocre Spectrum graphics.

SOUND 25%
Sparse spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 20%
Sluggishness of characters and unat-
tractive graphics make for instant

unappeal.

LASTABILITY 30%
Lots of levels but not much variety.

A fast, colourful coin-op becomes
slow and monochromatic.

Melbourne House,

C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk

I

hope you’re not one ofthose
weird bird watchers who
spends his weekends climb-

ing trees to nick eggs. I mean,
firstly as interesting hobbies go
it can’t that much more exciting
than trainspotting and sec-

ondly . . . AAARGH!

Yup, the people ofan obscure
Pacific island used to go around
collecting eggs and couldn’t
resist evenhuge Roc eggs. Now
the island’s two monsters have

OVERALL
27%

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1

Y Searching for treasure in the Aztec section.

With Xybots and now Aaargh! this isn’t a good month
for coin-op conversions. Any hope of a competent con-
version quickly vanishes upon sight of the main sprite
and his ‘movement’ (maybe the dinosaurs all died of
embarrassment), add to this some very dodgy collision

detection and overwhelming odds of dying and it all falls to pieces.
The ultimate in entertaining visuals, though, has to be the matchstick
men milling about when houses fall down — Lowry must be spinning
in his grave!

decided enough is enough, and
have gone in search of the Roc
eggs. You take play one of the
monsters, either an ogre or a
dragon, stomping through
twelve cities, flattening build-

ings to collect eggs, massive
hamburgers and humans. Giant

Amiga Aaargh! lost

a lot when the two-
player mode was
removed from the
home computer

version. The C64 game also suf-
fers from this, and overly simplis-
tic gameplay, but the main fault

is the difficulty level. Manoeuvr-
ing your monster around village

huts while dodging giant insects
is frustrating and repetitive. For
very patient and forgiving fire-

breathing monsters only.

hornets and cannons lob pro-
jectiles. When you collect a egg
you must fight the other, com-
puter-controlled monster to get
back to your treasure cave.

PRESENTATION 34%
Adequate title screen with basic tune.

GRAPHICS 40%
The backdrops and main sprites are
okay, but the men are moving ‘i’s.

SOUND 32%
Primitive FX, an adequate tune during

monster fight.

HOOKABILITY 23%
Awkward controls and dodgy colli-

sion detection.

LASTABILITY 29%
Gameplay is tough and uninspired.

OVERALL
Aaaaargh!

Terr

Tengen/Domark, C64 £9.99 cassette,

£12.99 disk

R ock Hardy and Ace Gunn
are the sort ofnames only
arcade heroes could get

away with, and sure enough
these are two such muscle-
bound, trigger happy charac-

i

After those superb,
full-colour preview
shots it’s a bit of a
shock to play what
looks like a Spec-

Itrum program ‘ported’ across
with added slowness. Initially

you wonder why Domark are

even releasing it. After a while

though, you adjust to the slow-

ness, and with two players it pro-

vides a recognizable version of

the coin-op without multiload

hassle. For hard-case Xybots
fans only.

ters. Their suitably suicidal

objective is to blast their way
through a huge underground
complex made up of around 50
levels which then repeat.
Hordes of robots roam about
these 3-D levels and when shot
often leave goodies such as
coins, add-on weapons and
keys. At the end of each level

there’s a shop where you can
buy added zap power (to

Rock and Ace fight through the

3-D levels

paralyse xybots), better shields,

slower energy loss and so on.

Well I never thought I’d see the day
looks less colourful than the Spectru
effectively monochrome! Memory prol

programmer to compromise but it’s n
which are dodgy; the characters have lea

wobble around at a staggeringly slow rate. The problem
levels is even more prominent in this version than it was
and Amiga version. With little in the way of variation in

the endlessly similar mazes prove the final nail in the ga

64 game
/alent, it’s
r

Dreed the

graphics

feet and
repetitive

the arcade
gameplay

le’s coffin.
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ANCO SOFTWARE LTD., UNIT 10, BURNHAM TRADING ESTATE, LAWSON ROAD
DARTFORD, KENT. Mail Order by Cheque, Postal Order, ACCESS or VISA
Telephone No.: 0322 92513/92518. FAX No.: 0322 93422



TLER DOES IT AGAIN!
Once again Activision havejumped
into the licensing business in a big
way in preparation the Second
Coin-op Conversion War this
Christmas. The big gun in Activi-
sion’s arsenal this time around is
the mammoth Sega coin-op. Power
Drift.
ROBIN HOGG takes a look at how

programmer Chris Butler is set to
‘achieve the impossible’.
Following the massive
success of Out Run and
Afterburnerin the arcades
even Sega jumped onto
their own bandwagon in
1988 to create the ulti-

mate rough-ride racing
game. Power Drift com-
bined all the graphic
techniques and sheer
speed that Sega could
muster forone rollercoas-
ter of a ride which domi-
nated the arcade scene.
For the 64 version

Activision signed up one
ofthe most accomplished
coin-op convertors
around: veteran program-
mer Chris (Ghosts 'AT
Goblins

, 720°, Space Har-
rier, ThunderBlade, Com-
mando) Butler.

go, it all depends on memory
which is as ever very tight indeed.
If I’ve got the memory then it will go
in.

I like to tackle the Sega coin-ops
head on, to my mind there’s no
other way about it. I’ve always
believed that if anything’s possible
then it’s worth having a go.
Although I have to compromise

almost all the time with my games,
deciding what can and can’t be
done, I always try to capture what
it is about the subject matter that
attracts the gameplayer.

And this is multi-load, right?

No, no. [My jaw drops upon hear-
ing this]. I’ve weighed up the pros
and cons of it all and I wanted it to

How on earth did you get
involved in tackling the 64 con-
version of this monster coin-op?

Well, at the time, around early ’89

I was engaged in freelance work
for US Gold. I’d finished Thunder
Blade and was being offered
Ghouls ’N’ Ghosts when the soft-
ware manager for US Gold,
Charles Cicil, suddenly left to join

Activision, poaching me in the pro-
cess. The license for Power Drift

surfaced soon after - 1 wanted a
big title to work on and it was all

that was available. Thus in Feb-
ruary I was given the task-the end
of September being the deadline
with a penalty clause written in of
£250 lost for every week it over-
runs.

When you first went about tack-
ling the game what were your
priorities? Something would
have to be thrown out from the
start, but what? Don’t you feel
it’s pushing it possibly too far?

Well the slanting road effect as the
car skids round corners has had to

be fast paced and easy to get into
which always points to a single
load. Why should I write fast

games where the player has to
wait for the multiload?

It’s even better appreciated if

you can squeeze the game into

one load. Trying to work in the
restrictive memory of 64K has
been hard: I’ve run out of memory
quite a few times but at least I’ve

had a lot of practice.

How is the game being struc-
tured (without giving away any
trade secrets)?

At this moment it’s made up of 32K
of graphic code including all the
track data, bends, length of
straights* position of hills and so
on.

After this comes 20K of actual
code and after that comes 6K odd
of music. I don’t do the music
myself but give a set amount of
memory to Dave Lowe who’s done

(Op
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sterling work for Activision. I’ve

already had to cut down his alloca-

tion but he seems happy enough
with 6K. He’s concentrating on
one main theme to capture the

spirit of the game. A summer
theme? Yes, probably. Although I

haven’t heard anything yet.

After all this I have around 1 K to

3K for emergency backup pur-

poses- sorting out colour buffers,

handling screen memory and so
on. This memory allocation is all

rather flexible but at the moment
it’s basically a case tidying up of

code.

For development I use an old

Amstrad PCW using Word Star to

edit the source files. Code assem-
bly is performed using Avaset X-
ASM and luckily takes no more
than a few minutes as the code is

downloaded from the PCW. I have
my own customised graphics
designer which can scroll back-
grounds as well and create very

large multiplexed sprites.

Graphics have always been
important in Sega games-when
itcomes to the conversion have
they been first priority or has it

been gameplay?

The graphics came first with the

track routines following. The
gameplay is usually the last thing

to go in and is very easy to imple-

ment, change the speed of a car

here, the gravity of a bend there -
no problem.

It’s not been a problem either to

incorporate the spinning car effect

(when the car hits an object and
spins off the road) - it’s cheating
really but I simply shift characters
left or right depending on the

direction of spin.

The graphics are made up of

230 images based around 23
objects. The main sprite of your

car and the rival cars takes up 1

6

of those 200 odd images and
incorporates the distant cars and
the positions of turning cars,

climbing cars and the like.

I was meaning to spend two to

three weeks on the graphics but it

turned out to be six weeks.

What was the toughest part of

the conversion? Many late

nights?

mt r ZoMiM
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To answering the second question
first. Well, yes there’s plenty ofthe
old ‘ burning ofthe midnight oil ’ as
most ofmy time programming is at

odd hours - a mid-day wake and
afternoon just doing general things
is followed by a late night session
from around 8pm through to about
3am.

There’s been one late night till

7am session which involved get-

ting the clouds of smoke on the
wheels of the car just right but
otherwise it’s been fairly

straightforward coding.

The main problem (the lack of

memory aside) is the track; getting

it to move correctly, curve
~

smoothly and creating the ride-

over effect of the hills. Yes, as in

the coin-op the car doesn’t move,
instead the road moves to either

side.

Trying to keep the side graphics
parallel to the road edges has been
ataskas well. I’m storing the track

shapes in memory with individual

track curves and hills all in there -
a 3-D line routine is applied to the

shapes to create the 3-D effect.

Gaps have appeared at the

edges of the screen and I’ve filled

these in with set character blocks.
The speed of it all hasn’t been a
problem as the sprites are tracked
in character mode. Certain objects

come past perpendicular to the

road, like the bridges. It’s a bit of a
cheat but it works.

The actual illusion of movement
and track algorithms have turned
out better than I thought. I’ve

copied the arcade method but the

Sega programmers are very lucky

as all the hard work has been done
for them already. Overall I’m

pleased with the result.

You’ve obviously drawn on past
experience for this conversion.

One of the major criticisms of pre-

vious games like Thunder Blade
has been the wobble of the

oncoming 3-D graphics and I’ve

gone out of my way to eliminate

that problem.
Other problems that have been

corrected have been the half-on

sprites of Space Harr/erwhich was
basically printing a character
block on screen and just flashing it

past.

I’ve used a high level of inter-

rupts in Power DriftXo keep speed
up and get around the problem of

it not being a sequential game like

Thunder Blade - after all you can
choose any course you want
which makes my preplanning
difficult.

The techniques in use now are

nearing perfection and are about
the most efficient I can get on the
64 now. It’s approaching the limits

but then again they’ve always said

that.

Have you been following the
coin-op and computer scene
recently? Make us sick and tell

us whether you had the Power
Driftmachine for *research ’ pur-
poses.

No, I don’t often get the chance to

visit the arcades. When visiting my
parents in Southend, which is an
arcade player’s paradise, I do see
them then.

I find Capcom’s Sfr/dervery

impressive and the programming
techniques behind Hard Drivin’ are

excellent although the game itself

can be tedious. I did have the

Power Drift machine for around
four months but that’s gone onto
another developer.

Are YOU interested in 16-bit?

It’s all a matter of finding the time,

I like the 3D polygon effects of 1 6-

bit programs nowadays but again
I don’t have the time to buy (and

play) games. I’ve worked with the

64 for quite a few years, learnt a lot

with it and there’s a good few
years of 64 games to come. Yes,

1 6-bit is interesting but there’s life

in the old dog yet.

Five years on, has it all been
worth it?

Undoubtedly. I still love writing

games; it’s a boy’s dream after all,

and me straight out of school. A
dream career even if I’m not

incredibly wealthy.

I’m now committed to buying a
house and settling down. I don’t

intend to be writing games when
I’m 50 but it’s been worth every

moment.
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CENTRONICS
INTERFACE

KwfltEVIEWERS $Ajf®f%
“I’m stunned, amazed &

Pmd totally impressed.
This is easily the best ^

value for money —
cartridge. The Cartridge

King

r

IN 48 HRS

graphics Support
UTILITIES DISK

3MLIDE SHOW. View your favourite

screens in a slide show type display.

BLOW UP. Unique utility allows you to

take any part of of a picture & 'blow it

up’ to full screen .

SPRITE EDITOR. A complete sprite

editor helps you to create or edit sprites.

uko:
54hr Credit
Card Line

payable to "Datel

Electronics"
ADD £1

AND SU] MESSAGE MAKER. Any screen

captured with Action Replay or created

with a graphics package can be turned

into a scrolling screen message with

music.

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD.
FENTON INDUSTRIAL

ESTATE
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON.
STOKE-ON-TRENT.

ENGLAND.

ARVI

THE ACTION REPLAY
MK VI WILL LOAD
A 200 BLOCK
PROGRAM
IN UNDER 6
SECONDS

Dale I Electronics neither condones or authorises the use of it s products lor

the reproduction of copyright material.

The back up facilities ot this product arc designed to reproduce only

software such as public domain material, the users own programs or soft

ware where permission to make a hack tip has been elearlv given,

li is ill eg.i l to make copies, even for vour own use. of copyright material,

without the expressed permission of the copyright owner, or their lieeneee.

THE MOST POWERFUL, FRIENDLY AND FEATURE PACKED K
UTILITY CARTRIDGE EVER CONCEIVED!

*



Well, what can I say? The new Olivier? Perhaps, cer-

tainly a new talent has been born at Ludlow Festival.

A scintillating performance by Richard Eddy won a
standing ovation ... or so I'm told by the man him-
self who 'lost' the video recording of it.

But in ZZAP! everyone can be a star, just send in

your letter (and photo even) and we'll promote you
to the masses!

This month's main feature seems to be that everg-
reen subject; piracy.

A PIRACYEXPERT?
Dear Lloyd,

I recently telephoned Trilogic

about the Expert Cartridge -

specifically about the
upgrades for it, but I shall let

that pass. They informed me
that on the 1st of August, the
Expert would no longer be
sold due to the new regula-

tions regarding computer
copying devices.

To be perfectly honest, I find

the banning of such devices
sickening, for several

reasons:

1) That any government feels

it can repress knowledge by
banning it is completely
erroneous.

2) That the other facilities

offered by these products
(machine code monitor, freeze

and examine, edit sprites etc

in situ), which are incredibly

useful aids to the production
of legal software, are just to be

thrown away with the rest of

the product.

3)

My final, and most annoying
reason: THAT PIRACY MUST
BE SO DESPERATELY WIDE-
SPREAD AS TO CAUSE THE
USE OF SUCH DESPERATE
MEASURES.

I think it says something
about British Computer Users
that something so drastic has
to be done. And by a govern-
ment that was only forced to

bring in the Data Protection

Act to bring us into line with

the rest of Europe!
It is the old adage about the

few spoiling it for the rest. To
deprive the users ofthe power
of these devices simply
because they can make a

back-up ofwhat is in memory?
It is unthinkable. In Germany,
piracy is illegal, as is hacking.
And yet nothing has come out
of those laws except that the

hackers have adopted han-
dles bearing no resemblance

to their real names, broken
into software, and distributed

hundreds of counterfeit

copies. Or in the case of main
frames, injected viruses bear-

ing this handle. Before anyone
wonders why I call myself
Thunderdog, I shall tell them. I

am not a hacker in the modern
sense. In the old sense, I am a
hacker: one who would rather

write their own software than
use someone else’s. But I use
the Expert! Sure, I use it to

debug my software - correct

non-declared labels, bodge
together pre-assembled files

from disc. I also use it to

backup software.
What’s on my ’collection of

instruction-less black discs’

then? (to quote James New-
combe’s letter in ZZAP! 52)

Wizball, Seuck, Gauntlet

,

Trap
,
Head Over Heels

,

Cluedo, Monopoly, Scrabble,

need I go on? Look in my box
of ORIGINAL cassettes, with

instructions - Wizball, Seuck,
Gauntlet, Trap, Head Over
Heels etc etc . .

.

One thing I have heard is

done by some hackers, and I

think it is quite a good idea, is

to break into software, copy it,

make only the ONE copy, and
send it to the author with

details of how it was done.
This won’t be popular, but, so
long as the hacker can be
trusted, it can provide a free

security consultancy service.

(The same kind of thing Prestel

often do-open out a few lines

as ’demo’ lines, and wait for

the hackers!)

If piracy is to be stopped,
then a good deal of effort in

security is required by prog-
rammers. I intend to form a

group - with newsletter -

dedicated to that end. (If any-
one is interested, please con-
tact me. Hackers be warned -

don’t join - 1 have ways of

weeding you out! Before I

finish this letter and the typist

has to go and cool their fingers

in the fridge, I would like to ask
whetheryou know of any plans
to release a game based on
the series ’Sledge Hammer!’?

In the words of the prophet
‘That’s all folxx’.

Thunderdog, Beverley, North

Humberside.

Piracy is desperately wide-
spread, hence the new law.

Whetherthenewlawdoesban
devices such as the Expert
Cartridge is in fact unclear.

One device, the Blitz lead for

the Atari ST, is to remain on
salebecause its makers claim
it's primary use is not copying
software but copying disks
twiceas fastas normal. Copy-
ing software, it

fs argued, is a
misuse of the device. Indeed
Bob Hay ofFAST (Federation

Against Software Theft) has
saiddevices whichhavemany
uses, not merely copying, are
notbanned. However, Trilogic

and many other companies
are unwilling to risk being
taken to court under the act.

Until someone is, the specific

meaning of the act will be
uncertain.

LM

NO SNIFF OF VICH
Dear Lloyd,

RE: CU, 64 and ZZAP. The Vic-20 has been aiven thp it

m^re^nd^at w'onl be for a^ong^rn^yet'
2^ '* ain '* wortfl itTny-

diskas welfoikTcJ'did awhHe backHdon't an°
W ab<

?

Ut an Amiga
for a tape I can’t use

* appreciate Paying 50p
Daniel Besser, Milton Keynes, MK2 2NW.
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CONCERNING COIN-OPS
Dear Lloyd,

Ho hum, out with the old, in

with the new who will leave in

a year’s time, making way for

some more people who’ll

eventually make way for . .

.

etc., etc., and so it goes on.

ZZAP! is the Newcastle United
of magazines - they let all their

big names go!! Hopefully,

though, the newteam will tone
down the Viz humour.

Next, a few points:-

1) No matter what, CU always
have a arcade section. The last

one in here was July ’88 (be-

fore Jaz left - sob!) Why not
have a monthly arcade sec-
tion? After all, most games
these days seem to be conver-
sions. I onlysaw NewZealand
Storyfour days before issue 51

came out, and I’d never even
seen Rainbow Islands

,
going

on two years old, until three
days ago! And I consider
myself an arcade veteran of

the North-East, Scarborough
and Blackpool!!

2) Most of us aren’t glued to

keyboards and joysticks all

the time-we do go to the pics
and hire videos occasionally.

So a video/movie review col-

umn would be nice.

3) GET RID OF RANDY
UNEARTHED !!! Even Tamara
Knight was better than that!

Just because he’s from up
North 'about 5 miles from me’
doesn’t mean he’s
Buggerallmoney!! Most of us
up here don’t smerktabs,
drink beeyuh and rearrayunge
peeyuples fayussese fer a
livun’,’ ((C) Phil’s Stereotypes
Ltd 1989) so why make him
look like that?

Since you changed the
reviewing system, I thought
you’d have changed the
awards too. The CONVER-
SION FACTOR is good, but I’ve

always thought the implemen-
tation ofthe SILVER MEDAL is

wrong. Tetris on re-release
would have got a Gold Medal
had it been under the pre-

budget era’s reviewing sys-

tem, instead of a Silver under
the current system. Would
Armalytr <*t a Silver at £1.99?
(Probabk> 1 99% overall, too!)

No, I didn’t think so. So why
shouldn’t £1 or £2.99 games
get GMs where deserved?
Shameballand Par! ^fro/got

a full 2 pages each, why

now change that to a half a

page just because a game
costs £7 less? How about
introducing a BRONZE Medal
to go with theGM and SM. The
SIZZLER is kicking it a bit now,
and changes are usually for

the better, so ifyou’d consider
my suggestions, nothing more
mind, I’d appreciate it.

Finally, has anyone else

noticed that their 64 copy of

Speedball is bugged? If I

switch on forthe firsttime in a
day, when the transformer is

cold, it always bugs up!! What
I do to remedythis is to let the

transformer warm up for

about half an hour, and it usu-
ally works. I should know -

after a 50-week league as
Lacata, I won ALL 50 games
scoring 500 goals with a final

score of 7500 (work it out- 100
points per win, 20 per draw, 5
per goal) - a clear 3870 points

of Yela. Think that it’s a fix?

Look at the printout . . . Oh, by
the way, whatWAS the longest

list for the BLASTEROIDS
comp?
Phil Halliwell, County Durham,
DH6 2RE.

From the top, Phil . .

.

1) Despite being kicked out of

numerous arcades for taking

pictures for TGM, Robin
Hogg's stilleagerto do itagain
for a ZZAP! arcade feature

soon.

2) Video and movie reviews in

ZZAP!? With all the games
we've had flooding into the

offices this month I doubt
we're ever going to have the

space!

3) No-one makes Randy look
like that It'smostdefinitelyall

his own work!
No reviewing system is

totally fair, and I agree games
likeTetris arenowmissing out
on Gold Medals. On the whole
however, budget games are

inferior to full-price but,

because of their price, are
marked more generously -
hence the Silver Medal.
Rambo, for example, could
never have got 96% at £9.95.

And on the subject ofBronze
Medals, call me an old fuddy-

duddy but I'm don't think

there's any call for changing
the Sizzler rating yet.

LM

MORE POINTS THAN AN OVERWEIGHT
HEDGEHOG
Dear Lloyd,
I hope this letter will start the debate of many things - First off Ihope I can get this off my chest .. .

9 1 OTT

1

SOFTWARE PRICES.
Why the heck does software have to cost so much? £24 95 iust

LteofnTr *7w.
r® c?mpan ‘es shou 'd follow the excellent exam-ple ofUS. Gold s priceswhich arenow£14.95 for arcadeconver-

OfPfihin!!
3
v?r

b
*!

r
olameS are worth £19-95. Example: Kick

Off, Shinobi, Xybots, Silkworm, and a few others. This leadsw • • •

QUALITY OF SOFTWARE
Pathetic!Games are rubbish atthe current standard (by thewav[ownan Amiga 500). I could make an endless list of trash

tesla' i»

AMIGA
1. Forgotten Worlds: U.S. Gold
2. Dungeon Master (1 meg): FTL/Mirrorsoft
3. Blood Money: Psygnosis
4. TVSports Football: Cinemaware/Mirrorsoft
5. Populous: EA
6. Kick Off: Anco
7. NewZealand Story: Ocean

. FOFT: Gremlin
9. R-Type: Electric Dreams

10.

Archipelagos: Logotron

64
1. Citadel: Electric Dreams
2. Silkworm: Virgin Software
3. Speedball: Mirror$oft/lmageworks
4. Forgotten Worlds: U.S. Gold
5. RoboCop: Ocean

PIRACY

""W* * d°"’t™ind it. there are good and bad points. Anyway

1 hfI!u
d

1"
ant todamage thesegames so I decided tomakea backup of them. Now this is the way (well part of it) to stop

Ancom-odiirt
bril,iantP^ion. Amazinglyanother

u
,ttle or no proteo«on! Anyway piracy is

St«n“
9 PnCeS and *he prices (yawn!> aro because of

Simon Liu, Surrey.

Sadly I must agree withyou that the most effective wav to stoopiracy is via technical means, rather than ‘educatfng p̂irates
P

^vfSy
°!f

r
f
e/f

!
boUftheharm done to the industry. SWl, / thinky°U ™ iu er

L
to a

?sume^ effects ofpiracy are compen-
hl9herPrices. There’s onlyso faryoucanpeaprices

ZwsftLTZ?,makeS UP f°r the vastnumber°fPlated
’

9aJV**- " tef
I® )T

as less piracygames would not onlybe
Reaper, butbetterasprogrammerscouldafford tospendmuch
ZZL r

°n tPemAnd teen there’s the fact not everyone’s a

nZ^JjPJlZ ’ end I certainly feel irked I have to pay the high

di^nnrZTwl’'1^ bLpirates’ Als° there ’s Hrst tim9 buyersdtscouraged by high software prices.
y

Another month, another RRAP. I hope to receive lots

of letters next month, so we can go back up to four
pages after Randy nicking one for his special tips

section this ish. Needless to say I consider myself a
broad-minded chap, so feel feel to write on pretty
much anything even vaguely linked to the Commo-
dore world. The address is LLOYD MANGRAM, ZZAP!
RRAP, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB.
Unbiased reviews of Mr Eddy's performance will be
especially welcome.
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COMMODORE 64
REPAIRS & SPARES
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NEED YOUR COMPUTER REPAIRED FAST? =
FED UP OF WAITING WEEKS FOR YOUR COMPUTER TO ARRIVE?|
THEN WAIT NO LONGER-send your computer to us for fast repairs!

We offer a full repair service on all these makes-Commodore 128,

Commodore 16, Commodore Plus 4, Vic 20.

We also have spare parts available by mail order.

WE DON’T JUST REPAIR YOUR COMMODORE 64-we check loading, sound
memory, in fact fully overhaul your computer for only £40.00 - which

includes VAT, postage + packing, insurance, parts and labour. NO HIDDEN
EXTRAS. All other models please call us for a quote on the numbers
below.

HOW TO SEND YOUR COMPUTER
Just pack your computer, including power supply, in suitable packaging

and send it to the address below, enclosing your cheque to the value of

E40.00-YOU can also pay by ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
to tn

31/2" DISKS
EVEN BETTER DISKS — EVEN LOWER PRICES

10 X31/2DS/DD £8.50 Ordering 100 disks or less?

25 X31/2DS/DD £19.00 Use our credit card hotline.

50 x 31/2 DS/DD £37.00 Access - 0742 726485 - Visa

100 x 31/2 DS/DD £69.00
250 x 31/2 DS/DD ...£160.00 Trade enquiries welcome.

500 x 31/2 DS/DD ...£305.00 Dial our M.D. direct on
1000 x 31/2 DS/DD ...£599.00 0742 725353

SAME DAY DESPATCH, PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND NEXT DAY DELIVERY.

OUR DISKS ARE CHEAP BUT THEY ARE TOP QUALITY - LIFETIME GUARANTEE.

HARDWARE DISTRIBUTION (dept ZZ)
19 DIVISION STREET, SHEFFIELD, SI 4GE

0742 726485

I I

COMMODORE 64/T
VIC POWER K
SUPPLY UNIT

Developed by us- is size of
conventional power supplies.
Just £35.00 + £2.00 p + p

Send your computers now to-
VideoVault Ltd, Old Kingsmoor School, Railway Street, Hadfield, Cheshire SK14 8AA

Telephone: 04574 66555/67761/69499

Copyright VideoVault Ltd. No. 987092 Fax: 04574 68946

THE RACING GAME

THE SUCCESSFUL SPECTRUM GAME NOW AVAILABLE ON
COMMODORE 64/128

AN EXCITING GAME DESIGNED FOR THE HORSE RACING ENTHUSIAST.

MANAGE 1 5 HORSES TO WIN GROUP, GRADED AND OPEN RACES. SEASON INCLUDES:

THE DERBY - 1000/2000 GUINEAS - THE OAKS - THE ST LEDGER

FORM, FITNESS, GOING, DISTANCE, ALL EFFECT RESULTS. TRAIN YOUR HORSES. FULL

SEASON OF 80 RACES OR QUICK GAME OPTION. GIVE THE RIDING INSTRUCTIONS TO
YOUR JOCKEY. SEE YOUR SEASONS RESULTS AND FINANCIAL STANDING. FULL

BETTING MARKET, PRE RACE REPORTS, STEWARDS ENQUIRIES, RENAME HORSES,

RACES OVER 5F TO 2Vi MILES. WATCH THEM RACE AND CHEER HOME YOUR HORSE

COMMODORE TAPE £7.95 COMMODORE DISK £8.95

SPECTRUM TAPE £6.95

AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER ONLY SEND CHEQUE/P.O. TO.

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE DEPZZ, 157 WARWICK ROAD, RAYLEIGH ESSEX SS6 8SG

Proprietor: J MOSS

SpecialShow Offers from
Dynamics

Competition PRO

ompetition PRO

Top selling joystick with arcade quality and

reliability, incorporating these amazing

features:- • Super sensitive

microswitches - for

precision control.

• Dual fire buttons for

left or right hand control.

> Firm non-slip base pads.

• Robust steel shaft and

rubber return for

smooth movement.

Go with the Pro!

SpecialPC Show Price

£10.00
Over1MillionSold! 1 RRP£14-95

CLEAR
If you want a joystick

that’s different but has all

the amazing features of

the Competition Pro in

black - then this is the

one for you - it has style

and pace.

SpecialPC Show Price

£11.00
RRP £15.95

Competition PRO

The ultimate in the

Competition Pro series

incorporating -

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Rapid Fire capability

Unique slow motion action

Score like a Pro!

SpecialPC Show Price

£12.00
RRP £16.49

You can save an additional £1
on these special offers at the
PCShow. Cut out the
voucher belowand y
take it to ourstand r ,

where we will S ,0

take £1 off the

special ~

showprice o ^

J?

6
&v>

sj? o<° AX

DYNAMIC5 marketing Ltd
A British Leader in Joystick manufacturing

COIN HOUSE NEW COIN STREET ROYTON OLDHAM OL2 6JZ ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: 061 626 7222 TELEX: 669705 COING



Rorschach

Scientific Stationary

p: Binary code addiction as

ans of controlling the world.

rofNORMAN NUTZ Phd,
1

Bsc, KP.

CH EQUIPMENT: C64, Amiga A500,

Cray-2.

LAB ASSISTANT: The Geek

Some people reckon smaCC is Beautiful

But, to Be honest, I'm not convinced.
'Thanhs to that %gnd character's tips

special the LaB Report 's Been
temporarily squeezed dozvn tojust two
pages. ‘Take comfort though, from the

fact that hopefuCCy (cross my fingers,

chucks saCt over my shoulder, touch

wood, kick. the Gefifsix times and one
r F r\ 7 MStSr a v . „

e\tra for luck} lt d Be Back, to its full

quota ne$0ltnd^m, *antiC then, happy

adventimna.F %
\

HEADS*

ARTHUR
Infocom, Amiga £29.99

him -his coronation is in three
days time.

fV visit to Merlin’s cave results

in him giving you the ability to

transform yourself into an owl,
badger, salamander, eel or
turtle. You might’ve preferred a
nice, shiny suit of armour and a

good horse, but Merlin’s Merlin
arid it wouldn’t be wise to argue.
You can change into an animal as

often as you li|e, but never
directly from one animal to

ou are

f Arthur. Not
M H/ Arthur FoWler,

W uf Arthur Scargill

W or even Arthur

/ l’vegotakippers

I tuckupmyassort
edsocks. No, as

just plain

‘Arthur’ you’re the rightful heir

to the English throne, and the
hero in Infocom’s interpretation

of the famous legend.

It has been many years since

King Uther has died and s6 far

no-one has been able to pull the

famous swordfrom the stone to

become his rightful heir. It has
even got to the point where the

people are willing to let a

usurper, King Lot, take the

throne.

As Arthur, you start the
adventure at night in the
churchyard where the sword in

another (youjnust become
human again first)^ud never in

public - it would freak people
out!

Exploring the surrounding
countryside reveals a great many
locations ranging from trie village

tavern to bogs, woqcfca lake (as

a turtle or eel you cam swim
beneath the surface)* and King
Lot’s castle. Plenty ofcharacters,
both friendly and hostile, can be

spoken to and asked questions.
The village idiot isn’t too helpful
- though he says he can peak into

the gam^Js machine code when
you’re gone!
Most of the problems

encountered revolve around
transforming into different

creatures - for instance, to go
down a hole in the ground you
must be the badger, while as the
owl you can fly high above the
land. Surprisingly, as an eel you
can even talk to a kraken in the
lake. However, you are not
allowed to carry objects when in

animal form and this obviously
causes more than a few
problems. It can also be
frustrating finding somewhere to

change, there’s never an empty
phone box when you want one!
As in other recent Infocom

releases, there’s an in-built hints

facility, accessed by looking into

the stone is located. You know
that King Lot has imposed a

curfew and you’ll be thrown in

jail if caught, but you were
compelled to try to remove the

sword. Of course, being the

rightful heir, you succeed in

pulling it out (no oo-ers here
please) whereupon Marlin
materialises and, before
disappearing again, tells you that

you’re not yet worthy to claim the
throne and must first gain a

hundred chivalry, experience,

wisdom, and quest points.

But no sooner than Merlin
disappears than King Lot’s

soldiers march into the church to

remove the sword and stone. In

the rgi^^fi^l^^Lot shows a
copyoffhe swip|fo the gathered
village^, claimmjpl is the magic
sword llid that he riiust now be
crowne| High King. You must
work quickly i|you are to stop

Tmm SQUARE

You wale Into the town square. The churchyard lies to the north,

and the castle to the east. To your south you see the entrance to
the town’s only tavern, and to the west is the village green.

The village idiot is here, idly playing with a dead mouse that lies

1H0REI
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a magic crystal. The typically

polished Infocom presentation

also includes various display #

modes: graphics, map,
inventory, score, and text.

I With the great puzzles, some
attractive graphics and a superb
vocabulary and parser, plus the

odd touch ofhumour, Arthur has
all the ingredients to make a first-

cla§s adventure. A must for all

Infocom fans."

ATMOSPHERE
PUZZLE FACTOR
INTERACTION
LASTABILITY
OVERALL

#

93%
96%
92%
94%
94%

MYTH
Magnetic Scrolls, C64 disk only - available as part

of Official Secrets package: £1 9.95

he Official

Secrets

adventure club

has been %

running a few
months now and
is apparently
doing very well.

For £19.95 you
get six bi-monthly issues of the
club magazine: Confide)

%

of The Adventure Helpline and
Adventure Contacts, automatic
membership of the Special

Reserve Software Club (giving

discounts on loads ofgames), and
of course the exclusive mini-

adventure reviewed here - Myth
specially written for the club by
Magnetic Scrolls.

In this light-hearted look at the

Greek mythological world, you
play the Sea God, Poseidon, and,
guess what, you can’t swim! *

Mucking about inheaven is an
easy life and you have a great
time going to riotous parties. So
^when your brother Zeus invites

you to his temple-warming party

you accept on the spotHWhen
you arrive everything seems to be
normal, with lots of food and
drink to indulge in, but then Zeus
decides to make a very serious

speech about the rise of
Christianity and how the Greek
gods sfiould prove their

superiority by eagfi performing a
tdifficult task.

He hands you a piece of paper
with ypur task on it: to find

Hades’ fabled Helmet Of
Invisibility. With*a flash you’re
transported to the gates of hell.

Looking around you spot your
|

first problem - a hugftiine-

headed H#dra guards the gates

and isn’t going to let you past.

Arm^d only with a shield and
trident (unfortunately not of the

*

leaves one in no doubt as to the nature
of this place* Parched and barren
1

a

nds

c

ape spraw Is ravenously in an

nuclear variety) you decide not to

rilehim and instead explore a

garden to. the east w{iere a

frofickingiarnb and marrte altar

are to be found (I wonder what
must be done heVe?!).

The only other route takes you
into a deep swamp (aw no, you
can’t swim!) where an old James
Bond trick can help you survive.

Get through this and you reach

the infamous River Styx, full of
*

dead souls making the journey to

hell. A ferryman and Death
himselfmake an appearaocejhfre
along with a perplexing puzzle

concerning transporting six keys
over the river.

It didn’t take medtoo long to

e a fair bit of progress in

th al the puzzles aren’t that

4 difficult to solve, although fine

for beginners. Experienced
,

adventurers will probably find it

a bit easy although they’ll have
plenty of fun leading the

* m

humorous f^^artd admiring the

beautiful graphics which appear
every fewloeations (these can be
swapped for small mono cameos
to quicken play). Then there’s a

typically refined Magnetic Scrolls

parser which accepts multi-

command sentences. One thing

missing (although most won’t
need it) is HELP - as members
can always phone, the Official

Secfets Helpline!
* Although I vyouldn’t exactly

recommend fofking out 20 quid
justforfhe game^Myt/rirfgreat
freebie incentive for those*

interested in joii

professional adventure club”

i

Britain.

ATMOSPHERE
PUZZLE FACld
Interaction
LASTABILITY
OVERALL
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CONTACTS
#

'

V
'

Loadsa clevertipsters just waiting to help you out- don't forget an
SAS though.

Heroes of Karn, Bored of the Rings, Gremlins,
Voodoo Castle, Zim Zaia Bim, Muggy's Revenge,
Tropical Adventure, Dracula, Holy Grail, The Pawn,
Return to Oz, Masters of the Universe, Robin of
Sherwood, Fourth Protocol, Price of Magik.
Christophe Brassart, 67 rue de I'Abbe Lemire, 59200
TOURCOING, France.

Tower of Despair, Dracula, Adventureland, Zim Zala
Bim, Castle or Terror, Time Tunnel, Eureka.
John Paterson. 8 Bracadale Road, Baillieston,

Glasgow G69.
Tel: 041 771 7729

The Golden Baton,Worm in Paradise, Hobbit, Fourth
Protocol (Pt 3 only).

Andrew Blackman, 133 Ashen Drive, Dartford, Kent
DAI 3LY.
Tel: 0322 76887 5.30-8.30pm

#
Dungeon Adventure, Lord ofthe Rings, Quest forthe
Holy Grail, Hampstead, Lords of Time, Inca Curse,
Espionage Island, Planet of Death.
David Lemon, 14 Norton Place, Dunfermline, Fife

KY1 1 4RH.
Tel: 0383 728353 after 6pm Mon-Fri

Leather Goddesses of Phobos, Zork III, Terrormolinos,
Never Ending Story, Heroes of Karn, Mission 1,

Gremlins, Robin of Sherwood.
Ron McKenzie, 3 Silverstream, Freystrop,
Haverfordwest, Dyfed SA61 2SN.

II

Adventureland, Subsunk, Heroes of Karn, Empire of
Karn, Munroe Manor, Hacker, Classic Adventure, all

early Infocom titles. Jinxter, Guild of Thieves,
Plundered Hearts, Dracula, Hitchhiker's Guide,
Mindshadow, Trager Sanction, Wishbringer, Trinity,

The Pawn.
Chris Fleming, 235 Meola Road, Pt Chev, Auckland,
New Zealand.
Tel: 867074

Voodoo Castle, Heroes of Karn, Pirate Adventure,
Ten Little Indians, Hobbit, Lost City, Gremlins, Wizard
of Akyrz, Quest for the Holy Grail, Zim Zaia Bim,
Island Adventure, Castle Dracula.
Paul Flanagan, 6 Corry, Belleek, Co Fermanagh, N
Ireland.

Tel: 036565 594

The Hobbit, Erik the Viking, Castle of Terror, Eurekl,
Voodoo Castle, The Count, Heroes ofKam, Empi re of
Karn, Zork I, Zork III, Exodus, Ultima Hi, The Boggit,
Lords ofTime, Never Ending Story, The Hulk, Temple
ofTerror. Ultima IV, Seabase Delta, Kentilla, Valkyrie

17, Sherlock, The Fourth Protocol, The Helm, Wizard
of Akyrz, Perseus and Andromeda, Lord of the Rings
(part 1), Emerald Isle, Quest for the Holy Grail,

Hacker, Colossal Cave. JL
Steven Kelly, 4 South View,Whin* Lane.
Simonstone, Burnley, Lancs BB12 7QU.
^ [

m M '-v.v.mv.vXvXW • * Sk.

Chaos, Eureka, Sorcerer of Claymorgue Castle, The
arsRevengjel's Revenge, See-La of

Assiab (part one). Football Frenzy, Velnor's Laiiii

Paul Hardy, 33 Fir Tree drive, Wales, Sheffield S31
itz.

Hitchhiker's Guide, Zork I, Zork II, Planetfali, leather
Goddesses, Cutthroats, Infidel. Stationfall.

Dave Rogers, 15 Elm Terrace, Westfield, Radstock,
Bath, Avon BA3 3XP

Ultima IV, The Bard's Tale, Voodoo Castle, Phantasie
I, Never Ending Story, Dracula, The Prince of Magic,
BorrowedTime, The Pawn, Seabase Oelta, Deadline,
Zork III, Wishbringer.
Derek Wong, 42 Ingram Road. Thornton Heath,
Surrey, CR4 8EB.

Hitchhiker's Guide, The Hobbit, Lord of the Rings,

The Shadows of Mordor, Guild of Thieves, Jinxter.

Warren Lee Melia, 1 Thornhill Avenue, Rishton,
Blackburn, Lancs, BB1 4EZ.

p.

Jack The Ripper, Dracula, Kayleth, Mindshadow,
Never Ending Story.

Derek Scott, 42 South Parade, Leven, North
Humberside HU1 7 5U.

r
Starcross, Suspended, Suspect, Leather Goddesses,
Zork l, Zork II, Zork III, Deadline, PJanetfall, Infidel,

Cutthroats, Ballyhoo, Lurking Horror, Seastalker,

Bureaucracy, Trinity, Moonmist, Hollywood Hfjinx,

Hitchhiker's Guide, Wishbringer, Sorcerer,

Speilbreaker, Enchanter, The Pawn, Ultima I, Ultima
III, Ultima IV, Sfeeribck, Gremlins, The Hulk,
Terrormolinos, The Fourth Protocol, The Hobbit.
Billy Kavanagh, 49 Drake Half, Westhoughton,
Bolton, BL5 2RA. *

Never Ending Story, Zzzz, Quest for the Holy Grail.

Tony Kinnear, 49 Wainwright Avenue, Hutton,
Brentwood, Essex, CM13 2SZ.

Bally Hoo, Bored of the Rings, Borrowed Time,
Deadline. Emerald Isle, Enchanter, Eureka (German,
Arthurian, Roman), Gremlins, Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy, The Hobbit, Leather Goddesses of
Phobos, Mind Shadow, Myproe Manor, Moonmist,
Pi rate Adventure, PL
OrcPt 1

SMASHED, Dracula, Frank*
The Holy Grail, Gnome R*
Zim Zata Bim, Cricket Crazy}, I

Scott West, 10 Charnock Dale
Sheffield, S12 3HP (No more

Curl Kuttelwascher, 6 Robin Hill Oriye,
Surrey, GUI54 EG.

, III y \\
1 gfl f§§| %

"

Enchanter. Zork l, II, ill, Planetfali, Stationfall, »
Plundered Hearts, The Pawn, Shadowgate,

*

Wishbringer, Leather Goddesses of Pbob©£ Ingrid's
Back, Hollywood Hijinx.

Julian Loveday, 23 Herbert Road, Emerson Park,
||tornchuf€^f|^#M11 3LM.

£:;
'

mpireof
,
Hulk, Zzzz, .

.Price of

.venue,

TwinKingdomli|Hey, The
Guide, Return ToEdeh, Ten
J inxter, D6ji Vu, Shadowgate, The
Plundered Hearts.

Steven Coomber, 6 Maysfield Cfbse*
Bristol, BS209RL
Tel: 0272 84421 8 (6-9pm)

Kobyashi Naru, Sherlock.

RRRR I M Im Terrace. Sooth
Queerwferry, West Lothian, Scotland. EH30 9NA.

Corruption.Tass Times inTone
Simon Bali, 1A Castle Flats. South
la*Zouch, Leicestershire, LE6 5BQ.
Tel: 0530 415103 (5-IOpm)

's Quest III

*de-

Zork II. Gnome Ringer, Knight Ore (part one).

Steve Parker, 1 3 Elizabeth Road, Seaton, EastDevon*
6X12 20$.

Zork I, II and III,

Gruds in Space,
Quest, Wishbrii

, Starcross, Deadline,
»iderman. Asylum, Daiatt

ollywood Hijinx, Rigel's





RANDY SAYS
TIPS OOT FO
THE LADZIli
SPECIAL EXTENDED VERSION! |

Sgesfs— of tips in —a *«. I

It’s took a while to compile, and there n
|

all sorts of complicatiorm, but tt's here.
foiiowing

I

you’ll find ate tips, pokes, listings.

|

new, something borrowed (I
I

Dangerous map from my 900 nen^
somethjng

|

I

C

brXTa m? th«e" nothing blue here ...\

1

only ^ackid up
P
thI other week because you got

U hopelessly stuck. who submitted

I Spare a thought f°r all those gu^
previous

1 fo/bringing ?ou this booklet. Turn the page, man

1 vel at the hints .you tad ta

Randy
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MARS FACE
CHAMBER

MONSTER

mm Wi
ZAK McKRAKEN AND THE ALIEN MINDBENDERS
(US Gold/Lucasfilm)

Now you know why the second
part of this solution has taken
such a tong time to appear!
Thanks to everyone who wrote
in with the missing half, believ-
ing that I’d lost it (I hadn’t, hon-
est!)

After reaching the spaceship, take

off your hat and nose glasses. Ring
the bell beside the door. Give the

guitar to the King or, if you filled in

the application form at the Phone
Company office, give him the fan-

club card.

Once escorted outside, enter

again to the far right

Lott-O-Dictor. Jot dowr
number shown, return to the

oured buttons and push them in the

sequence CYAN, PURPLE, YEL-
LOW, PURPLE. Step over the line

and be ready to open your parachute
as soon as you start falling. Once in

the water, use the kazoo to summon
the dolphin. Use the blue crystal on
the dolphin and direct it underwater.

Swim to the right until you come
across seaweed covering a rectangu-

lar tunnel. Pick up the seaweed and
then the GLOWING OBJECT.
Give the object to Zak then use the

To Zak command — one ofthe aliens

will appear and transport you to the

detention cell. When Zak's IQ drops

to three, go grab a snack from the

fridge (literally!).

When the alien lets Zak loose,

walk to the pawn shop. Enter when
Zak has enough IQ to remember
how to use a door! Buy a Lotto ticket,

and enter the number you saw on
the spaceship. Catch a plane to

Miami and then to Cairo or wait in

San Francisco to win the lotto first.

Going to Zak’s bedroom and ringing

the aliens on 2883 can be fun (as

long as you got the number previ-

ously from the Phone Company).
Once at Cairo, move right to the

Sphinx and find the leg with the

strange markings on. Draw the

illustration (i) with the yellow pencil.

An opening should appear. Go
through the door and enter ail other

doors with a sun above above them
and finally the one with friendly

eyes. Once inside, push the MID-
DLE BUTTON, the RIGHT BUT-
TON then the LEFT BUTTON. A
map should appear. Use the yellow

crayon on the wallpaper map.
Switch to Melissa, get boombox

and tape from the spaceship and
move her in front ofthe craft. Switch

to Leslie and give vinyl tape,

flashlight and ladder to Melissa.

Move Melissa to the Great

Chamber, then to the first door. Use
the vinyl tape on theDAT tape, and
the tape in the boombox. Turn on
the boombox and select record. Use
ladder on pedestal, then pick up the

crystal sphere. Pick up ladder, turn

on torch and enter. Use Face Map to

get to the Map Room. Read maps,

then take Melissa to the second door.

Turn on boombox and select play.

Enter the door at the passage's end,

pick up ANKH and got to the third

door. Use the boombox as before

and go down to the Protection

Room. Use ankh in panel, pick up
keys (the big one crumbles to dust)

and go back to the first door.

Switch to Zak. get out ofthe Maze
by using the Sphinx Map, and go to

the airport. Fly to Kinshasa and give

the vellow crystal to Shaman. Use
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crystal and go to bottom-left dot.

Pick up CANDELABRA. Put on
wetsuit, airtank and fishbowl. Use
the duct tape on fishbowl to make it

airtight. Use the yellow crystal and
go to Mars Face. Once there, use the

yellow crayon on the strange mark-
ings (ii) to open the door. Making
sure you have the Face Maze Map to

get you out, make sure the door is

open. Take all three to the girls’ ship

and use oxygen valve.

Take Zak to the monolith and buy
four tokens and Leslie one. Get each
person to use their token on the tram
before it leaves. Take Leslie to the

pyramid first. Use broom on
sandpile. Switch to Zak. Take him to

the pyramid and use bobby pin sign

on keyhole. Switch to Melissa. Walk
to the pyramid, down the passage

and in the doorway. Switch to Leslie.

Go down passage, through the door
and push the feet of the Sar-

cophagus. Switch to Melissa. Do the

same. Switch to Leslie. Move away

as

from the Sarcophagus. Switch to

Melissa. Use the golden key in the

yellow box. Switch to Zak. Move to

the crystal. Switch to Melissa. Being
fast as possible, push button.

Switch to Zak. Pick up crystal. Use
the yellow crystal and go to the dot

on the right side of the map.
Use the glowing object on the

base, use the candelabra on the glow-

ing object and use the blue, white
and yellow crystals on the crys-

talabra. Pull the small leveron the

left. Switch to Annie. Fly to Cairo.

Walk left to the pyramid and enter.

Walk right to the door then left and
up the stairs. Pull lever then pull the

first switch. Switch to Zak. Pull the

switch on the right . . .

YOU’VE COMPLETED THE
GAME AND FOILED THE
PLANS OF THE ALIEN
MINDBENDERS! SIT BACK
AND WATCH THE IMPRES-
SIVE END-OF-GAME SEQU-
ENCE! WELL DONE.

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 909



GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT
(Accolade) - DISK ONLY

Although Grand Prlx Circuit allows you to race against the profes-
sionals, it does not allow you to compete with the REAL Formula
One drivers. This program, from John Barry, has been designed to
rectify that situation. The DATA statements in lines 64-72 can be
edited so that you can choose who you wish to race against. The
names must not, however, exceed 12 characters in length and must
be in order of worst at top and best at bottom.

N.B. Music MUST be switched ON.

24 DATA 32,202,208,247,238,30,1,238
26 DATA 33,1 ,173,30,1 ,201 ,20,208,232
28 DATA 169,32,141,127,33,169,79,141
30 DATA 128,33,169,1,141,129,33,169
32 DATA 234, 1 41 , 130,33,1 69,1,141,0,156
34 DATA 32,47,243,96,169,76,141,47,3
36 DATA 169,99,141,48,3,169,1,141,49,3
38 DATA 169,48,133,1,96,173,0,156,201
40 DATA 7,208,25,173,255,156,201,3,240
42 DATA 2,208,16,162,0,189,88,158,240
44 DATA 3,157,0,156,202,208,245,108,0,1
46 DATA 173,146,88,201,225,208,8,169,240
48 DATA 141,146,88,141,150,88,108,0,1
50 :

5 REM GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT (ACCOLADE)
6 REM (c) 1 989 JON BARRY
7 :

10 FOR T=272 TO 389:READ A:C=C+A
12 POKE T,A:NEXT
14 IF C<>14786 THEN PRINT “ERROR”:END
16 A=40392:FOR T=0 TO 8:READ A$
18 FOR S=0 TO 15:POKE A+S,0:NEXT
20 FOR S=1 TO LEN(A$):Z=ASC(MID$(A$,S,1))
22 IF Z>64 THEN Z=Z+128
24 POKE A+S-1,Z:NEXT
26 POKE A+S-1,255:A=A+16:NEXT
28 PRINT CHR$(5);CHR$(147);“LOAD”;
30 PRINT CHR$(34);“GP”;CHR$(34);“,8”
32 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
34 PRINT “SYS 272”:POKE 631,19:POKE 632,13
36 POKE 633,13:POKE 198,3:END
38 DATA 162,83,189,1,8,149,43,202,16,248
40 DATA 162,0,189,137,8,157,176,32,202
42 DATA 208,247,238,30,1 ,238,33,1 ,1 73,30
44 DATA 1,201,20,208,232,169,32,141,127
46 DATA 33, 1 69,73,1 41 ,1 28,33, 1 69, 1 , 1 41
48 DATA 129,33,169,234,141,130,33,76,47
50 DATA 243,169,76,141 ,50,3,169,93,141
52 DATA 51 ,3, 1 69, 1 ,1 41 ,52,3,1 69,48, 1 33,

1

54 DATA 96,72,173,243,154,201,212,208,29
56 DATA 173,244,154,201,211,208,22,173
58 DATA 245,154,201,197,208,15,138,72
60 DATA 162,144,189,199,157,157,242,154
62 DATA 202,208,247,104,170,104,108,4,1
64 DATA “S.NAKAJIMA”,"E.CHEEVER”
66 DATA “D.WARWICK”,“I.CAPPELLI”
68 DATA “G.BERGER”,“N.PIQUET”
70 DATA “A.SENNA”,“A.PROST”
72 DATA “N.MANSELL”

Type in the listing and save for future use. Insert the Grand Prix

1987 TURBOCHARGED FERRARI

HI REVS - 1 2,000 NO.GEARS - 6 TOP SPEED - 237
RED LINE - 1 1 ,900 HIGH STABILITY

52 DATA 8,170,171,0,0,5,128,0,0,4,8
54 DATA 0,255,32,0,254,64,0,0,3,142
56 DATA 113,91,73,58,46,0,0,137,1

FUTUREBUG 2088

HI REVS - 25,000 NO.GEARS - 6 TOP SPEED - 239
RED LINE -NONE GLIDES ROUND CORNERS
52 DATA 8,255,240,0,0,5,255,0,0,4,24
54 DATA 0,255,32,0,254,64,0,0,3,160
56 DATA 132,105,94,74,64,0,0,137,1

SKIDPAN 180

HI REVS - 1 1 ,000 NO.GEARS — 5 TOPSPEED-180
RED LINE - 1 1 ,000 LIKES CUTTING GRASS

52 DATA 7,152,152,0,0,5,36,0,0,3,41,1
54 DATA 0,140,28,0,150,16,0,170,7,180
56 DATA 0,1 90,10,0,200,10,0,1 90,5,184
58 DATA 184,180,170,170,170,160,160
60 DATA 160,0,150,10,0,0,3,162,141,121
62 DATA 90,54,0,0,137,2,2

Insert the Grand Prix Circuit disk and RUN the program. The game
should LOAD automatically. Choose the Ferrari on the Options
screen and have fun racing around the track, beating everyone’s
records!

Circuit disk and, after RUNning the listing, the game will LOAD
automatically. GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT TIP

FERRARI ENHANCER
Jon Barry is obviously stuck on GPC (hardly surprising; it’s a great
game!). This program allows you to choose three NEW Ferraris.
Type in the following listing and include the DATA list which corres-
ponds with your choice of vehicle.

0 REM GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT CAR ENHANCER
1 REM BY JON BARRY (c) 1989
2
3 FOR T=272 TO 404:READ A:C=C+A:POKE T,A
4 NEXT:IF C<>15110 THEN PRINT “ERROR”:END
5 T=0:V=40536
6 READ A:IF A=0 THEN READ A,S:GOTO 16
7 POKE V+T,A:T=T+ 1 :IF T<256 THEN 6
8 PRINT CHR$(5);CHR$(147);“LOAD”;
9 PRINT CHR$(34);£GP”;CHR$(34);“,8”
10 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
12 PRINT “SYS 272”:POKE 631,19
14 POKE 632,13:POKE 633,13:POKE 198,3:END
16
FOR X=1 TO S:POKE V+T,A:T=T+1:NEXT:GOTO 6
18 :

20 DATA 162,83,189,1,8,149,43,202,16
22 DATA 248,162,0,189,137,8,157,176

There is a bug in the game that gives a Turbo-Boost button effect.
Select a level of difficulty which allows you to change gears: in top

gear, press the fire button and push the joystick forward; the revs
(not speed) will accelerate rapidly. Release the fire button and the
speed will instantaneously catch up with the revs.

40 J?
<5 THEN R=R+

2 s&s;****
So S£Z\V:Cm

110 data'’
E/',ea’A9’36’85

01

6
20i00>A0,E6,01,AD,12,D

120 DATA
|0,DO,F9,EE,20,DO,A9,36,8

130 DATA
01,20,0C,A1 ,CE,20,D0,A9,3
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(or rather, POKES for Experts)

Or any otherbackup cartridge with a 1POKE ’facil-

ity, for that matter. No SYS calls, so it’s just a case

of LOAD the game, press the little button on the

side of the cartridge, slip in the cheat and restart

the game! Jamie Clowes, you’re a hero.

SUPER PIPELINE II

(Taskset)

POKE 331 06,1 73 (RETURN)

ATTACK OF THE
MUTANT CAMELS
(Llamasoft)

POKE 10257,165 (RETURN)
POKE 11018,165 (RETURN)

CRYSTAL CASTLES
(US Gold)

POKE 41624,165 (RETURN)

DR0PZ0NE
(US Gold)

POKE 3060,173 (RETURN)

(Hewson)
POKE 5721,173 (RETURN)
POKE 62302,173 (RETURN)

/ '2 TIPS - THE RERELEASE
UmI REMIX (1

2" or CD Single)
STARQUAKE
(Bubble Bus)

POKE 12820,165 (RETURN)
POKE 62786,181 (RETURN)

COMMANDO
(Encore)

(Activision)

POKE 2831,1 73 (RETURN)
POKE 3849,1 73 (RETURN)

Old, even by budget standards,
this badly-programmed but
utterly brill coin-op conversion
is still the reason for a not-

inconsiderable number of tips

enquiries.

Resetting the machine and
typing

POKE 14631,0 (RETURN)
SYS 2128 (RETURN)

is the sure-fire way to gain

access to a lot of lives.

POKE 4472,165 (RETURN)
POKE 4764,165 (RETURN)
POKE 1 1 334,1 65 (RETURN)

BUBBLE BOBBLE
(Firebird)

POKE 1240,1 89 (RETURN)

<MU1MM> (US Gold)

POKE 44765,1 65 (RETURN)

(US Gold)

POKE 6553,173 (RETURN)

DR0PZ0NE
(ZZAPI/US Gold)

This one’s real old, but it’s been
the most popular game in the

ZZAP! offices the lastfewweeks
and It’s even on the ZZAP!
mega-compilation. Anyway, lots

of peeps who aren’t called

Robin Hogg find this awesome
Defender clone a touch tough,

four years after its original

release. Fear not though, Randy
comes to the rescue with this

infinite lives POKE.
Load up Dropzone and reset

your 64, then enter
POKE 1007,55:

POKE 1011,132:

POKE 101 2,255 (RETURN)
SYS 691 2 (RETURN)

to nudge the game back into

play

(The Edge)

POKE 38270,165 (RETURN)

ACE II

(Cascade) ALIENS
(Mastertronic)How about invincibility in the

skies? It’s really recommended
(if only because those enemy
planes move so damned fast!).

Type in DUSTY BUG on the

high-score table, and Bob’s your

uncle. Ish.

Even though this title (the UK
version) has been doing the

rounds for quite some time, it’s

still one of the most playable and
enjoyable film tie-ins to date.

However, if you find that you’re

dying somewhat sooner than

you anticipated, reset the game
and enter

POKE 42043,234:
POKE 42044,234:
POKE 42045,234 (RETURN)

for infinite ammo, and/or
POKE 42386,234:
POKE 42387,234:

POKE 42388,234 (RETURN)
for infinite stamina

(Encore)

This sequel is, in my opinion, a
much more challenging game
than its predecessor. Which is

why some of you may require

this cheat.
Entering
POKE 7053,200 (RETURN)
SYS 3971 2 (RETURN)

after LOADing the game and
resetting the machine gives the

player lives as far as the mind
can consciously contemplate.

SYS 38233 (RETURN) mixes the

new code into the works, and
(RESTORE) starts the game,
once the READY prompt
appears. Happy killing!

I’ve received quite a few letter over the past few months from
new 64 owners who ‘can’t reset their machine’ to type in one
of the POKEs. The reason for this problem is thus: IF YOU
DON’T HAVE A RESET SWITCH YOU CAN’T RESET YOUR
C64! Ask at your local computer store for one of these ingeni-

ous little devices, stating the type of computer you possess -

they’re around three pounds for the bog-standard 64 or six

quid for the C64C. DON’T ATTEMPT TO RESET THE COM-
PUTER USING ANY OTHER METHOD - there’s a high proba-
bility that you’ll destroy your 64 in the process!

Want to speed up the scroll by
three times in this interesting

WWII shoot-''em-up? LOAD the
game and reset the machine,
then type

POKE 5666,10 (RETURN)

How about permanent on-
screen bullets, which destroy
anything which strays into their

path? Simple. Enter
POKE 8040,(5 to 24) (RE-

TURN)

Invisible laser beam? Bet you

1 didn’t think they had those at

| Midway! Type in

F POKE 11839,10 (RETURN)

And to start the action,

SYS 2640 (RETURN)

I

Have YOU been dressing from
top to toe in a black, clinging

suit?

Have YOU been running about
late at night, with such grace
that you were almost gliding

through the air?

'f Do you deal with hoodlums in

~ a suitably vicious manner, using

I an array of obscure weapons?
If so, go away. The POKE

below is only for people who
aren’t any good at this Durell

rerelease, the sequel of which is

also presently doing the rounds
at £2.99. Reset the game and
type

POKE 56325,255 (RETURN)
SYS 30735 (RETURN)

deals a mighty blowto criminals,
by boosting your life count up to

a massive 255. Who needs Bat-

man, eh?

| I’ve always found Jack’s antics

i a little tiresome, but it seems
that I’m severely outnumbered.

|
Oh weH, these POKEs may help.

I Reset and type
POKE 51 12,0 (RETURN)

p
SYS 3101 (RETURN)

$ for infinite lives

W*”. * ,

IJACK II !:
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SAVE the listing to tape for

future use, then RUN the prog-
ram. It’s at this stage that you
insert the Rambo cassette into

the C2N and press play. The
game won’t run after LOADing -

type
SYS 16863 (RETURN)

when it resets: You are ready to

use the music system!

(Hit Squad)

It got a Silver Medal from my
very own self last issue and now
I’m printing the classic music
construction kit listing for all

new owners of this veteran
amongst Commando clones.

Pressing ‘1 ’ gives access to the
following:

PRINT CHR$(147)
FOR A=304 TO 317:READ
B:POKE A,B:NEXT A
FOR 0=32768 TO
32855:READ D:POKE
C,D:NEXT C
POKE 53280,0
SYS 32768
DATA

173.0.

160.141.0.64.169
DATA
55,133,1,76,226,252,0
DATA
169,1 28,1 33,1 57,1 60,1 ,152

DATA
1 70.32.1 86.255. 1

69.0.

133
DATA
1 83.32.21 3.255. 1 69.31 . 1 41

DATA
150,3,169,128,141,151,3
DATA
76.99.3.32.76.128.169
DATA

54.141.225.65.162.0.

189
DATA
55.1 28.1 57.228.65.232.224
DATA

32.208.245.76.0.

64.173
DATA
0,64,141,0,160,169,11
DATA
141,17,208,76,84,164,70
DATA
79.82.69.83.84.33.169
DATA
48.141.60.65.169.1.141
DATA
61 ,65,96,234,234,234,234

Q - EFFECT
O - EFFECT
H- SHORT TUNE
W- JINGLE
P - EFFECT
J- SHORT TUNE
E- JINGLE
S - EFFECT
K- SHORT TUNE
R - EFFECT
D- MUSIC
L- SHORT TUNE
T- EFFECT
F- MUSIC
X - EFFECT
Y - EFFECT
G- SHORT TUNE
N - EFFECT
M- MUSIC

While ‘2’ lets you use

E - EFFECT
D- DRUMS
B- SHORT TUNE

Stop the tune/effect by hitting

the Space Bar.

Fast forward the tune playing

with the ‘Up Arrow’ key.

RETURN turns the three

voices off or on.

E.g. Have either all three
voices playing, one, two or three

on their own, or one and two,
two and three or one and three
together.

SC00BY D00
(Encore)

Surprised that this one ever got
onto the full-price market, never
mind budget. I wonder if Shaggy
smokes rollies? There’s a ques-
tion for you to ponder while you
LOAD the cassette, reset the 64
and enter this POKE for unli-

mited Doo’s.
POKE 7450,96 (RETURN)
SYS 2560 (RETURN)

to restart the game.

ST0RML0RD
(Hewson)

NINJA
COMMANDO
(Zeppelin)

;
:
;x ;X::;X

mm
•x ; x-: :x

The highly-rated Hewson col-

lect-’em-up has its tunes ripped
out, courtesy of Zarch,

in FOR I=4096TO 41 24:READZarch has been a busy little

beaver this month, hasn’t he.MANIC MINER
(Mastertronic)

L=ASC(LEFT$(A$,!)):L=L-
55:IF L<5 THEN L=L+7
R=ASC(RIGHT$(A$,1)):R=
R-55:IF R<5THENR=R+7
V=(L*16)+R:POKE
l,V:NEXT
PRINT “POKE 41 02, 0OR 1

FOR DIFFERENT TUNES’’
PRINT“THEN SYS 4096TO
HEARYOUR SELECTION!”
DATA
78,A9,35,85,01 ,AA9,00,20,9
B,AA
DATA
AD,1 2,D0,C9,64,D0,F9,EE,
20,DO
DATA
20,A1 ,AA,CE,20,D0,4C,0A,
10

10 FOR l=4096T04124:READ

L=ASC(LEFT$(A$,1)):L=L-
55:IF L<5 THEN L=L+7
R=ASC(RIGHT$(A$,1)):R=
R-55:IF R<5 THEN R= R+7
V=(L*16)+R:POKE
l,V:NEXT
SYS 4096
DATA
78,A9,35,85,01 ,A9,00,8D,01
,4D
DATA
AD,1 2,D0,C9,64,D0,F9,EE,
20,DO
DATA
20,00,4D,CE,20,D0,4C,0A,1

Yeah! The classic platform
game which received a Silver

Medal from myself and Maff not
too far back is given a quick rub
down and a spot of light lunch,

thanks to this one-liner (or four}.

Reset the machine after

LOADing the tape, and type
POKE 16573,234 (RETURN)
POKE 16572,234 (RETURN)
POKE 16571 ,234 (RETURN)
SYS 16384 (RETURN)

and pick yourself up a lovely

bunch of lives. An infinite

amount, in fact!

169,1,170,168,32,186,255
90 DATA 1 69,0,32,1 89,255
100 DATA 169,1,32,213,255
110 DATA

1 20,1 60,1 71 ,1 69,3,89,80,3,

153
120 DATA 80,3,136,208,247
130 DATA

1 69,76, 141 ,1 62,3, 1 69,58, 1

4

After a highly successful spell at

full-price, this top shoot-’em-up
can now be found among the lit-

tle boxes on the budget shelves
and, very soon, on a Thalamus
mega-compilation. And what
better complement to an ace
game than ah ace infinite lives

listing? Simply type in the prog-
ram below (remembering to

SAVE it for later use), then insert

the Sanxion tape, RUN the cheat
and press play on the C2N. Easy,
when you know how!

135 DATA
163.3.169.192.141.164.3

140 DATA
169,27,141,13,220,169,0

145 DATA 162,144,76,83,3
150 DATA

1 69,76,1 33,232,169,73,138
155 DATA

233.169.192.133.234.76.12

1.3

160 DATA
169,76,141,191,3,169,167,1

41.192.3
165 DATA

1 69,2,141 , 1 93,3, 1 69,96,133
,232,96

170 DATA
104,104,169,169,141,191,3,
169

175 DATA
16,141,192,3,169,44,141,19

180 DATA
169.76.133.232.169.199.13

REM INFINITE LIVES FOR
SANXION
A=49152
FOR T=0 TO 92:READ Z
POKE
A+T,Z:L=L+Z:NEXT T
IF Loll 511 THEN PRINT
“ERROR IN DATA”:END
S=679
FOR Y=0 TO 45:READ F
POKE
S+Y,F:P=P+F:NEXT Y
IFP<>5581 THEN PRINT
“ERROR IN DATA”:END
PRINT CHR$(1 47) “INSERT
SANXION CASSETTE THEN
PRESS ANY KEY”
GET K$:IF K$=“” THEN 70
SYS 49152
DATA

185 DATA
233,1 69,2,1 33,234,76,1 53,0

190 DATA
1 69,234,141 ,62,55, 141 ,63,5

195 DATA 141,64,55,76,112,150

(Alternative)

The telly show’s great, so it

comes* as a bit of a surprise to

find that the game’s a lot of fun,

too. And at under two quid,

you’d be a bit of a divvy to miss
it! Especially now that you have
access to a trfff infinite lives

POKE.
Simply load the game and

reset the machine before enter-

ing

POKE 14914,96 (RETURN)
SYS 14336 (RETURN)

to restart
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MARAUDER
(Hewson)
DATA
32,0,128,96,32,37,128,76,6
9,10,-1,2641

ROLLING THUNDER
(US Gold)
DATA 32,17,19,32,17,19,96,
-1,2629

DOMINATOR (LOADING)
(System 3)
DATA 32,2,224,96,-1 ,2629

DOMINATOR (GAME)
(SystemS)
DATA
32,2,192,96,169,TUNE,141,
Op92,76,69,10,-1,2641

20) TETRIS
(Mlrrorsoft)

90 DATA 32,27,96,96,-1 ,2629

21) BMXSIM
(Codemasters)

k90 DATA 32,227,22,96,-1 ,2629

[22) AIRWOLF
(Elite/Encore)

90 DATA 32,221 ,58,96,-1 ,2629

23) ROADWARS
(Melbourne House)

90 DATA32,1,160,96,-1,2629

24) SOLOMON’S KEY
(US Gold)

90 DATA 32,84,193,96,-1 ,2629

25) MAG MAX
(Ocean)

90 DATA 32,44,240,96,-1 ,2629

26} OUTRUN
(US Gold)

90 DATA 32,105,176,96,
-1,2629

27) MARIO BROS
(Ocean)

90 DATA 32,44,1 28,96,-1 ,2629
w r-x-

28) EXOLON
(Hewson)

90 DATA 32,23,46,96,-1 ,2629

29) TANGENT
(Ygiagam)

90 DATA 32,11,170,96,-1,2629
/ . -y 7

' <x '

' y'

30) CYBERNOID
(Hewson)

90 DATA 32,6,1 74,96,-1 ,2629

31) R-TYPE
(Electric Dreams)

90DATA 32,0,1 04,96,-1,2629

32) BANGKOK KNIGHTS
(System 3)

90 DATA 32,15,128,96,-1,2629

MONTY MOLE
(Gremlin)
DATA 32,23,1 28,96,-1 ,2629

(Elite/Encore)

DATA
32, 18,80,96, 169,TUNE,32,

1

2,95,76,69,10,-1,2641THE CHARLEY
AUF WIEDERSEHEN
MONTY
(Gremlin)

DATA 32,15,228,96,-1,2629

What’s this? An eight-line prog-
ram which allows you to hack
the music out of a staggering
amount of games? Surely it

can’t be done, no no no no no!
Yes yes yes yes yes!!!, Charles
Knight of Edmonton has devised
this fabulous listing, as well as
coming up with the DATA state-

ments for no less than FORTY-
ONE TITLES! Well, technically
there’s only thirty-eight games,
but there are 41 pieces of music.
Anyway, let's dispense with the
formalities, shall we? On with
the listing!

THING ON A SPRING
(Gremlin)

DATA 32,1 8,1 92,96,-1 ,2629

10)

INVADALOAD
(Mastertronic)

90 DATA 32,21 ,224,96,-1 ,2629

11) LIGHT FORCE
(FTL/Gargoyle)

90 DATA 32,196,240,96,-

1,2629

12) SUBTERRANEA
(Alternative)

90 DATA 32,45,45,96,-1 ,2629

13) NINJA
(Mastertronic/MAD)

90 DATA 32,20,200,96,-1 ,2629

14) SHOCKWAY RIDER
(FTL/Gargoyle)

9% DATA 32,1 4,237,96,-1 ,2629

i^Aadowfire
(Beyond)

90 DATA 32,47,237,96,-1,2629
*

16) MUTANTS
(Ocean)

90 DATA 32,23,224,96,-1 ,2629

17) KRAKOUT
(Gremlin)

90 DATA 32,1 ,224,96,-1 ,2629

18) I’ BALL
(Firebird)

90 DATA 32,9,224,96,-1,2629

19) SKATE OR DIE
(Electronic Arts)

90 DATA 32,1 29,69,96,-1 ,2629

1) DENARIS
(Rainbow Arts)

90 DATA 32,235,1 29,96,
-1,2629

2) THUNDERCATS
(Elite)

90 DATA 32,18,224,96,-1 ,2629
.

' "

: ::::

'

3) DELTA-LOAD
(Thalamus)

90 DATA 32,17,192,96,-1,2629
<

? .* v jv , ; *

4) DELTA-GAME
(Thalamus)

90 DATA 32,233,189,96,-

1,2629

5) LAST NINJA II

(System 3)

90 DATA 32,2,64,96,-1 ,2629

6) OUEDEX
(Thalamus)

90 DATA 32,240,139,96,-

1,2629

33)

ZOOLOOK
(Compunet Demo)

90 DATA
1 73,234,68,201,128,240,4,3

2,19,64,96,169,64,141,234,
68,96,-1,262 9

34 SANXION (LOADING)
(Thalamus)

90 DATA
32,9,240,96,1 69,64,133,248
,,76,69,10,-1,2641

35) SANXION (GAME)
(Thalamus)

90 DATA 32,21,192,96,-1,2629

38) ARMAfi^te '

« p+;!goto20

8° DATA
nste

r.Bulho"doi

'NeWth von5
e "'

t
instructions.
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program
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WALKER DEMO
(ZZAP! Megatape 5)

Crumbs and crikey! More stuff

for the ZZAP! Megatape, this

time a routine which brings forth
a whole new tune on the Axe-
Man’s aural offering. And it’s

from Phi in Cheddar. Wonder if

he’s as cheesy as his home-
town?

1 0 REM ****MORE MUSIC
FOR WALKER DEMO***’

20 REM **************BY PHI

30 FOR T=491 52 TO
491 88:READ A:POKE T,A

40 C=C+A:NEXTT
50 IF C=4537 THEN SYS

49152
60 PRINT “DATA ERROR”
70 DATA

169,1,170,168,32,186,255,4
1,0,32

80 DATA
189,255,32,213,255,169,96,
141

90 DATA
252,2,32,224,2,1 62,7,1 89,2
12,64

100 DATA
1 57,204,64,202, 1 6,247,76,

1

3,8

Run the listing and LOAD the
demo, and when you select tune
number one, a brand new ditty is

ready and waiting just for YOU!
Strange but true, this world we
live in.
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-
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Panther IVk

iid. AccessW and!

name and

a to Julius Deartland ask him

lit skill. Buy Phenomenology,

osophv atitf^pRanalysis. Now
:e your v®y & the Matrix Res-

ent.

bp outside Crazy Edo's or you

he arrested for conspring with

Utage. Wait until it's the 17th

enfe safe) and carry on to the

xitfRestaurant.

m logic and So e Analysis,

EUROMANCER

then ask about upgrades and
upgrade everything possible.

Make your way to the Hiqh-tech

zone and say to the guard I work
for Hosaka".
Go to Hosaka and pick up your

$10,000 paycheck before leaving to

go to Asano Computing.

Insult Crazy Edo and side with

Asano to get good prices for decks,

tm

(Electronic Arts)

This game has generated more

interest in tipsters than I though it

‘d, with some very nice stuff

i sent in by a few people. What
Jecided to do is create an amal-

ition of the best bits of all of

them. The basic solution is from

James Wright in Staffordshire, the

map is from John Loftus in

Gateshead and the codes are from

James, John and Alexander Schutz

from Austria. First of all let's kick off

the solution . .

.

in you start in the bar, use the

, and send a message to Armit-

age just quoting your bank account

number. Now access banking and
. I • * _ -L| % i

download everything to your chip,
. ledir"*

1 *

pay Ratz and leave immediately.

Go straight to Shin's Pawn shop

and say "You haven't the cash. I'll

ay you back later" and Shin will

&n let you have the deck for

*thing.

jNow go to the Gentleman Loser

and get your Cryptology chip and

Matrix pass from Shiva, then access

Cheap Hotel's database. Use the sec-

ond level password to edit your bill,

buy some caviar and then edit the

bilf again. Access Regular Fellows

If download Battlechess 2.0.

dss Worldchess, get a full mem-
ihip and enter tne tournament

Jce to get $600.

Go to Cheap Hotel and pick up the

caviar, then go to Metro Holografix.

ask him about skill and buy Debug

and ICE breaking. Next ask him

about Joystick and then buy the

^“tick. ^rfgr#
>'s and trade the

Pong and give the

monk to get Zen and

fheap Hotel and access

|ns to pick up Com I ink
‘" and pick up Comlink

peer 1.0. Access

ifomlink 5.0 and

lygo to Yakuza for Comlink 6.0.

access Hi$ail|brp and upload

then buy the Tofu.

Go back to the Cheap Hotel, access

Gentleman Loser and download all

ICE breaking software. Access

Yakuza and download their ICE bre-

king software. You are now ready

for the Matrix.

General NEUROMANCER Tips
FIGHTING Al'S

On all Al's apart from Greystoke and

Neuromancer, use weakness skill

until it fails, then use strongest other

Al skill.

GENERAL HINTS

BEST BREAKER SOFTS

Good - Hammer, Decoder, Blow-

torch

Better - Drill, Doorstop

Best - Depthcharge, Concrete, Logic-

bomb

BEST VIRUS SOFTS

Good -Thunderhead, Python

Best -Injector, Acid

Always delete softwarez that have

been superseded as you only have

enough room for five softwarez.

Always use slow first in ICE combats.

Armorall resets the shielding on

your deck, allowing your deck to

take more hits rather than you.

Armorall 1 .0 can only used once and

is slow
Armorall 2.0 can be used twice and

is quicker

Armorall 3.0 can be used three times

and is fast

Armorall 4.0 can be used four times

and is fastest

i Easyrider lets you go into any zone

once you are in Cyberspace.

KGB if used in Cyberspace (but not

in combat) will take you to the KGB
database no matter where you are.

If you go to. Zion-Cluster whilst in

posession of Musicianship, you can

play dub to get a free ride to

Freeside.

To make $500,000, open an account

at the Bank of Zurich with a

minimum of $1000. Break into the

Bank of Berne in Cyberspace then

use the Fund Transfer option. Enter

the source account number
121519831200 and press RETURN,

then type LYMA121 1MAR2 (RE-

TURN) BOZOBANK (RETURN) and

then enter your account number.

NEUROMANCER Pass Codes
LINK CODES DATABASE NAME PASSWORDS (with second level if any)

CHEAPO
REGFELLOW
ASANCOMP
WORLDCHESS
FUJI
CONSUMEREV
HOSAKACORP
MUSABORIND
HITACHIBIO
LOSER
BANKGEMEIN
BOZOBANK
EASTSEABOD
VOYAGER
YAKUZA
IRS
KEISATSU
SOFTEN
FREEMATRIX
CHAOS
JUSTICE
BRAINSTORM
PSYCHO

Cheap Hotel
Regular Fellows
Asano Computing

‘ “ lf€World Chess Confederation
Fuji Electric

Consumer review
Hosaka Corporation
Musabori Industries

Hitachi Biotech
Gentleman Loser
Bank of Gemeinschaft
Bank of Zurich
ESFA
NASA
Tozoku
Inland Revenue Service

Chiba City Police

SEA
Citizens' Free Matrix
Panther Modems
Justice
University of Copenhagen
Psychologist

GUEST, COCKROACH
VISITOR
CUSTOMER, VENDORS
NOVICE, MEMBER
ROMCARDS, UCHIKATSU
REVIEW
BIOSOFT, FUNGEKI
SUBARU
GENESPLICE, BIOTECH
WILSON, LOSER
EINTRITT, VERBOTEN

LONGISLAND
APOLLO
YAK
TAXINFO, AUDIT
WARRANTS, SUPERTAC
PERMAFROST
CFM
MAINLINE
No Password
PERILOUS
NEW MO, BABYLON

NOTES: To get past Gemeinschaft's security type

BG1066. J .

Sequencer 1 .0 software is needed at .

Once in Cyberspace, all the bases do not have to be vis-

ited. James has sent what he has found to, be the best

order, along with the base information.





It’s here! It’s f’ing great! And who else could it be writtifi

by but my very own self! Yes folks, it’s the ALL-NEW Tips

Line
,
packedwith the very best in aural cheats ! Howdoyou

get through to it? Dial

Shivo at the GENTLEMEN
LOSER BAR has your CRYP-
TOLOGY chip, as well ashaving

HARDWARE chips for sale.

Later in the game she will have a

guest passfor the MATRIX RES-
TAURANT to give to you. You
can also glean information from
her. a
MAAS BIOLABS is locked.

Julius Deane can sell you aGas
Mask, Upgrades and Skill Chips

including BARGAINING and
PHILOSOPHY. You can also

gain information on companies.

CHIBA CITY AIRPORT can

fly you to FREESIDE or ZION
fjLUSTER. .

METRO HOLOGRAFIX can

provide you with Software and a

joystick*

CRAZY EDO’S USED HARD-
WARE can provide you with

non-Cyberspace capable decks at

reasonable prices. You can get

COMLINK 2.0 if you give Edo
somecaviar. \

'
'

• ,

HOUSE OF PONG needs

someone to retrieve the Holy
Joystick for them. Ifyou retrieve

ityou receive ZEN and SOPHIS-
TRY chips.

' v

ASANO COMPUTERS can

offer you top-quality Cyberspace

capable decks.

Upgrades and Skill Chips can

be bought at MATRIX RES-
TAURANT providing you have

:

your pass*

Map and Tips
supplied by John Lof-

tus, Gateshead, Tyne
and Wear. Thanx
John!

And hearme —after this, life has no other meaning

To gain money you can sell your

body parts which will be
replaced by plastic imitations, or

you can reply to an ad which is

displayed on PAX. You must
reply with your BAMA ID No. -

£10,000 will be deposited in your

bank account.
COPTALK Skill Chip can be

purchased from Larry at

MICROSOFTS.
Using COPTALK allows

access to information from the

cop in DONUT WORLD. When
COPTALK is upgraded you can

gain further information.

Information can be bought
from the lady in the massage par-

lour but you will be caught at

LAWBOT if you do.

Your old deck is at SHIN’S
PAWN SHOP. You can get this

back for free if you say that you

THAT’S ALL FOLKS!!!

something m
cheat or piccy of me^

then quite frankly

After all, why bother

to buy the games, be

month (it’ll need to

had a well-

I shall return

best in the Com-
• which you a

we know it, i
ot ^

found at least

iap, solution,

ing there for you

i a computer!

re not going

i
resumed next

t); but not before I

> _ don’t worry
though,

dstle with ah
that s

world. If YOU have a up

,st of civilisation as

usual address

.

for the ladz,

knd if there wasn't
anytn

with the machine if y

they past or P^nt^
Normal service wiU b«

be; I’ve ran out of tip

deserved break up
horn

in time to whet you wl

modore 64/Amiga P

like to share with then

down and post it to th

CAYS - TIPS OOT

mrmw

141
DATA
86,2,169,63,141,87,2,169,1

141
DATA
88,2,1 69,76,1 41 ,1 6,2,1 69,7

SLAYER
(Rack-lt)

About time we had a listing for

Hewson’s budget beauty. Quite

a heavyweight one this, too, but

then again, this is the tips spec-

ial! Jon Barry

,
Walsall’s answer to John Paul

II, has sent in the program,

which not only gives you the

option of infinite lives, but also

unlimited shields, as well as the

chance to change either

player’s colour!

Type in and SAVE the listing

for future use, then remove the

unwanted cheats (lines 36 to 40

must ALL be deleted if infinite

shields aren’t required) and
RUN. Got that? Get to it, then.

28 DATA
141,17,2,169,1,141,18,2,76,

0,2

30 DATA
1 69,1 ,141 ,32,208,206,32,20

8
32 DATA 165,255,96
34 DATA

1 69,1 73,1 41 ,190,37:REM
INF. LIVES

36 DATA
169,76,141,197,35:REM
INF. SHIELDS 1

38 DATA
1 69,38,1 41 ,1 98,35:REM
INF. SHIELDS 2

40 DATA
1 69,25,141 ,1 99,35:REM
INF. SHIELDS 3

42 DATA
169,X,1 41 ,99,41 :REM PL1
COLOUR (X IS NORMALLY
14)

44 DATA
169,Y,141,100,41:REM PL2
COLOUR (Y IS NORMALLY
10)

46 DATA 76,8,8,-1

REM SLAYER HACK
(RACK-IT)
REM (c) 1989 JON BARRY
FORT=272TO 363:READA
IF A<0 THEN SYS 272
POKE T,A:NEXT
DATA
32,86,245,169,30,141,187,4

DATA
169,1,141,188,4,96,169,32,



PREMIER MAIL ORDER
TITLE

A.P.B.

ACE 2

CBM 64
CASS DISK
6.99 9.99
2.99 4.99

ACE OF ACES 2.99
AFTERBURNER 6.99 10.99
AIRBORNE RANGER 128 6.99 13.99
ALIEN SYNDROME 6.45 9.99
AMCIVWAR Vol 1,2 or3 14.99
ANDYCAPP 2.99
ANKH 1.00
APOLLO 18 6.99 10.99
ARCADE MUSCLE 8.99 10.99
ARKANOID 2 REVENGE 5.99 9.99
ARMALYTE 6.99
ARTIC FOX 2.99
BAAL C.99 9.99
BANGKOK KNIGHTS 3.99
BARBARIAN 2 PALACE 6.99 9.99
BARDSTALE 2.99 5.99
BARDS TALE 2 OR 3 12.99
BATMAN CAPED CRUSDR 6.25 9.99
BATMAN THE MOVIE 6.99 9.99
BATTLE IN NORMANDY 14.99
BATTLEFRONT 14.99
BEACH VOLLEY 6.99 9.99
BLACKTIGER 7.45 9.99
BLASTEROIDS 6.50 9.99
BOMBUZAL 6.45 9.99
CAPTAIN BLOOD 6.99 9.99
CARRIERCOMMAND 9.99 13.99
CARRIERSATWAR 14.99
CHUCK YEAGER 7.50 10.99
COBRA 2.99
COMBATGAME 6.99 8.99
COMMAND PERFORM'CE 8.99 10.99
CRAZY CARS 2 2.99
CURSE OF AZUREBONDS 16.99
DALEY THOMPSON 88 6.50 9.99
DARK FUSION 6.99 9.99
DEATHLORD 10.99
DEFLEKTOR 2.99
DENARIS 6.99 10.99
DNA WARRIOR 6.50 9.99
DOMINATOR 7.50 10.99
DOUBLE DRAGON 6.99 9.99
DRAGON NINJA 6.99 9.99
DRAGONSLAYER 5.99
EARTH ORBIT STATION 5.99
ELIMINATOR 7.45
EMLYN HUGHES FOOT 6.99 8.99
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 6.99 9.99
ENDURO RACER 2.99
ESPIONAGE 6.99 9.99
EUROPE ABLAZE 14.99
EXPLODING FIST + 6.99 8.99
FI 5 STRIKE EAGLE 6.99 9.99
FAIR MEANSOR FOUL 6.99 8.99
FAST BREAK 7.45 10.99
FINAL FRONTIER 8.99 11.99
FIREZONE 8.99 10.99
FISH 11.99
FLIGHT ACE 9.99 12.99
FOOT MAN 2 EXP KIT 5.50 7.99
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 6.45
FOOTBALL MANAGER 1 2.99 6.99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 6.99 9.99
FORGOTTEN WORLD 6.99 9.99
FOX FIGHTS BACK 6.99 9.99
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6 to 8) 7.99 9.99
FUN SCHOOL2 (over8) 7.99 9.99
FUN SCHOOL(under6) 7.99 9.99
G LINEKER HOTSHOT 7.45 10.99
GAME OVER 2 6.99 9.99
GAME SET & MATCH 2 8.99
GARFIELD 6.50
GARFIELD WINTER 6.50 9.99
GAUNTLET 2.99
GAUNTLET 2 2.99
GHOSTBUSTERS 2.99
GIANTS 10.45 2.99
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT 7.45 10.99
GREEN BERET 2.99
GUERILLAWARS 6.50 9.99
GUNSHIP 9.99 1 3.99
HALLS OF MONTEZUMA 14.99
HARDBALL 2.99
HAWKEYE 6.99 9.99
HELLFIRE ATTACK 7.45 10.99
HEROES OF LANCE 7.45 10.99
HILLSFAR 13.99
HOSTAGES 6.50 9.99
1. JONESCRUSADE 7.50 10.99
IN CROWD 9.99 10.99
INC SHRINKING SPHERE 7.45 10.99
INFILTRATOR 2.99
INFODROID 1.99
INGRIDS BACK 9.99 9.99
INT KARATE 2.99 6.99
INTO EAGLES NEST 2.99
JACK THE NIPPER 2.99
JEWS 6.99
JETBIKE SIMULATOR 5.99
KARATE ACE 10.45 12.99
KICKOFF 6.99 9.99
KONAMI COLLECTION 6.99 12.99
KOREAN WAR 13.99
KRAKOUT 2.99
LANCELOT 9.99 11.99
LASTYDUEL 7.45 10.99
LAST NINJA 6.99 9.99
LAST NINJA 2 8.99 9.99
L'BOARD PAR 4 10.99 12.99
LEGACY OF ANCIENTS 5.99
LICENCE TO KILL 6.99 9.99
MARS SAGA
Me ARTHURSWAR
MARBLE MADNESS
MATCH POINT
METROCROSS
MICROSOCCER

13.99
10.99

5.99

2.99
2.99
9.99 13.99

TITLE
CASS
MINIOFFICE2
MOTOR MASSACRE
NETHERWORLD
NEUROMANCER
NEWZEALAND STORY
NIGHTRAIDER
OBLITERATOR
ONE ON ONE 2

OPERATION HORMUZ
OPERATION NEPTUNE
OPERATION WOLF
OUTRUN
PACLAND
PACMANIA
PATTON V ROMMEL
PETER BEARDSLEY
PHM PEGASUS
PHOBIA
PIRATES
POOL OF RADIANCE
POWER AT SEA
PRESIDENTMISSING
PURPLE SATURN DAY
QUEDEX
R-Type
RACK EM
RAINBOW ISLAND
RAFFLES
RAMBO
RAMB03
REACH FORTHE STARS
REALGHOSTBUSTERS
RED HEAT
RED OCTOBER
RED STORM RISING
RENEGADE 3

RESCUE ON FRACTALUS
RETURN OF JEDI
REVS
RICK DANGEROUS
ROADRUNNER
ROBOCOP
ROCKET RANGER
ROMMEL
RUN THE GAUNTLET
RUSSIA
SAMURAI WARRIOR
SANXION
SAVAGE
SCOOBYDOO
S.D.I. (ACTIVISION)
SENTINEL
SERVE & VOLLEY
720#
SHINOBI
SHOOTEMUPCONKIT
SILENTSERVICE
SILKWORM
SKATE OR DIE
SOCCER

Q

SPACE ACE
SPEEDBALL
SPORTS WORLD 88
SPY HUNTER
STARFLEET
STAR WARS
STEALTH FIGHTER
STEELTHUNDER
STORMLORD
STRIKEFLEET
STRIP POKER 2

SUMMERGAMES
SUPER DRAGON SLAYER
SUPERMAN
SUPERSUNDAY
SUPREME CHALLENGE
TKO
TAITO COIN OPS
TARGETRENEGADE
TECHNO COP
TERRAPODS
THUNDERBIRDS
THUNDERBLADE
TIGER ROAD
TIMESOFLORE
TIME & MAGIK
TITAN
TRACKSUIT MANAGER
TRAIN ESCAPE
TREBLE CHAMPIONS
TYGERTYGER
ULTIMATE GOLF
UNTOUCHABLES
VIGILANTE
VINDICATORS (DOMARK)
W.S. BASEBALL
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH
WASTELAND
WEARETHECHAMPS
WEC LE MANS
WIZBALL
XENOPHOBE
XYBOTS
YIEARKUNGFU
ZAK McKRAKEN
ADV RUGBY SIM
ADV SKI SIM
AFTERBURNER
ALIEN LEGION
AMIGA GOLD HITS 1

A.P.B.
ADV RUGBY SIM
ADV SKI SIM
AFTERBURNER
ALIEN LEGION
A-MAX
A-MAX WITH ROM
AMIGA GOLD HITS 1

A.P.B.

CBM 64
DISK

10.99 13.99
6.99 9.99
7.45 10.99

12.99
6.99
5.99 10.99
6.99 9.99

10.99
6.99 9.99
7.50 10.99
5.99 9.99
7.50 10.99
6.25 9.99
6.25 9.99

10.99
6.99 9.99
7.50 10.99
5.99 8.99
9.99 13.99

19.99

10.99
8.99 10.99
6.50 9.99
3.99
6.99 10.99
6.99 10.99
6.99 9.99
6.00
2.99
6.50 9.99

14.99
6.99

6.50
9.99 13.99
9.99 12.99
6.50 9.99

2.99

6.99
2.99

6.99
2.99
6.50

6.50

9.99
4.99
9.99

9.99
12.99
14.99

9.99
13.99
9.99

8.99

5.99

2.99
6.99
2.99
7.50 10.99

2.99 4.99
7.50 10.99
2.99
6.99 9.99

10.99 14.99
6.99 9.99
6.99 9.99
7.50 10.99
2.99

10.50 12.99
5.99 8.99
9.99 10.99
2.99

10.99
6.99 9.99

9.99 13.99
10.99

6.50 9.99
10.99
9.99

9.99

6.99

2.99
5.99

6.99
3.99
8.99 11.99
7.50 10.99
8.99

5.99 9.99
7.50 10.99
6.99
8.99 9.99
7.50 10.99
7.50 10.99
6.99 9.99

9.99 9.99
6.50
6.99 9.99
6.99 10.99
6.99

6.99 8.99
7.50 10.99

6.50 9.99

6.99 10.99
6.50 9.99
2.99

6.99 9.99
12.99

6.99 12.99
6.50

2.99
6.99
6.99

2.99

9.99

9.99
9.99

10.99
11.99
11.99
16.99

16.99
16.99
12.99
11.99
11.99
16.99

16.99
134.95
249.95
16.99
12.99

TITLE

ARCHIPELAGOS
ARCHON COLLECTION
ARKANOID 2 REVENGE
ARMALYTE
ARTIC FOX
BAAL
BALOF POWER 1990
BALLISTIX
BARDS TALE 1

BARDS TALE 2

BATMAN CAPED CRUSADER
BATMAN THE MOVIE
BATTLE CHESS
BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BLASTEROIDS
BLOOD MONEY
BOMBUZAL
CAPONE
CARRIER COMMAND
CHRONOQUEST
CHUKIE EGG 1 OR 2

COLOSSUS CHESS X
COSMIC PIRATE
CRAZY CARS 2

CYBERNOID 2

DAKAR 89
DAMOCLES
DARIUS 89
DARK CASTLE
DATA STORM
DELUXE MUSIC CON KIT
DELUXE PAINT 3
DELUXE PHOTOLAB
DELUXE PRINT 2
DELUXE PRODCTION
DELUXE VIDEO
DENARIS
DNA WARRIOR
DOUBLE DRAGON
DRAGON NINJA
DRAGONSCAPE
DRAGONSLAIR
DUNGEON MASTER 1MEG
ELITE
EMMANUELLE
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
FI 6 COMBAT PILOT
FALCON FI

6

FED OF FREE TRADE
FERRARI FORMULA 1

FINAL COMMAND
FISH

FLIGHT SIM 2

FLT DISC 7 OR 11

FLT DISC EUROPEAN
FLT DISC JAPAN
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2

FOOT MAN 2 EXP KIT
FORGOTTEN WORLD
FUN SCHOOL 2 (under 6)

FUN SCHOOL 2 (6 to 8)

FUN SCHOOL 2 (over 8)

FUSION
GALDREGONS DOMAIN
GARFIELD
GARFIELD WINTER
GRAND PRIXSIM 2

GUERILLA WAR
GUNSHIP
HAWKEYE
HELTER SKELTER
HEROES OF LANCE
HOSTAGES
ARCHIPELAGOS
ARCHON COLLECTION
ARKANOID 2 REVENGE
ARMALYTE
ARTIC FOX
BAAL
BALOF POWER 1990
BALLISTIX
BARBARIAN 2 PALACE
BARDS TALE 1

BARDS TALE 2

BATMAN CAPED CRUSADER
BATMAN THE MOVIE
BATTLE CHESS
BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BEACH VOLLEY
BLASTEROIDS
BLOOD MONEY
BLOODWYCH
BOMBUZAL
CAPONE
CARRIER COMMAND
CHRONOQUEST
CHUKIE EGG 1 OR 2

COLOSSUS CHESS X
COSMIC PIRATE
CRAZY CARS 2

CYBERNOID 2

DAKAR 89
DAMOCLES
DARIUS 89
DARK CASTLE
DATA STORM
DELUXE MUSIC CON KIT
DELUXE PAINT 3

DELUXE PHOTOLAB
DELUXE PRINT 2

DELUXE PRODCTION
DELUXE VIDEO
DENARIS
DNA WARRIOR
DOUBLE DRAGON
DRAGON NINJA
DRAGONSCAPE
DRAGONSLAIR

AMIGA TITLE AMIGA
15.99 DUNGEON MASTER 1MEG 16.99
8.99 ELITE 14.99
14.99 EMMANUELLE 11.99
11.99 EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 11.99
8.99 FI 6 COMBAT PILOT 16.99
14.99 FALCON FI

6

19.99
14.99 FALCON MISSION DISC 13.99
11.99 FED OF FREE TRADE 19.99
8.99 FERRARI FORMULA 1 19.99

17.99 FINAL COMMAND 19.99
15.99 FISH 14.99
16.99 FLIGHT SIM 2 26.99
17.99 FLT DISC 7 OR 11 13.99
16.99 FLT DISC EUROPEAN 13.99
14.99 FLT DISC JAPAN 13.99
16.99 FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2 11.99
9.99 FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 11.99
19.99 FOOT MAN 2 EXP KIT 8.99
14.99 FORGOTTEN WORLD 12.99
18.99 FUN SCHOOL 2 (under 6) 15.99
11.99 FUN SCHOOL 2 (6 to 8) 1 5.99
16.99 FUN SCHOOL 2 (over 8) 1 5.99
14.99 FUSION 15.99
14.99 GALDREGONS DOMAIN 11.99
11.99 GARFIELD 9.99
16.99 GARFIELD WINTER 11.99
11.99 GRAND PRIX SIM 2 11.99
14.99 GUERILLA WAR 14.99
14.99 GUNSHIP 14.99
16.99 HAWKEYE 12.99
49.99 HELTER SKELTER 9.99
49.99 HEROES OF LANCE 16.99
49.99 HOSTAGES 14.99
49.99 HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 14.99
89.99 HYBRIS 19.99
49.99 INC SHRINK SPHERE 9.99
16.99 INDY JONES ACTION 13.99
11.99 INDY JONES ADVENTURE 16.99
11.99 INGRIDS BACK 11.99
14.99 INT KARATE + 16.99
11.99 INTERCEPTOR 15.99
29.99 IT CAME FROM THE DESERT 19.99
16.99 JAWS 12.99
14.99 JET 26.99
11.99 JOAN OF ARC 16.99
11.99 KENNEDY APPROACH 14.99
16.99 KICKOFF 11.99
19.99 KIND WORDS 2 34.99
19.99 KRISTAL 17.99
19.99 KULT 16.99
19.99 L'BOARD BIRDIE 16.99
14.99 LAST DUEL 10.99
26.99 LED STORM 13.99
13.99 LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2 19.99
13.99 LICENCE TO KILL 12.99
13.99 LOMBARD RAC RALLY 14.99
11.99 LORDS OF RISING SUN 19.99
11.99 MANHATTAN DEALER 14.99
8.99 MARBLE MADNESS 8.99

12.99 MENACE 12.99
15.99 MICROPROSE SOCCER 14.99
15.99 MILLENIUM 2.2 16.99
15.99 NAVCOM 6 16.99
15.99 NEBULUS 17.99
11.99 NEW ZEALAND STORY 16.99
9.99 OPERATION NEPTUNE 14.99
11.99 OPERATION WOLF 14.99
11.99 OUTRUN 7.99
14.99 OUTRUN EUROPA 9.99
14.99 P.O.W. 19.99
12.99 PACLAND 11.99
9.99 PACMANIA 11.99
16.99 PETER BEARDSLEY 12.99
14.99 PHOBIA 16.99
15.99 POLICE QUEST 16.99
8.99 POOL OF RADIANCE 16.99
14.99 POPULOUS 16.99
11.99 POPULOUS PROMISED LAND 8.99
8.99 POWERDROME 15.99
14.99 PRECIOUS METAL 15.99
14.99 PREMIER COLLECTION 18.99
11.99 PURPLE SATURN DAY 14.99
14.99 RAFFLES 14.99
8.99 RAIDER 11.99

17.99 RAINBOW ISLANDS 15.99
15.99 REACH FOR STARS 15.99
16.99 REALGHOSTBUSTERS 16.99
17.99 RED HEAT 15.99
16.99 RENEGADE 1 OR 3 14.99
16.99 RETURN OF JEDI 11.99
14.99 RICK DANGEROUS 15.99
16.99 RINGSIDE 14.99
16.99 ROADBLASTERS 13.99
9.99 ROBOCOP 13.99
19.99 ROCKET RANGER 19.99
14.99 RUNNING MAN 14.99
18.99 RUN THE GAUNTLET 15.99
11.99 SHADOWGATE 14.99
16.99 SILENTSERVICE 14.99
14.99 SILKWORM 12.99
14.99 SKATE OR DIE 17.99
11.99 SKYFOX

2

8.99
16.99 SPACE HARRIER 2 16.99
11.99 SPEEDBALL 16.99
14.99 STAG 14.99
14.99 STARGLIDER 2 14.99
16.99 STEVE DAVIS WORLD SNOOKER 11.99
49.99
/IQ QQ STORM TROOPER 14.99

STRIP POKER 2+ 9.99
49.99 STUNT CAR RACER 15.99
49.99 SUPER HANGON 16.99
89.99 SUPERBASE PERSONAL 59.95
49.99 SUPERMAN 14.99
16.99 SWORD OF SODAN 16.99
11.99 TALESPIN 17.99
11.99 TECH 13.99
14.99 TECHNOCOP 13.99
11.99 TEENAGE QUEEN 11.99
29.99 TEST DRIVE 2 THE DUEL 21.99

TITLE

THEATRE EUROPE
THUNDERBLADE
TIME AND MAGIK
TIMESOFLORE
TITAN
TRACERS
TRACKSUIT MANAGER
TRIV PURSUIT NEW BEGIN
TV SPORTS F'BALL
ULTIMATE GOLF
UMS SCENARIO 1

UMS SCENARIO 2
UNIV MILITARY SIM
VERMINATOR
VICTORY ROAD
VIGILANTE
VINDICATORS (Domark)
VIRUS
VIRUS KILLER
VOYAGER
WANDERER
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH
WATERLOO
WEIRD DREAMS
WORLD TOUR GOLF
XENON 2 MEGABLAST
XYBOTS
ZAK MCKRACKEN

SEGA SOFTWARE
ACTION FIGHTER
AFTERBURNER
ALEX KID IN MIRACLE WORLD
ALEX KID LOST STARS
ALIEN SYNDROME
ALTERED BEAST
ASTRO WARRIOR
AZTEC ADVENTURE
BANK PANIC
BLACK BELT
BLADE EAGLE 3D
BOMBER RAID
CALIFORNIA GAMES
CAPTAIN SILVER
CHOPLIFTER
CYBORG HUNTER
DOUBLE DRAGON
ENDURO RACER
F16
FANTASY ZONE
FANTASY ZONE 2
FANTASY ZONE 3

GANGSTER TOWN
GHOST HOUSE
GLOBAL DEFENCE
GOLVELIOUS
GREAT BASEBALL
GREAT BASKETBALL
GREAT FOOTBALL
GREAT GOLF
GREAT VOLLEYBALL
KENSEIDEN
KUNG FU KID
LORD OF THE SWORD
MAZE HUNTER 3D
MIRACLE WARRIOR
MISSILE DEFENCE 3D
MONOPOLY
MY HERO
NINJA
OUTRUN
OUTRUN 3D
PENGUIN LAND
PHANTASY STAR
POSEIDON WARS 3D
POWER STRIKE
PRO FOOTBALL
PRO WRESTLING
QUARTET
R TYPE
RAMBO

3

RAMPAGE
RASTAN
RESCUE MISSION
ROCKY
SECRET COMMAND
SHANGHAI
SHINOBI
SHOOTING GALLERY
SHOOTING GAMES
SPACE HARRIER
SPACE HARRIER 3D
SPY V SPY
SUPER TENNIS
TEDDY BOY
THUNDERBLADE
TIME SOLDIERS
TRANSBOT
VIGILANTE
WONDERBOY
WONDERBOY MONSTER LAND
WORLD GRAND PRIX
WORLD SOCCER
Y'S

ZAXXON 3D
ZILLION
ZILLION 2

SEGA HARDWARE
3D GLASSES
CONTROL STICK
LIGHT PHASER
LIGHT PHASER + S/WARE
MASTER SYSTEM (+S/W)
MASTER SYSTEM +GUN & GLASSES
MASTER SYSTEM +PHASER
RAPID FIRE UNIT

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: DEPT ZP10, TRYBRIDGE LTD, 8 BUCKWINS SQUARE, BURNT MILLS, BASILDON, ESSEX SSI
Please state make and model of computer when ordering.

P & P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 & Europe add £1 .00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for airmail.

These offers are available mail order only.

NEW RELEASES SENT ON DAY OF RELEASE
Tel. orders: 0268 590766

AMIGA
14.99
16.99
11.99
14.99
14.99
16.99
11.99
11.99
19.99
13.99
8.99
8.99

14.99
14.99
14.99
10.99
11.99
11.99
8.99
15.99
11.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
8.99

15.99
12.99
16.99

PRICE
18.99
24.95
22.95

24.95
24.95
24.95
22.95
22.95
14.95
22.95
24.95
24.95
27.95
24.95
22.95
24.95
24.95
22.95
14.95
22.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
14.95
22.95
24.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
24.95
22.95
24.95
24.95
32.95
24.95
29.95
14.95
22.95
24.95
24.95
29.95
39.95
24.95
22.95
24.95
19.95
19.95
29.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
22.95
24.95
22.95
22.95
24.95
22.95
22.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
24.95
22.95
24.95

22.95
22.95
32.95
24.95
19.95
22.95

PRICE
39.95
14.95
29.95
44.95
79.95
129.95

99.95
5.99

1BJ.



Afull price
subs deal!

Subscribe to ZZAP! and you get a FREE FULL-

PRICE GAME as a subscription gift!

FIRST STRIKE cass

TUSKER cass

MR. HELI cass

Take your pick from any of these fab games -

it's yours free when you subscribe to ZZAP!

And remember: You'll get

m- 12 brilliant issues of ZZAP! delivered

straight to your door!!!

m- FREE one of three games cassettes of-

fered!!!

m- the chance to participate in future

special subscription offers!!!

Send in your coupon today!!!

If you're already a subscriber and don't

want to resubscribe yet, you can participate

in this amazing offer by sending in a paltry

£6.95 for either one of the three games!

I want to spbscribe to 12 issues of ZZAP! and receive

my subscription gift.

If I’ve already got a ZZAP! subscription, and it is run-

ning out soon, I extend it for a further twelve issues -

and still get my subscription gift.

If I am a current subscriber, but do not wish to ex-

tend my subscription, I can still get one of the three

subscription offers at a ridiculous £6.95!

Please tick the appropriate box:

I enclose £18.00 for a new ZZAP! subscription

mainland UK
. xi

I enclose £25.00 for a new ZZAP! subscription out

side mainland UK - surface mail

I enclose £38.00 for a new ZZAP! subscription out

side Europe - Air mail

I enclose £6.95 for the special subscription offer

of my choice

Q I am a new subscriber

p I am an existing subscriber. My subscription num
u ber is

Please extend my subscription starting with issue No:

Please send me the following subscriber discount of-

fer:

FIRST STRIKE cass

TUSKER cass

MR. HELI cass

(Please tick required item)

EARLY WARNING:

If you wish your sub to commence with issue 54, we
must receive your coupon no later than 20th

September 1989.

Please allow 28 days for your free gift.

MY COMPUTER IS:

CODE ITEM PRICE

The software discount table

may only be applied to SUBTOTAL £
as seen In the ads of this

magazine, not on OFFER prices shown within the ZZUPERSTORE pages.

No other discounts may be applied.
%

ZZAP! BACK NUMBERS
Normal back issues £1 .45 (inclusive P&P)

Xmas issues £2.15 (inclusive P&P)

OVERSEAS please add £0.80 to above prices.

SPECIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNT:
Order 4 issues and pay for 3

lease supply the following BACK NUMBERS (Circle re-

quired items)

05 08 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34

36 37 38 39 40 41 43 44 45 46 47 48

49 50 51 52 53

BACK NUMBER ORDER TOTAL

ORDER TOTAL

Name

Address

Postcode

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to

ZZAP! It is best to avoid sending cash payments.

Please DO NOT enclose ANY order with mail to the

EDITORIAL side of the magazine as this will result in

DELAYS! Send your orders to the address below.

I enclose a cheque/p.o. for:

I wish to pay by VISA/ACCESS

(Delete as appropriate)

Pleas© debitmy VISA/ACCESSACCOUNT by.

My account No. Is:

Expiry Date Signature

SEND THISFORM TO:

ZZAP!ZZUPERSTORE, POBOX20

LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRESY8 1DB



C64 cassette

AAARGH!
AMERICAN CLUB SPORTS
APB
BLUE THUNDER
CITADEL
DANGER FREAK
DARK FUSION
DOMINATOR
ENDURO RACER
FIRST STRIKE

FORGOTTEN WORLDS
GHOST’N’GOBLINS
HOSTAGES
INDIANA JONES
INNER SPACE
JACK THE RIPPER

LASER SQUAD
LICENCE TO KILL

MASTERS OF THE UNIV.

MR. HEU
NAVY MOVES
PAPERBOY
PHOBIA
RAMBO
RAINBOW ISLANDS

RALLY CROSS SIM

REAL GHOSTBUSTERS
RED HEAT
RESCUE ON FRACTALUS
RICK DANGEROUS
SPEED BALL

STORMLORD
SUPER SCRAMBLE SIM.

TESTDRIVE II THE DUEL
THUNDERBIRDS
TOM & JERRY
TUSKER

XENON
XYBOTS
ZZAP! SIZZLER COLL. 1

C 6 4 disk

AAARGH!
AMERICAN CLUB SPORTS
APB
BATTLETECH
CITADEL
CURSE O.T.AZURE BONDS
DANGER FREAK
DARK FUSION
DEMON’S WINTER
DOMINATOR
FIRST STRIKE

FORGOTTEN WORLDS
HALLS OF MONTEZUMA
HOSTAGES
INDIANA JONES
INNER SPACE
INT. TEAM SPORTS
JACK NIKLAUS GOLF
LICENCE TO KILL

MR. HEU
OVERRUN!
PHOBIA

OFFER

Melbourne Hse £ 7.99

Mlndscape £ 7.99

Domark £ 7.99

Encore £ 1.99

El. Dreams £ 7.99

US Gold £ 7.99

Gremlin £ 7.99

System 3 £ 7.99

Hit Squad £ 2.99

Elite £ 7.99

Capcom £ 7.99

Encore £ 1.99

Infogrames £ 7.99

US Gold £ 7.99

Interactive £ 7.99

Ktxx £ 2.99

Blade Software £ 7.95

Domark £ 7.99

Kixx £ 2.99

Firebird £ 7.99

Dlnamlc £ 7.95

Encore £ 1.99

Imageworks £ 7.24

Hit Squad £ 2.99

Firebird £ 7.99

Codemasters £ 2.99

Activision £ 7.99

Ocean £ 7.95

Mastertronlc £ 2.99

Firebird £ 7.99

Imageworks £ 7.99

Hewson £ 7.99

Gremlin £ 7.99

Accolade £ 7.95

Grandslam £10.40

Magic Bytes £ 7.99

System 3 £ 7.99

Melbourne £ 7.99

Tengen £ 7.99

US Gold £10.44

Melbourne Hse £11.99

Mlndscape £11.99

Domark £10.44

Infocom £15.99

El. Dreams £11.99
SSI £19.99
US Gold £11.99

Gremlin £11.99
SSI £15.99
System 3 £11.99

Elite £ 9.99

Capcom £11.99

SSG £15.45

Infogrames £11.99
US Gold £11.99

Interactive £11.99

Mlndscape £11.99

Accolade £13.45

Domark £11.99

Firebird £11.99

SSI £19.99

Imageworks £10.44

PROJECT FIRESTART

RAINBOW ISLANDS
REAL GHOSTBUSTERS
RICK DANGEROUS
STORMLORD
SUPER SCRAMBLE SIM.

TESTDRIVE II THE DUEL
THUNDERBIRDS
TOM & JERRY
TUSKER

XENON
XYBOTS
ZZAP! SIZZLER COLL. 1

AMIGA

AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY
APB
ARCHIPELAGOS
BALANCE OF POWER
BARBARIAN 2

BATTLEHAWKS
BATTLETECH

BLOOD MONEY
BREACH
CASTLE WARRIOR
COLOSSUS CHESS X
DANGER FREAK
DEMON’S WINTER
DOMINATOR
F-16

FIRE BRIGADE
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
GOLD RUSH
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT

GUNSHIP
HAWKEYE
HOSTAGES
INDIANA JONES
KULT

LICENCE TO KILL

LORDS O.T.RISING SUN
MICROPROSE SOCCER
MILLENIUM 2.2

MR. HEU
OPERATION NEPTUNE
PAPERBOY
PASSING SHOTS
PERSONAL NIGHTMARE
PHOBIA
RAINBOW ISLANDS
RED HEAT
RICK DANGEROUS
SAVAGE
SHOGUN
SLEEPING GODS LIE

STRIDER

TESTDRIVE II THE DUEL
THE CHAMP
THUNDERBIRDS
TIME SCANNER
TOM & JERRY
VICTORY ROAD
VINDICATORS
W. GRETSKY HOCKEY
WINTER’S TALE

XENON 2

Electronic Arts £11.99

Firebird £10.44

Activision £11.99

Firebird £11.99

Hewson £11.99
Gremlin £11.99

Accolade £13.45

Grandslam £11.95

Magic Bytes £11.99

System 3 £11.99

Melbourne £11.99

Tengen £10.44

US Gold £11.99

Mlndscape £19.99

Domark £15.99

Logotron £19.99

Mlndscape £19.99

Palace £19.95

Lucasfllm £19.99

Infocom £19.99

Psygnosb £19.95

Artronlc £15.95

Palace £19.99

CDS £19.99

US Gold £15.99

SSI £19.99

System 3 £15.99

Dig. Integr. £19.95

Mlndscape £23.99

Capcom £15.99

Sierra £19.99

Accolade £19.95

Mlcroprose £19.95

Thalamus £15.99

Infogrames £19.99

US Gold £15.99

Exxos £19.95

Domark £15.99

Clnemaware £19.99

Mlcroprose £19.95

Electric Dreams £19.99

Firebird £19.99

Infogrames £19.95

Elite £15.99

Imageworks £19.99
Horrorsoft £23.95

Imageworks £15.99
Firebird £15.99
Ocean £19.99
Firebird £19.99

Firebird £19.95
Infocom £23.99
Empire £19.95

Capcom £15.99

Accolade £19.95

Unel £19.95
Grandslam £19.99
Activision £19.99
Magic Bytes £19.99
Ocean £19.95

Domark £15.99
Mlndscape £19.99

The Edge £19.99

Imageworks £19.99

How to order
Apart from our highly recommended
games list, you can order any game
released by the major software hous-
es to date on cassette, disk or car-
tridge.

The offer prices on our games list In-

clude a generous discount and are In-

clusive of First Class postage.
If you wish to order a game not In-

cluded In the list, please use the fol-

lowing Special Offer discount table to
calculate your Offer price from the
recommended retail price quoted on
the software houses adverts.

SPECIAL OFFER DISCOUNT TABLE

RRP OFFER SAVE
4.99 3.99 1.00
5.95 4.74 1.20
7.95 6.40 1.55

7.99 6.44 1.55
8.95 7.20 1.75
8.99 7.24 1.75
9.95 7.95 2.00
9.99 7.99 2.00
11.99 9.99 2.00
12.95 10.40 2.55
12.99 10.44 2.55
14.95 11.95 3.00
14.99 11.99 3.00
19.95 15.95 4.00
19.99 15.99 4.00
23.00 18.40 4.60
24.95 19.95 5.00
28.95 23.15 5.80
29.95 23.95 6.00
34.95 27.95 7.00

Remember, apply the discounts to
RRP prices only, not to our discounted
Offer prices quoted on this pagel
Don't forget to Indicate which com-
puter you own and whether you re-

quire the software In cassette, disk or
cartridge form.
Slmllarily, don't forget to Indicate gar-
ment size for T-shirts.

Prices valid for UK/Elre/Europe only.
For Overseas orders please add £2.00
per item for Air Mail delivery.

Not all listed or advertised products
will have been released at press time.
Goods will be despatched as soon as
possible. Customers will be Informed
of any long delays.

Please ring (0584) 5620 for release
dates!

BUDGET SPECIAL OFFER!

Order four games In the £1 .99 range
and pay for three (£5.97 payment to-
tal -a saving of £1.991

Order four games In the £2.99 range
and pay for three (£8.97 payment to-
tal) - a saving of £2.991

see-thru body.
OFFER £14.00

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO EXTRA
Features Rapid Fire, unique slow
motion and see-thru body.
OFFER £15.00

ZZAPI T-SHIRT
The favourite T-Shirt In Medium and XX
Large sizes. 50% cotton and 50%
polyester.
XX LARGE AND MEDIUM OFFER £4.95

ZZAP! BINDER
Have a binding relationship with your
favourite computing magi Maroon
with Gold logos.
OFFER £4.50

ZZAP! KEYBOARD COVER
Protect your old faithful from dust,
coffee and the universe with these
super quality grey covers complete
with ZZAPI logo made to suit your
keyboard

CBM64 FIT OFFER £5.00
CBM64C FIT OFFER £5.50
CBM 128 FIT OFFER £5.50

KONIX NAVIGATOR
Brand new ergonomically designed
handheld Joystick with Fire Button
positioned directly beneath the trigger
finger.

OFFER £14.99

KONIX MEGABLASTER
Precision moulded control knob with
steel shaft for complete reliability. Dual
fire buttons for left and right hand use.
Heavy duty leaf switches and rubber
suction cups.
OFFER £6.99

EUROMAX COBRA
Brand new design with 8
microswitches. 3 Autoflre buttons and
single normal fire button provide
trigger readiness.
OFFER £11.95

EUROMAX ELITE STANDARD
Short travel mlcroswltch action In
ergonomic and highly durable design.
OFFER £9.95

EUROMAX ELITE GRIP
Same as Elite Standard. but with new
ergonomic grip.

OFFER £10.95

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL STANDARD
High durability, rapid response and
ultra sensitive movement.
OFFER £15.95

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL GRIP
Same as Professional Standard, but
with ergonomic grip.
OFFER £13.95

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL AUTOFIRE
Same as Professional Standard, but
with Autoflre.
OFFER £18.95

EUROMAX MICROHANDLER
An array of features: extra-sensitive
mlcroswltch action, two Integrated
paddles, variable Autoflre, extra large
fire buttons and solid metal casing
with rubber suction cups.
OFFER £19.95

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 5000
(NORMAL)
Features arcade quality
mlcroswttches, dual fire buttons, robust
steel shaft and rubber return for
smooth control.
OFFER £13.50

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 5000
(CLEAR)
Same as PRO 5000 NORMAL, but with

POWERPLAY CRUISER STREAMLINE ALL
BLACK
With dual lead for Spectrum
48K/ 128K/Plus/Plus2/Plus3.
OFFER 12.99

POWERPLAY CRUISER CLEAR AUTOFIRE
Simply by holding down either of the
fire buttons engages Autoflre.
OFFER £12.99

POWERPLAY CRYSTAL STANDARD
ClearJoystick with red fire buttons and
pistol grip handle.
OFFER £14.99

POWERPLAY CRYSTAL TURBO
Same as CRYSTAL STANDARD, but
Includes fast Autoflre action.
OFFER £16.99

AMIGA A501 512K RAM EXPANSION
UPGRADE + CLOCK CARD
Internal Ram upgrade to 1024K RAM.
OFFER £129.99

AMIGA A520 MODULATOR
Use your Amiga with a domestic TV set
or composite video monitor.
OFFER £24.99



CfftSSlrleM
WANTED

mm

C64 disks Fish, Wasteland, Hillstar, Bards

Tale I, II, Defender of the Crown or Ingrid’s

Back. Must be originals. Will pay max. £10.

Write to Martin Canty, Merryknowle Gar-

mondsway, Bishop Middleham, Ferryhill, Co.

Durham DL17 9DY.

Wanted urgently Action Replay Enhance-

ment disk MK V IV for own use got disk now.

Put tapes on disk. Tel: 0424 753529. Brought

cartridge but no disk.

MPS801 or MPS802 printer wanted. Must be

in good condition with all connection cables

and instruction book. Will pay up to £80.

Phone Stephen Mitchell after 4.30pm on (091)

234 3158.

Action Replay enhancement disk for personal

back-ups to disk (
Must be for Mk V Profes-

sional). Up to £8.00. Ring (061) 678 7931 . Ask

for Baz (anytime). Have tried
1

Datel
’ - no luck!

Help - my last chance!!

FOR SALE
CBM 64, 1 541 d/drive, 9” TV, joyball, over 50

games — 5 disks, Turbo Rom II, mags, cassette

leads and power pack. Excellent condition.

£390. Tel: Romford 27852.

C64, recorder, Enhancer disk drive, over £500

games, lots mags, joystick, freeze frame. Bar-

gain £430. Will deliver in Yorkshire area. Tel:

Leeds 655276 after 5pm.

CBM 64 games for sale, all originals. Titles

include Renegade 3, Run the Gauntlet,

Silkworm, Robocop. Prices from one to seven

pounds. Send SAE for list and prices to M.

Allen, 5 The Lawns, Dallington, Northampton

NN5 6AF.

Commodore 64c, immaculate condition, just

one year old, includes two cassette decks and

back up board, over 350 games and joystick.

Will swap for an Amiga or ST or sell for £350.

Phone 021 707 4701.

Magazine back issues, Commodore original

tapes, ZX80, ZX81 ,
Video Genie for sale. SAE

details. CBM 64 circuits service manual £10.

Vic 20 circuits manual £10. Stan Brace, 5 Elm

Road, Princes Risborough, Bucks. HP17

OBG.

C64c, Excel + disk drive, C2N, mouse, freeze

machine, joystick, 45 disks and box, over £400

of software including Rocket Ranger, Arma-

lyte and Project Firestart, and for only £350

ono. Phone 061 7988657 and ask for Adam.

C64c, recorder, joystick, games, Music Maker

and more, all worth £475. Sell £275. Phone

Junior on 01 241 6685 or write to 1 2 Love Lace

House, Haggston Road, London E8 4NR. Or

swap for Sega system, games etc.

C64 games £300 of Gold Medals and Sizzlers,

repairable power supply, C2N, issues 24 - 53

in Zzaps, including Comp Pro Extra joystick.

Worth over £400, £150 ono. Phone Torran on

Nuneaton 0203 381963.

C64, 2 C2Ns, disk drive, Action Replay car-

tridge, mouse, cheese, joystick, £800 soft-

ware including 18 Gold Medals, 35 Sizzlers,

Seuck, Sentinel, Head Over Heels plus many

more. Worth £1100, sell £450. Phone (0922)

38854 (Walsall).

Classic 64 disks for sale eg Bambuzal £5,

Paradroid £4. For a list send a SAE to Mart,

Merryknowle, Garmondsway, Bishop

Middleham, Durham DL17 9DY. Also if you

have Groo or Punisher stuff for sale. Ta!

C64, disk drive with disks, datasette, fast load

cartridge, FM expander and keyboard, over

£230 of software including Intensity, Haw-

keye, Morpheus, most still boxed. Worth over

£800, the lot for £350. Call Maff on (03526)

5194.

C64c (1 yr old), Oceanic d/drive (8 mnths old),

Geos, Expert and freeze machine cartridges,

loads of games incl. “R-Type” and "Heroes

of the Lance”. Worth £900+ only £450 ono.

Phone Jonathan on (0639) 711541 ,
W. Glam.

C64, 2 C2N’s, disk drive, 1 joystick, Expert

cartridge, 130 games including R-Type,

Robocop, The In Crowd, disk + cassette stor-

age box. Worth £1000, will sell for £300. Tel.

Paul on 061 449 0301 after 6pm. Hurry!

Over 70 games. Low prices. SAE Neil Ged-

des 2 Meadowlands, Rowlands Castle,

Hampshire P09 6BZ. Ring 41 2594. Cass only.

Also every Zzap since issue 17 plus other

mags. Reasonable condition. Send for list.

Includes Sanxion, Fairlight, Ranarama.

C64, C2N, mouse plus cheese, over £400 of

software inc. Wizball, IK+, Rampage, Star

Fighter, joystick, mother board, Final car-

tridge, dust covers. Worth well over over £700,

sell for £295 ono. Tel: 0532 530844.

FYRSTA FLOKKS! Games C64 cheap, new

and old titles. All originals, cassette only. For

list send SAE toG Stevens, 14 Priory Road,

Abergavenny, Gwent NP7 5RR.

Bargain! Brand spanking new C-64/128

modem, Mustang cartridge, manuals (boxed).

Unwanted present. Link up to Prestel, Com-
punet! Cost £135, sell for £95! PLUS FREE
datasette and head alignment kit. Phone Hil-

ton Junior on (0895) 55783 now!

Slimline CBM 64, two C2N tape decks, over

£400 worth of software, two joysticks, full size

external music keyboard, FM sound mod-

ulator and a Trilogic back up device. Total

£800, sell for £300 ono. Ring Phil on 061 480

5740 after 6pm.

C64, datasette, Quickshot Turbo, £300 worth

of games incl. Bionic Commando, Op.Wolf,

Samurai Warrior, Alien Syndrome, plus tips

from all Zzaps. Worth at least £400, give-away

at only £180. Phone 031 447 3761 after six.

C64, C2N, data recorder + over £1000 worth

of software incl. IK+, Barbarian II, Star Trek,

Elite, Star-Glider + books and magazines.

Excellent condition for only £400 ono. Phone

0476 76475 after 1 pm. A real bargain.

C64, datasette, two joysticks, dust cover, Re-

set switch, mags, 100+ games including Run

the Gauntlet, WEC Le Mans. Many extras.

Worth over £450. Quick sale £200. Phone

John (021) 311 11 19 evenings only.

C64c Connoisseur’s Pack (boxed) including

mouse. Sell for £1 20 (originally £1 99.99). Over

£370 C64 cassette games. Sell for £130.

Includes Op.Wolf, Robocop, Microsoccer,

Stealth Fighter and more. Sell everything for

£250. Phone (0376) 515122.

C64 games for sale! Inc. Armalyte, Last Ninja

II, Op. Wolf, Bombuzal, The In Crowd, Emlyn

Hughes Soccer. Phone (0851) 5823 between

6pm and 7pm and ask for Peter.

C128, datasette, 1570 disk drive, lots of

games worth over £300. All boxed and in good

condition. Bargain for only £300. Phone Imran

on (0274) 496000 or (0274) 671784. Will not

split.

Spectrum 128, plus everything that you can

think of. Microdrive plus cartridges, Mul-

tifaces, printer, light rifle, speech synthesizer,

over £1 000 of games all over 90%. Crash 87 -

89. Ring for details (02404) 5560.

C64 with datasette, joystick, joyball, large

range of games, many top titles, worth £220,

going for £120. Tel: Twickenham 894 4947.

Clear out. C64 games for sale from £1 to £5.

Example Ninja II, Emlyn Hughes Soccer, Dou-

ble Dragon. All originals. Send SAE for list to J

Clowes, 9 Ryder Gdns, Rainham, Essex RM1

3

7LS.

Amiga A500, 6 months old, still under guaran-

tee. Excellent condition. Sold with Op. Wolf,

FI 6 Falcon + others. £275 ono. Phone 0602

640311 after 4pm.

CBM128 with C2N. About £1 50 worth of soft-

ware including Delta, Operation Wolf and Hun-

ters Moon. Also Music Maker 1 28, joystick and

cartridges. Sell for £230 ono. Phone Tim

(0202) 696202 after 6pm.

Amiga A500, only 4 months old, £220 worth

of software includes Interceptor and Test

Drive 2. Also joystick, mouse and mat, manu-

als. Worth £700. Sell for £350 for quick sale.

Tel: Daniel (0734) 333008. Hurry!

C64, tape deck, reset switch, Comp. Pro Extra

joystick, joyball, £700 worth of software incl.

Batman, Micro-Soccer, Supreme Challenge,

manuals. Complete system worth over £900,

offers around £350. Tel: Peter on Nuneaton

0203 383340.

C64 tape games, lots of ’em dead cheap,

include Armalyte, Denaris, Bards Tale. For list

send SAE to Matthew Phypers, 103 Church

Street, Denby Village, Derby DE5 8PH. First

person gets free £10 game. Hurry!

C64 with datasette and manuals, over 40

recent titles of software including Hawkeye

and Phobia. Excellent condition. Sell for £1 00.

Also for sale Sega system with three games.

Sell for £40. Contact Jamie on 0296 83580.

C64, 2 C2N tapes, 2 joysticks, 3 months old,

£300 of games Micro Soccer, EHIS, Speed-

ball, Denaris, Armalyte. Ring Ady on 051 339

6880 or write to 23 Karen Way, Great Sutton,

South Wirral LE6 4LJ. £180

CBM 64, C2N, 1541 disk drive, MPS801 dot

matrix printer, joysticks, all boxed, software

including Hawkeye, Last Ninja 2, Speedball

etc. Bargain at £250. Will sell printer and disk

drive separately. Phone John on (0293)

516863.

C64, datasette, joystick, mouse, over 100

original games, many Sizzlers including Arma-

lyte, Last Ninja 2, Speedball, Micro Soccer,

Denaris, Blasteroids and Robocop plus many
many more. Will sell for £1 50. Phone (061 )

427

3949.

Unbeatable Commodore 64, Cub colour

monitor, 1541 disk drive, datasette, Freeze

Frame Mk.IV, White Lightning compiler, over

£600 of games, joystick, speech synthesiser,

Zzap mags. Worth over £1150, sell for £400.

Phone Richard (0737) 359424.

CBM 128, C2N, Action Replay Mk.V Profes-

sional and Enhancement disk, over 215

games, joystick. Excellent condition. All for

only £250 ono. Tel: Ray on (03265) 574026

after 6pm.

C64, 803 printer, Action Replay Mk.4, joystick,

tape, disk drive, £400+ games. All worth

£1000 + ,
will sell for £450. Phone Ged on 051

520 1199 after 6pm.

C64, C2N, 1541 d/drive, MPS801 printer,

£500 worth of software inc. Simons Basic,

Expert cartridge plus much much more. Just

phone Mark on Bedale (0677) 25258 and make
me an offer. First reasonable offer accepted.

Model 1701 colour monitor for use with any

CBM. Bargain at £100. Must collect. Phone

Leyland (0772) 451099 or 160 Robin Hey,

Moss Side, Leyland, Lancs. PR5 3UR.

For C64 games (tape) 50p to £5 and Amiga

games up to £1 5 send SAE to I. Anyal, 42 Mil-

ton Grove, Chorlton, Manchester Ml 6 0BP.

PEN PALS
C64 owner wants pen pals to swap hints, tips

etc. Please send an SAE to Alex Fenton, 161

Nuttall Street, Blackburn, Lancs. BB2 4JG. All

letters answered.

Amiga contacts wanted. Send lists to

Spuddy, The White House, Bradenham, High

Wycombe, Bucks. HP14 4HF (100% reply).

Only fast responses please.

Amiga contacts wanted. Send lists and disks

to: Ian Mather, 9 Wryneck Close, Eccleston

Hill, St Helens, Merseyside WA10 3QW. 100%
reply.

Have you got an Amiga or CBM647. Do you

want a fast, reliable pen pal? Write to Lee

Smith at 163 Warrington Road, Widnes, Che-

shire WA8 OAB or phone 051 423 4107 for a

really excellent swap friend NOW!

Amiga contacts wanted. Send letters, list etc.

to: Adam Johnston, 84 Glendale Ave, North



Shields, Tyne and Wear NE29 ORS. Everyone
welcome.

64 freak wants heaps of pen pals to swap
latest C64 stuff. Send disks, lists and letters to

DSC, 49 Mawson Avenue, Deer Park, 3023
Victoria, Australia. I will reply to all. 100%
guaranteed.

Pen. pals wanted. Write to Craig, 193 War-
breck Hill Road, Blackpool, Lancs. FY2 OTS.

C64 contacts wanted. Send lists or disks to

Pete, 52 Horsewood Road, Woodhouse Mill,

Sheffield SI 3 9WL, England. 100% reply.

Sorry disks only. Write now!

C64 disk contacts wanted anywhere in the
world. Send disks, list to:- Richard Hum-
phreys, 63 Letchworth Road, Baldock, Herts.

SG7 6AB. 100% guaranteed reply.

Amiga contacts wanted. We get all the latest

stuff. We swap demos and utilities. Everyone’s
welcome. 1 00% reply. Send lists or disks to
‘Kon Kan’, Flat 2, 16 Canfield Gardens, Lon-
don NW6 3JX.

Fast Amiga and C-64 contacts wanted! Disk
only! Send stuff to: Ronald, De Brik 10, 3769
JR Soesterberg, Holland. 100% reply!

C64 contacts wanted. Tape only. Male or
female. Send lists to: Ninja Warrior, 14
Wensleydale Ave, Grange Park, Blackpool,
Lancs. FY3 7RS. Even if you live in Blackpool.
100% reply. So come on! Write now!

Amiga contacts wanted. Send list to Simon
Irvin, Quarry House, Harts Lane, Nr. Dinhoe,
Exeter EX1 3RD. All replies welcome.

Amiga contacts wanted. Guaranteed reply

(100%). Write to:- Jamie Wild, 147 Alvaston
Street, Alvaston, Derby DE2 0PB, England.

Send disk or letter. Fast response only. So
write now!!

Interested in VHS video films and computer
games? Great! Write to Caroline, 1 Findon
Avenue, Sacriston, Durham DH7 6HY. Amer-
ican, foreign readers particularly welcome.

C64/128 owner wants pen pals worldwide
(and in NZ) to swop hints, tips etc. Disk only.

All letters answered. Write to: Blair Carpenter,
205 Pembroke Road, Wellington 5, New Zea-
land. So what are you waiting for!

FANZINES
AMIGAZINE great new fanzine for Amiga
owners. News, reviews, previews, your views.
It’s all here. Send 30p plus 19p postage to
AMIGAZINE, 17 Grosmont, Great Lumley,
Chester-Le-Street, Co. Durham DH3 4NG.
Send today!

MISCELLANEOUS
“BETTING GAME” horse racing PBM. Excit-
ing, realistic, addictive. Trophies, cash prizes.
Starter pack £3. Turns £1.50. “Great game”
(S.P., I.O.W); “Excellent organisation and tur-

naround” (G.J., Manchester). Write: M J Gib-
bard, 15 Broadwaters Avenue, Thame, Oxon
OX9 2DU.

Earn a lorra, lorra money for very little effort

quickly and honestly. For details send SAE to:

Dave Cluness, Loan Cottage, Aberlady, East
Lothian EH32 ORX.

“Batman” - New gum card set. Full 132
card set for only £14.50 inc. P&P (overseas
£1 7.50 inc. P&P). H Cook, 1 8 Anenue Close,
Liphook, Hampshire GU30 7QE.

35 WORDS FOR ONLY £2.50!

Thousands of Commodore computer owners across the world read ZZAP! every montn. The
Reader Classifieds are your low-cost opportunity to reach them with a small ad, whether you want
to buy, sell, swap or advise. And it’s simple - a one-off cost for up to 35 words for £2.50. Just fill

in the form below!

CLASSIFIED HEADINGS
ZZAP! Reader Classified Section is not open to trade or commercial advertisers, but Fanzines
may use it. The headings are self-explanatory: WANTED, FOR SALE, SWAPLINE, USER
GROUPS, PEN PALS, FANZINES and EVENTS DIARY (for club/user group news, meetings or

planned events). However, be careful about ZZAP! publishing dates with the last!

HOW TO PLACE YOUR SMALL AD
Cut out and send off the form, together with your payment of £2.50 per entry form (cheques or
postal orders preferably, made payable to NEWSFIELD LTD). Photocopies of the form are accep-
table.

The maximum is 35 words
The service is not open to trade/commercial advertisers

Small ads will be printed in the first available issue
The editor reserves the right to refuse ads which do not comply with normal decent practice,
or which could be interpreted as encouraging software piracy

I

I

ZZAP! READER CLASSIFIEDS
Send to ZZAP! READER CLASSIFIEDS, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB

Name

Address

Postcode

Tick Classified heading:

Wanted For Sale Pen Pals User Groups Fanzines

Events Diary Miscellaneous

Method of payment Cheque Postal Order

Write your advertisement here, one word per box, and include name, address and phone

number if you want them printed.

CINTRONICS LTD
STRATEGY

ADVENTURES & SIMULATIONS
Commodore 64/128 discs

SSI EOA
BATTLE GROUP £22.95 BARDS TALE II or III £14.95
BATTLE OF ANTIETAM £22.95 DEATHLORD £12.95
BATTLES OF NAPOLEON £17.95 NEUROMANCER £14.95
CURSE OF AZURE BONDS £17.95 WASTELAND £14.95
DEMONS WINTER £14.95
ETERNAL DAGGER £14.95 INFOCOM
FIRST OVER GERMANY £17.95 BATTLE TECH £12.95
FORTRESS £1 1 .95 HITCHHIKERS GUIDE £11.95
GEMSTONE HEALER £14.95 LEATHER GODDESSES £11.95
GEOPOLITIQUE 1990 £11.95 WISHBR1NGER £11.95
HILLS FAR £14.95
OVERRUN £17.95 SSG
PANZER GRENADIER £22.95 AMERICAN CIVIL WAR I £14.95
PANZER STRIKE £22.95 AMERICAN CIVIL WAR II £14.95
PHANTASIE III £14.95 AMERICAN CIVIL WAR III £14.95
POOL OF RADIANCE £17.95 BATTLEFRONT £14.95
QUESTRON II £14.95 BATTLES IN NORMANDY £14.95
REBEL CHARGE £22.95 CARRIERS AT WAR £14.95
RINGS OF ZILFIN £14.95 EUROPE ABLAZE £14.95
ROADWAR EUROPA £14.95 FIRE KING £14.85
SHARD OF SPRING £14.95 HALLS OF MONTEZUMA £14.95
SONS OF LIBERTY £22.95 MACARTHUR'S WAR £14.95
TYPHOON OF STEEL £17.95 REACH FOR THE STARS £14.95
WAR GAME CONSTR. SET £14.95 ROMMEL £14.95
WARSHIP £22.95 RUSSIA £14.95

FREE GAME OFFER. Order 3 or more SSI titles and eet a FREE GAME . Choose
from the following excellent games: Solo Flight, Roadwar Europa, PSI-5 Trading Co, Bal-
lyhoo or The Fourth Protocol

CLUE BOOKS: £6.95 each: BLACK CAULDRON, GOLD RUSH, KINGS QUEST I, II, III or
IV, LEISURE SUIT LARRY I or II, MANHUNTER, POLICE QUEST I or II, SPACE QUEST
I, II or III

£7.95 each: BARDS TALE I, II or III, DUNGEON MASTER, DEATHLORD, FAERY TALE,
HEROES OF THE LANCE, HILLSFAR, MANIAC MANSION, MARS SAGA, MASTERS
COLLECTION ( Black Silver & LA Crackdown), MIGHT & MAGIC, NEUROMANCER,
POOL OF RADIANCE, WASTELAND, or ZAK McKRACKEN
£8.95 each: ULTIMA III, IV or V.

Mail order only. Please allow 28 days for delivery. Please make cheques and postal orders
payable to C1N

I

'RUNIC'S L I D. Free post and packaging within the UK. Europe add £2 per
item. Overseas £4 per item.

CINTRONICS LTD, richard house, 30-32 mortimer st, London win 7RA

Adventure Helpline
HINTS 1 TIPS "I REVIEWS

COMPETITIONS
WITH SOFTWARE PRIZES

OUR LIVE OPERATORS ARE
STANDING BY TO TAKE YOUR CALL

7 DAYS A WEEK AND EVENINGS

TELEPHONE:

0898 338 933

25p per min Off Peak

38p per min Peak Time

If you don't need us now,

think of the times vou've needed help.

KEEP THIS NUMBER

NOW MONTHLY AND
ONLY £1.50

News, reviews and features
from the Otherworld of horror,

fantasy and science fiction

PLUS short stories galore!

October issue on sale

September 21

Exclusive extract

from Stephen King's new
novel THE DARK HALF
James Cameron's ultimate

underwater movie THE
ABYSS
Tanith Lee, dark and
sensual fantasist

"I'll just keep reading FEAR — its

indispensable — Jonathan Ross

At your newsagent, or send
£1.50 for your copy:

Name

Address

Postcode

Fear, PO Box 20,

Ludlow, Shropshire

SY8 1 DB

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 989 5 7
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Those vile cess-pool Ludlow residents think they know it all about high

scores - that Rob (Boyo) H in particular is finding it difficult to get in

through the door these days. Well enough’s enough, time to extract all

that non-essential brain matter with this Sucko-matic 20 Probe, drill and
hoover combination device (complete with free nipple twister to bring

tears to the eyes). Sadly it’s little change for most of the scores this

month but THAT will soon change - OR ELSE!! Time to corrupt that

precious Kick OH League disk of theirs before they finish the league.

720° (US Gold)

793,880 Spiro Harvey, Wellington, New Zealand

>646,050 Phillip Davies, Pencoed, Mid Glam

550,490 Daniel Briggs, Torrensville, S Australia

ALIEN SYNDROME (Ace)

362.500 Bret ‘Cool’ Crossley, Rothwell, Leeds

259.500 Martin Lindsay, Geraldton, Australia

223,610 D Emmins, Stratford, London El 5

ARKANOID II - REVENGE OF DOH (Imagine)

437,140 Keith David Boones, Shrewsbury, Salop

41 1 ,690 Scorrano Hassime, Orbe, Switzerland

276,250

Mark Smith, Broxboume, Herts

ARMALYTE (Thalamus)

59,672,200

Col & Grinny, Rochdale, Lancs

35,477,900 Andrew Rawley, Billericay, Essex

34,241

,300

Philip Burns, Mackam, Sunderland

BARBARIAN (Palace) (Amiga)

10500 Daniel Besser, Bletchley, Milton Keynes

BARBARIAN II (Palace)

310.000 Lee Tanner, Basildon, Essex

291 ,080 Neale Willis, Long Eaton, Notts

289.000 John Turkineck, Carrickfergus, N Ireland

BATTLE VALLEY (Rack-lt)

1 ,990,775 Japmaster, Ettingshall Park,

Wolverhampton

1

,986,700

Marc Spence, Leeds, W Yorks

1.949.000 Darren Brookes, Long Eaton, Notts

BIONIC COMMANDO (Go)

1 ,352,820 Marc Spence, Leeds, W Yorks

1 ,1 84,760 Wayne Fowler, Basildon, Essex

1 ,1 50,620 A Barnett, Spencely, Salop

BLOOD MONEY (Psygnosis) (Amiga)

1 1 1 .800 Stuart Wynne ZZAP! Towers

1 1 1

,450

Phil King ZZAP! Towers

91

,350

Dominic Handy TGM

BUBBLE BOBBLE (Firebird)

8,692,430 Richard Pembridge, Wirral, Merseyside

8,670,790 Anthony Melarangi, Runcorn, Cheshire

8,215,420 Simon Bettison, Sheffield, S Yorks

BUGGY BOY (Elite)

149,640 Robert Pascoe, Truro, Cornwall

125,670 Daniel Moxey, Lowestoft, Suffolk

124,690 Jonothan Dood, Parklands, Northampton

CITADEL (Electric Dreams)
181

,250

(!!!) Andrew Roberts, St. Helens,

Merseyside

71 ,777 Rob (Void City! AAARGH!) H, ZZAP! Towers

68,550

Colin Fulton, Ayr, Scotland

CYBERNOID (Hewson)

135,875 Wayne Fowler, Basildon, Essex 132,270

Dean ‘SJT’ James, West Bromwich, West Midlands

124.800 Babak Fakhamzadeh, Delft, Holland

DARK SIDE (Incentive)

6,130,726 Kuddly Bix, York, N Yorks

5,860,626 Colin Fulton, Ayr, Scotland

5,764,1 76 David Petyt, Wakefield, W Yorks

DENARIS (US Gold/Rainbow Arts)

851,030 Bret ‘Cool’ Crossley, Rothwell, Leeds

520,370 Richard Boulton, Swindon, Wilts

486,890 Utte Cant, Hartlepool, Cleveland

DRILLER (Incentive)

3,498,450

Ged Keaveney, Huddersfield, W Yorks

3,226,070 Kudly Bix, York, N Yorks

2,063,760 Daniel Fisher, Chesterfield, Derbys

FIRST STRIKE (Elite)

73.300 Rob H, ZZAP! Towers GREAT GIANA
SISTERS (Go/Rainbow Arts)

124,197 NikoTyni, Helsinki, Finland 95,458 Kaisa

Tyni, Helsinki, Finland 94,710 Richard Ramsay,

Gilmerton, Edinburgh

GRYZOR (Ocean)

2,802,200

Richard Lunn, Leeds, W Yorks

1 .253.300 Japmaster, Ettingshall Park,

Wolverhampton
892.700 David Pocock, S Croydon, Surrey

HAWKEYE (Thalamus)

2.695.550 Zap Treeby, Brixham, Devon

2,520,800

Kyle Aminoge, Peterborough, Cambs

2,456,250

Casey Gallacher, Calcot, Reading

HUNTER’S MOON (Thalamus)

704,350

Colin Fulton, Ayr, Scotland

631,474 Richard Mellor, Cannock, Staffordshire

623.550 Colin Fulton, Ayr, Scotland

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II (US Gold)

112.100 Ian Taylor, Wollongong, Australia

109.700 Neil Head, Stourbridge, W Mids

108,600 Peter Srodecki, Dunstable, Beds

INTERNATIONAL KARATE+ (System 3)

565.100 Martin Smith, Ashbrooke, Sunderland

543.300 John Farrow, Barrowford, Lancs

511,900 Katamati, Hounslow, Middlesex

INTERNATIONAL KARATE+ (System 3) (Amiga)

95700 Daniel Besser, Bletchley, Milton

Keynes

KICK OFF (Anco) Amiga

2nd in the International League Phil “Throw
those toilet rolls” King, ZZAP! Towers

MICROPROSE SOCCER (MicroProse)

12 Teams Beaten in International League Phil

“The ref is my brother” King, ZZAP! Towers

MORPHEUS (Rainbird)

3,672,1 30 Paul Woods, Wallasey, Merseyside

1,321,485 Richard Pembridge, Wirral,

Merseyside
1 ,266,774 Zap Treeby, Brixham, Devon

NEBULUS (Hewson)
216,830 Dennis Watts, Hatfield, Herts

201 .240 Matthew Moriarty, Hurst Green, E

Sussex
1 66,370 Edward JD Jackson, Leeds,W Yorks

NEW ZEALAND STORY (Ocean) (Amiga)

Level 2-4 (130,788) Rob H, ZZAP! Towers

OUT RUN (US Gold)

95.842.240 Martin Lear, Huddersfield, W Yorks

92,128,800

Mark Crossthwaite, Stockport,

Cheshire

87,720,606 Julian Hare, Hampton, Middx

POPULOUS (Electronic Arts) (Amiga)

154450 Daniel Besser, Bletchley, Milton Keynes

PROJECT STEALTH FIGHTER (Microprose)

518,970 JA Moore, Margaret River, W Australia

127,250

Sue Barlow, Guisley, W Yorks

91,230 Gijsbert Griffioen.Lelystad, Holland

QUEDEX (Thalamus)

1010 Craig Archer, Victoria, Australia

999 Steve Pratt, Leighton Buzzard, Beds

949 Martin Huisent, Numansdorf, Holland

ROBOCOP (Ocean) (Amiga)

353,280 (Completed - not a hard thing to do)

Rob(ocop) H, ZZAP! Towers

R-TYPE (Electric Dreams) (Amiga)

180,400 (Completed) Rob H, ZZAP! Towers

SALAMANDER (Imagine)

341,695 Simon ‘Ace’ Poots, Dromore, Co Down

255,100

Daren Burke, Romford, Essex

241 ,075 Ashley Arnold, Victoria, Australia

SAMURAI WARRIOR (Firebird)

3,850 Bret ‘Cool’ Crossley, Rothwell, Leeds

1 ,827 Wayne Fowler, Basildon, Essex

1,445 Tim Haines, Basildon, Essex

SILKWORM (Virgin)

81

2,500

Dean ‘SJT’ James, West Bromwich, West

Midlands

SLAP FIGHT (Imagine)

803,425 Vilya Harvey, Perth, Australia

800.950 Shawn Sutton, Southampton, Hants

756,450

Richard Ramsay, Gilmerton, Edinburgh

STAR PAWS (Software Projects)

848,223 Roy Masson, Worthing, West Sussex

693,378 Kriss, Northolt, Middlesex

647.226 Martin Smith, Warrington, Cheshire

STRIDER (Capcom)

42,250

Rob H, ZZAP! Towers

TARGET RENEGADE (Imagine)

440.226 A Barnett, Spenceley, Salop

436.700 Bret Crossley, Leeds, W Yorks

426.700 Neil Maudling, Whitehaven, Cumbria

TEST DRIVE 2 (Accolade) (Amiga)

170.951 (Completed) Phil “Foot down and burn

rubber!” King, ZZAP! Towers

152,577 (Completed) Randy, ZZAP! Towers

TETRIS (Mirrorsoft)

131 ,029 J Tillotson, Halifax, W Yorks

78,986 Stuart Scattergood, Deeside, Clwyd

75,545 Steven Leary, Chelsea, London

THING BOUNCES BACK (Gremlin Graphics)

8,875,496 Tim Smith, Nr. Nantwich, Cheshire

3,949,835 Casey Gallacher, Calcot, Reading

3,769,925 Alan Wescombe, Swindon, Wilts

THUNDERCATS (Elite)

3,046,150 Robert Kisby, Horncastle, Lines

2,640,600 Steven Alexander, Cullybackey,

Ballymena

2,639,700

Warwick Hunt, Huddersfield, W Yorks

URIDIUM + (Hewson)

575,005 Tim Goldee, No Fixed Abode
478,025 Neville Lewis, Port Talbot, S Wales

335,350

Wessel Joubert, Belfast, RSA

WICKED (Electric Dreams) (Amiga)

7 Constellations completed Rob H. ZZAP! Towers

WIZBALL (Ocean)

999999 Andrew Roberts, St. Helens, Merseyside

999999 Russell Whiff, Fishing Point, Australia

(Can you believe these guys???)

ZENJI (Firebird)

84,253 Lisa O’Halloran, Victoria, Australia

66,250

Mark Crossthwaite, Stockport, Cheshire

40,225 Mike Gillings, Portsmouth, Hants

ZOLYX (Firebird)

605,681 Edward Yu, Raynes Park, London

524,318 Rob Housley, Thamesmead, London

377,413 M Blaser, Cheadle, Cheshire

ZYBEX (Zeppelin)

445,150 Ged Keaveney, Huddersfield, W Yorks

398.950 Steve Lee, Guildford, Surrey

397.950 Marios Stylianides, London, SW16

ZYNAPS (Hewson)

1

,093,200

Michael Collins, Castle Rea, Co
Roscommo
398,850 Steve Lee, Guildford, Surrey

288,500

John Farrow, Barrowford, Lancs

SCORE OF THE MONTH

KICKOFF
1 0-0 Dorn Handy (TGM) ~ thrashed Warren

Lapworth (also TGM - something fishy going on

here?!)

ZZAP vsTGM KICK OFF LEAGUE
FINAL RESULTS (Curses! Too
late!! - The Almighty Scorelord)

Italy (Ptiil King • ZZAP!) 31 Points

Brazil (Dominic Handy - TGM) 29 Points

Argentina (Computer Player) 26 Points

France (Computer Player) 24 Points

England (Rob H - ZZAP!) 22 Points

Holland (Robin Candy - TGM) 17 Points

USSR (Warren Lapworth - TGM) 10 Points

West Germany (Mark Caswell - TGM) 3 Points

(Even with one man less than the TGM rabble

the ZZAP! team still managed to win through

with Phil King winning a sharp 430,000,000 volts

electric shock from me for being such a big

head. Like a football he deserves kicking).



GET THE NET OUT, LAOS
HERE COMMS RAi

strictly 'invited guests only', you can
loc k the door and only allow in vis-

itors if you want to.

Great fun, but a tad

on the expensive side if you're a reg-

ular user.

Hi there. It's interesting, logging onto Compunet
after a short break. Turn off the C64 for a week or
so, and you'll find so much new controversy,
uploads and the like. Quite staggering.
An interesting response to the new ZZAP!

Music dir, with people actually uploading tunes of
their own (Postman Pat was mega!). Keep up the
good work.

A LOG-ON THE LIVE SIDE
The Real-Time Rivals Compared

Chat

Now upgraded to Pro-Chat, thanks

to 'ace coder' Top-Cat, this service

differs to PartyLine in that it isn't

strictly a real-time affair. Chat is an
ordinary area, just like ZZAP! Dir,

where users go to to exchange infor-

mation. Using the normal Com-
punet Duckshoot commands (or

the new set provided by Pro-Chat)

you write your message, upld it onto
the system and wait for a reply.

lloJJuX: A laborious and
frustrating way of conversing with

fellow 'Netters, but there are no
extra charges incurred during use,

unlike PartyLine.

And that's yer lot. Check out the comp below and,
if you think it's worth your while, enter it. That's
all from me for this month, so until next time,
remember— If opportunity comes your way, don't
knock it! ('Oi! get off my catchphrase!' — Bob
Monkhouse). Terra.

Amiga. It's known as PartyLine

because the setup of the service is

akin to a party at someone's home.
Should someone wish to leave the

LOBBY (the room which every Par-

tyLine user logs into) all that is

needed is for that person to 'build'

a room and give it a name
(RANDY'S ROOM, BAR, TOILET,

etc). If you wish your room to be

The unique thing about Com-
punet is the speed at which things

change, new uplds appear, etc.

And the fastest changing areas,

are the ones with real-time

interaction like Partyline and
Chat. Stand-by for the Rand opin-

ion of 'em both.

PartyLine

Found at PARTY, the service costs

£1.00 per hour to use (plus, of

course, normal telephone charges)

and it's a chat facility available to

you via your computer, be it C64 or

ROLL UP! ROLL

COMPUNET
GIVEAWAY!
Modems-a-plenty are waiting to give to YOU (part
Two in a series of Three)!!!

It's part two of our great Compunet promotion, folks! Yes! Once again we give you the
chance to walk away with one of FIVE C64 modems, complete with a three-month
Gold subscription, giving immediate access to the best of the ’Net!

Silliness abounds for this promotion, as what we want you to do is send us an
illustration demonstrating the strangest use of a Compunet modem which your
cerebral mass can muster up. Don’t worry if you’re piccy isn’t up to Oli Frey stan-
dards - we’re looking for humour, not the next Da Vinci.
Send your entries, however bad they may be, to

I LL SHOW YOU WHAT TO DO WIV YER ?!*$??! FREE MODEMS COMP II,

ZZAP! Towers,

PO Box 10,

Ludlow,

Shropshire,

SY8 1DB.

Closing date is 26th October, but if you STILL haven't come up with the goods, don't worry
— you'll have ONE MORE GO next month! And Newsfield/Compunet folk can't enter! So
there!

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 989 5 9 I
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‘The Crusader Of Justice:”

* For the past .5 years you have, been* away fightmg in.-the»H6^^^#S,t^^'V:Ava
Land. When you finally return home, your father, The King, has ,

•

’ pp
been, deposed bv your brutal uncle, and terror and onnression * r v-*,

mmMM
Available on Amiga, ST,

been. deposed by your br’utai uncie"’ and"te7ror"ahd'oppiessioa
. ' ' PC, Amstrad, C 64 and

now rule this once serene. Kingdom.
^^ Sp^CtflMTI

You must recover the thrQne. ^
;

^ "

However, deceit and treachery are everywhere and you must s

prove your birthfight through guile and trials of combat ih
;

*V r
arghery, arm-wrestling and sword-play..: .

" ,

'

*.
T-M *

v This is a magnificeht adventure set in a medieval world, where
vourstrateavisasimDortantasvourstrenath. » v

'

Distributed by UBI UK
27 THE AVENUE,
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CAPTAIN

LIGHT
DARKDESTROYER, THE FIEND
WITH A SEVEREPERSONALITY
PROBLEM IS TRYING TODESTROy
ALL THEGAMESSOFTWARE
IN THE CITY. ....

\ r/'

DESTROYER
y'WANNA PLAY
GAMES SUCKERS?
HAW/HAW?HAW/
NOMORE FUN
MEATHEAPS/^^ h

i

V

V

HOLD IT
RIGHT THERE
SCREWBALL/

/
V

CAPTA/NLIGHT
YOUBRAINLESS W/MP/

y

V

SO ITWAS A BIT
BELOW THE BELT,
WHO CARESF ONLY
TROUBLE /S,HE'S
DESTROYEDALL
THE GAMES
SOFTWARE

T

\

HEY, WAITA SECOND
THERE MIGHTBEONE
GLIMMER OFHOPE. .

.

^ >

Post To: The Personal Computer Show,

\ Ticket Office, 11 Manchester Square,

\ London W1M 5AB.

Please send me my ticket(s) to the Personal

\ Computer Show

\ No of Tickets

L\ Name

.

\
Address

A

i

\ I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER
' MADE PAYABLE TO: THE PERSONAL

\ COMPUTER SHOW

\
FOR .

(£3.50 per ticket)

Under 18's will not be admitted on the

, \ 27th, 28th and 29th September as these

\ days are exclusively for Trade and

Business visitors. Under 18's will

\ not be allowed in the

ZZP
^

business hall.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 01-741 8989

SWITCHED ON FOR LEISURE
The Personal Compute: Show is presented by Personal Computer World Magazine aVN.U. publication.

Organisers: Montbui Id Ltd., 11 Manchester Square, London W1M 5AB
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YOUR BOY IS PITCHED INTO THE
INTERNATIONAL GOLFING CIRCUIT WITH JUST
ONE AMBITION, TO BE THE WORLD'S N°1

.

NOW IT'S UP TO YOU IN

Championship

&
AVAILABLE ON SPECTRUM
48/1 28K, COMMODORE C64

& AMSTRAD 464/6128

THE GOLF
STRATEGY GAME

FEATURES
INCLUDE

- Full Graphical P
Tournaments. Cad>

Major & Minor Re.

Tournaments.

Practice Rounds.

Training Hours. G
40 Professionals. 71

40 Amateurs.

Out ofBounds. $

Entry Fees ,
Bit

Living Costs. T

Speed Key. Mot

i World Ranking.

>' -v Full Major Results.

;.*j Qualifying Rounds.

Hole in One.

' p Driving. Par. Savt
' 1 Chipping. Putting. Pr

Bunker Shots. N
Fixture List. +

O&H GAMES CANNOT GUARANTEE ALL FEATURES ARE ON ALL GAMES

»v
/ />

Prize Money.

Caddies. Coaches.

Replace Clubs.

Bunkers.

Fairway.

Green. Flags.

Trees. Rivers.

Rough.

Scoreboard.

Birdies. Eagles.

Three Levels.

Mortgage & Loan

Facility.

Bookies.

Hotels.

Sponsors.

Save Game Option.

Printer Option.

Name Editors.

Much More.

AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING RETAILERS
STEVEHACE
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T£> OBTAIN A FREE CATALOGUE OF ALL OUR STRATEGY GAMES JUST ENCLOSE A LARGE S A E.

OTHER GAMES STILL AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER
THE NATIONAL O
SOCCER COACH O
GRAND PRIX O
SNOOKER MANAGEMENT O
BOXING MANAGER O
BOXING MANAGER II O
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR O
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR II O
CRICKET CAPTAIN O
WEMBLEY GREYHOUNDS O
INTERNATIONAL MANAGER O
2 PLAYER SUPER LEAGUE O
RECORDS FILE O

A V

S3

A
A
A
A
A
A

V

V
V
V
V
V

o
o o

£9.99

£9.99

£9.99

£9.99

£7.99

£9.99

£9.99

£19.99

£9.99

£7.99

£7.99

£7.99

£3.99

SPECTRUM 48k SPECTRUM 128k O AMSTRAD CPC 464 A AMIGA )

ATARI ST O IBM €3 BBC Q COMMODORE 64 AMSTRAD CPC 6128 /

playing tips for ALL OUR GAMES £1 .00

Cheque/P.0. made out to D&H Games plus a large S.A.E. with a 25p stamp attatched.

Please state clearly which game or games you require and tor which computer. Also write

your name and address on the reverse side of any cheques. Overseas orders please

include El .50 for postage and packing.

Dept za, 19 Melne Road,

Stevenage, Herts SG2 8LL

ENGLAND
'GAMES E3 tr (0438) 728042

EVER PLAYED A
MULTI-USER GAME?

comp Intel!
Make new friends trading

in outer space: Federation II

The friendly Compunet
Club’s definitive

multi-user space game
•Partyline - your instant chat facility

“A wealth of

helpful informa-
•Views, reviews, humour and telepublishing

tion and most

•Huge software library importantly a

•Thousands of updates every week great way to

•Play by electronic mail e.g. Chess, US football make new

•All this available with a local phone call t riends MW 12

uim uhviuiuii w ’

Middx, UB6 7JB. For enquiries and Access/Visa orders ring: Tracy on 01-997 2591.

Please send me the Compunet Information Pack with details of your modem offers.

I already have a suitable modem for my ST or Amiga (i.e. Linnet, Linnet 1200, any

Hayes compatible and most “dumb” modems). Please forward the Compunet termi-

nal software, registration and Free month access for £24-95.

Please send me the Compunet modem for C64/128 plus software, registration and Free

month access for £39-95.

Name

Address

Postcode Telephone Number A3

OFTWARE
All the leading software for your
computer-spectrum, Commodore 64

Amiga, Atari ST, BBC. Sega plus many
more.

HARDWARE
Printers, Disc Drives, Light Pens,

Snapshot, Reset Switches, Freeze
Frame MK5, Mouse, Light Guns.

JOYSTICKS
We have a large range of

Joysticks from all the leading

Manufacturers "Phasor One
125" Challenger Mach 1"

Starfighter Competition Pro
'Konix Auto Fire Cruiser “Sega
Joystick plus many more.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Statements, IBM Software. Head
Cleaners, Disc Boxes, Mouse Mat
Invoices, plus large selection of

Amstrad/IBM Business programmes.

BLANK MEDIA
3' Discs, 5'/-" Discs. 37.-" DS/DD Discs for all

computers.
* * * j 4A

Jr

Just send us
3 x 19p stamps for your
free copy of the
Computer companion-
over 24 pages of all the
latest in Hardware &
Software. 24 hour
delivery or you can order
by phone using Access/
Visa.

Send for your Copy Now.

Videovault Limited,

Old Kingsmoor School, Railway Street,

Hadfield, Cheshire SK14 8AA.

Telephone: 04574 66555/67761/69499.

Fax: 04574 68946.

(C) COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT 987071

CONTACT MANAGING DIRECTOR MR J DeSALIS
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Encore, (Rerelease

LJ| op onto your BMX bike andn take on the toughest area in

town with this 8-bit incarnation of

le diagonally-scrolling ‘throw- ’em-

up’ (sic) arcade smash of a couple
of years back.

You begin your round on Monday
morning, at the bottom of the street.

Your task is relatively simple in

theory: make sure that all of your
subscribers receive their copy of the

Daily Sun. Ahh, if only life were that

easy! For, along the street, are a
number of obstacles which will,

intentionally or otherwise, hinder

your progress. Obstacles include

yappy Jack Russell terriers (you

shouldn’t have hit it with that paper
the other week!), kids on
skateboards, burglars, workmen
and oncoming traffic to name but a

fraction of your worries.

Points are scored in a number of

ways; should you hit a subscriber’s

door with a newspaper, you register

a delivery - howeverJobbing The
Daily Sun into the letterbox gives a
bonus. Extra points are also

awarded for smashing the windows
of non-subscribers and knocking
over hazards.

Should you reach the end of the

street, you are invited to try your
hand at completing a lap of the local

BMX track. Points are scored by hit-

ting various targets with newspap-
ers, and a bonus is given should you
finish the course before time runs

out.

Paperboy received a non-too-
praising review first time round, but
at this budget price it’s worth a look.

A reasonable representation of the
arcade machine is offered, albeit

with a few non-critical bugs. It’s a
shame that there isn’t a variable

difficulty

are at

otherthan that this is an above aver-

age title with not that many grey

hairs. Buy this if you enjoyed the |

RALL 63%

JACK THE NIPPE
Kixx, £2.99 (Rerelease)

A ll kids are naughty, that’s a fact

of life. Yes, even Cedric the

oh-so-refined businessman from
down the road used to get up to

antics which would make your hair

stand on end. But there’s naughti-

ness and there’s downright evil. And
Jack is positively devilish. He is;

honest. If you don’t believe me,
j

check out some of the ‘pranks’ he
gets up to in the first of two games
dealing with the troublesome tot.

The idea behind JackThe Nipper
is a simple one. All you have to do is

become the world’s smallest pain in

the neck, utilising any means at your
disposal. And what is at your dis-

posal? Peashooters, glue, expen-
sive (and breakable!) crockery, a
bicycle horn and other equally

destructive and destructible items
are lying around the town, aching to

be used and abused by you.

Of course, being a toddler has its

problems, your biggest being the

dreaded NAPPY RASH! Being

:

ups’ in the game brings on the con-
dition (monitored by a Rashometer
at the bottom of the playing area);

;ethe level of rash reaches the 1
ofthe meter, you receive a (well-

wed) spank and lose one of

lives, of which you possess five

more and you could be a cat!).

Success is measured by the

Naughtyometer; reach 100% and
you achieve ultimate Naughtiness
and complete the game.

This is great fun; presentation is

tip-top, with humorous adult sprites

and a thoroughly cheeky Jack. Jack
The Nipper is actuallytwo games in

one: you can try your hand at the

arcade adventure side of things or,

alternatively, you can rush around
the many screens and be, to be
blunt, a little git. There’s something
here for everyone (including a
wicked sense of humour) and at

£2.99, Jack The Nipper is an inex-

pensive lesson in how NOT to bring

up your own kids!

OVERALL 85%
6 5! OCTOBER 1 989
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GHOSTS AND GOBUNS
Encore, £1 .99 (Rerelease)

W hy is it that knights of old have

to be so posey? When dam-

sels are in distress any sensible per-

son would leave the rescuing to the

local fuzz. But not knights, nosiree,

it’s a case of ‘have armour, will

travel’ with them.

One such knight stars in this hori-

zontally-scrolling platforms and lad-

ders game, a conversion of an age-

ing Taito coin-op (the sequel of

which, Ghouls and Ghosts, is cur-

rently doing the rounds in arcades

across the country).

Your girlie has recently been

abducted by a troupe of travelling

demons, much to your annoyance

(after all, who’s going to do the

cooking? © 1 989 Sexist Stereotypes

Inc.). Being a hard knight and all, you

can’t let your friends know that

you’ve been tricked by a bunch of

poncey monsters, so the job ofTotty
Rescuer falls on your shoulders.

Beginning in the local graveyard,

you must fight yourwaythrough the
undead hordes until you reach your

girl. It’s not going to be easy, as the

nasties went to a lot of trouble to get

hold of her, and they aren’t ready to

give her up (after all, who’s going to

do the cleaning? ® 1989 Sexist

Stereotypes II).

You aren’t without some degree

of protection against your oppres-

sors; as well as your metallic garb,

you also start with a magic lance -

no matter where you throw it, it

always reappears in your hand,

ready to be used again. During your

quest you can collect extra

weapons, some good, others not so

hot. Should you be hit by an enemy

weapon you’ll lose your armour and

end up in your underwear. Y-Fronts

aren’t the most durable (or protec-

tive) of garments, however, and

another hit spells your doom.
Ghosts and Goblins was univer-

sally acclaimed in its £9.99 form and

has lost none of its shine, polish or

addictive qualities, even after all this

time. The sprites are an accurate

representation of the coin-op, as are

the music and sound effects. But the

best part of the game is undoubtably

its playability, which is tremendous.

It’s challenging without being frus-

trating, difficult without being

impossible. A software buyer’s

dream, no less.

OVERALL 97%
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MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
Kixx, £2.99 (Rerelease)

A nyone who has seen the film

will know Eternia’s arch

enemy, Skeletor (boo hiss) has sto-

len the key to time-travel, hoping to

become dictator of the Universe.

He-Man (yaay) is hot on his tail, fol-

lowing him through time to the late

20th century.

Masters Of The Universe is split

into five separate play areas: In The

Streets, you must walk around a

Gauntletesque floor layout, dodg-

ing or assaulting Skeletor’s hen-

chmen whilst searching for the loca-

tions of the key . Charlie’s Shoot-

out pits your skill and speed against

the evil troops in a game similar to

Prohibition (shoot baddies at win-

dows with your crosshairs). Clam-

RESCUE ON FRACTALUS
Mastertronic, £2.99 (Rerelease)l V •*

5
J

!
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bering onto the rooftops imple-

ments the Disk Battle, where you

battle against more enemies in the

skies, perched atop a floating anti-

grav disk. Should you manage to

find the eight pieces of key, you will

meet face to face with Skeletor, in a

Final Confrontation wherb the

stakes are high.

While graphics start off

with a pathetically small He-Man,

later levels are more attractive,

especially the Final Confrontation

where both He-Man and Skeletor

appear in glorious Big-O-Vision!

That, combined with some above

average effects and a good title

tune, makes a reasonable purchase.

OVERALL 61%

Y our mission is to rescue

pilots who’ve been shot

down behind enemy lines. The frac-

tal terrain is mountainous, with laser

turrets on the mountain tops and

kamikaze flying saucers. While

blasting the aliens you must use

In fact, Rescue on Fractalus has

stood the test of time well. The illu-

sion of negotiating valleys and

canyons is done well and even now
the fractal effect is impressive. The

sound effects are a little simple now-
aHav/Q althm »nh **“-*“ £ 41—
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radar to scan for downed pilots, then

land nearby to pick them up. If

you’re close enough the pilot runs

up and bangs on the door to be let

in. Simple . . . But wait, doesn’t that

pilot running to you have a green

head? It’s a Jaggi alien and he’s

bashing through the windscreen!

Quick, switch the shields back on

and fry him! Phew! Lucky you didn’t

open the door eh? A Jaggi in the ship

is a one-way trip to disaster!

pilots and their subsequent banging

on the ship door are excellent. Sadly

higher levels change very little other

than throw more aliens at the pilot

(ultimately lessening the elements of

surprise and the unknown). Such

gripes are minor however, when you

consider the tension, addictiveness

and sheer FUN of it all.
‘ Buy this

piece of software history or die’ as

the Jaggis might say!

OVERALL 82%
:
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Ly designed, simple to

irt package. With 2,500
ing words to sketch, will you

dumbfound your friends with
your doodles?

Available on:

IBMPC • Amiga • AtariST •

Commodore 64 cassette and disc •

Amstrad cassette and disc •
Spectrum +3 • Spectrum 48/128*

D O M A R K

PublishedbyDomark Ltd, Ferry Hous<
51-57 Lacy Road, Putney, London
SW15 1PR. Tel: 01-780 2224
Programmed by Oxford Mobius

© Pictionary Inc., WA 98109 PICTIONARY (R) is the
registered trade mark of Pictionary Inc. USA

You’ve played
Trivial Pursuit, ai

here’s your chance to show off

anew set ofskills. Pickup your
joystick and play Pictionary®!

The boardgame that has become the
NO.l best seller in the USA has now hit

Europe and the team behind the award
winning computer version of Trivial
Pursuit now presents Pictionary.

Hours of fun are guaranteed on your
own or forthe whole family. Played in a
similar way to Charades you must
draw your clues ‘on screen’ using a



WER RESET

3^.
ef 15

On the back of the POWER CARTRIDGE
there is a Reset Button. Pressing this

button makes a SPECIAL MENU appear

on the screen.

This function will work with any

programme.

CONTINUE - Allows you to return to

your program.

BASIC - Return to BASIC.

RESET - Normal RESET.

TOTAL - Saves the contents of the

BACKUP memory onto a Disk. The

DISK program can be reloaded

later with BLOAD followed

by CONTINUE. *

RESET ALL - RESET of any program.

TOTAL - As BACKUP DISK but to

BACKUP TAPE.

TAPE
HARDCOPY - At any moment, prints out

a Hardcopy of the screen.

Using CONTINUE
afterwards you can return

to the program.

MONITOR - Takes you into the Machine
language Monitor.

...its dynamite!
WARNING: Supply of the power

cartridge does not imply any licence or

right to use it for unauthorised copying

of copyright materials

A special KCS switching technique allows a program to be stored completely outside the memory of your

Commodore 64/128. Using this system KCS developed the POWER CARTRIDGE. The 16K Cartridge, 100%

machine code, gives the user an ideal extension to his normal computer.

WER TOOLKIT

A powerful BASIC-Toolkit (Additional

helpful commands) that considerably

simplifies programming and debugging.

AUTO HARDCAT RENUMBER
AUDIO HARDCOPY REPEAT
COLOR HEX$ SAFE

DEEK INFO TRACE
DELETE KEY UNNEW
DOKE PAUSE QUIT
DUMP PLIST MONITOR
FIND ILOAD BLOAD

RENUMBER : Also modifies all the

GOTO's GOSUB's etc.

Allows part of a program
to be renumbered or

displaced.

PSET : Set up of printer type.

HARDCAT : Prints out Directory.

The toolkit commands can be used in

your programs.

Using POWER CARTRIDGE you can load

up to 6 times faster from disk.

The Disk commands can be used in your

own programs.

DLOAD
DSAVE
DISK

MERGE

DISK

DVERIFY
MERGE

DIR
DEVICE

Two BASIC programs can

be merged into one.

With DISK you can send
commands directly to your

disk.

TAPE TOOL

Using POWER CARTRIDGE you can work
up to 10 times faster with your data

recorder. The Tape commands can be
used in your own programs.

LOAD SAVE VERIFY
MERGE AUDIO

POWERMON
A powerful machine language monitor

that is readily available and leaves all of

your Commodore memory available for

programming.
Also works
I/O areas.

in BASIC-ROM, KERNAL and

A ASSEMBLE 1 INTERPRET S SAVE

C COMPARE ) JUMP T TRANSFER

D DIS- l LOAD V VERIFY

ASSEMBLE M MEMORY W WALK

F FILL P PRINT X EXIT

C CO R REGISTER $ DIRECTORY

H HUNT DOS Commands

PRINTERTOOL

The POWER CARTRIDGE contains a very

effective Printer-Interface, that self

detects if a printer is connected to the

Serial Bus or User-Port.

It will print all Commodore characters on

Epson and compatible printers.

The printer-interface has a variety of set-

up possibilities. It can produce
HARDCOPY of screens not only on Serial

printers (MPS801, 802, 803 etc) but also

on Centronic printers (EPSON, STAR,

CITIZEN, PANASONIC, etc).

The HARDCOPY function automatically

distingishes between HIRES and LORES.
Multi-colour graphics are converted into

shades of grey. The PSET functions allow

you to decide on Large/Small and
Normal/Inverse printing.

The printer PSET functions are:

PSET 0 - Self detection Serial/Centronics.

PSET 1 - EPSON mode only.

PSET 2 - SMITH-CORONA mode only.

PSET 3 - Turns the printing 90 degrees!!

PSET 4 - HARDCOPY setting for

MPSB02/1526.

PSET B - Bit-image mode.
PSET C - Setting Lower/Upper case and

sending Control Codes.
PSET T - All characters are printed in an

unmodified state.

PSET U - Runs a Serial printer and leaves

the User-port available.

PSET Sx - Sets the Secondary address for

HARDCOPY with Serial Bus.

PSET LI - Adds a line-feed, CHR$ (10),

after every line.

PSET L0 - Switches PSET LI off.

BEIL
Bltcon Devices Ltd

88 BEWICK ROAD
GATESHEAD
TYNE AND WEAR
NE8 IRS
ENGLAND

Tel: 091 490 1975 and 4901919 Fax 091 4901918
To order: Access/Visa welcome. — Cheques or P/O payable to BDL
Price: £14.99 incl. VAT
UK orders add £1.20 post/pack total-£16.19 incl. VAT
Europe orders add £1.50. Overseas add £2.50

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. RETURN WITHIN 10 DAYS IF NOT FULLY SATISFIED



Firebird, C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk; Amiga 24.99

After New Zealand Story’s

kuddly kiwi and Rainbow
Island’s bubbly Bob and

Bub, the latest coin-op charac-
ter bidding for maximum cute-
ness is Mr Heli, a helicopter
which can walk. This Irem cross
between the latest military fire-

power and a Mr Men character
is a member of the Cosmic Heli

Patrol, whose latest mission is

to thwart the plans of mad scien-
tist Mr Muddy. For reasons
which are obscure Mr Muddy is

leading his hi-tech creations on
a violent stomp across an inno-
cent little planet.

Mr Heli’s brave attempt to
stop the senseless destruction
involves more than a little blast-

ing. Firstly there’s the endless
hordes of walking, flying and
even stationary enemies to be

The coin-op has held its own extremely well over the last
couple of years with a good dose of arcade shoot-’em-
up action mixed with Nemesis-style weapon improve-
ment. The coin-op may well be remembered because of
this but the Amiga conversion is best forgotten. Dodgy

scrolling, imprecise collision detection and frustratingly small
enemies fighting your far too large helicopter are some complaints
that come to light. On the 64 things go well from the start with a catchy
title tune, a correctly sized Mr Heli, great sprites all round and a
wonderful level of gameplay direct from the coin-op. It may be tough
but with only 3 levels it mustn’t be too easy should it?
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A The oh-so-cute Mr Heli legs it

across the ground.

Mr Heli’s home computer debut provides a textbook
example of ‘ it’s not the power of the computer, but the
way it’s used’. While the C64 game impresses with
glitzy, nicely detailed sprites, good backgrounds and
superb end-of-level monsters the Amiga disappoints

with garish graphics too big to be easily manoeuvred. Basic gameplay
is tough on both machines, no sooner than you shoot one baddie two
more enter. Collecting crystals at the same time needs concentration,
and if you die you usually go back a long way, losing add-on weapons
and all your cash as well. Nevertheless while the Amiga game is much
too frustrating (and pricey), the C64 game provides a lot of fun -
check it out.

blown apart. And secondly
there’s all those lovely blue crys-
tals worth loadsa dosh hidden
behind parts of the scenery.
Blow away the scenery with
horizontally firing cannon and
either bombs (dropped when
you’re on the ground) or verti-

cally firing guns (active

whenever you’re not) to find the
crystals. Occasionally a shop is

revealed as well: pop in there
with the right amount of cash
and you get the add-on weapon
advertised on the front.

Ha ha! An erupting volcano catches a baddie.
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Cynics might wonder if the
rescue mission isn’t causing
more damage than Mr Muddy,
but as all good children know,
selfless bravery brings its own
reward (ie blue crystals and lots

of guns!).

PRESENTATION 88%
Nicely animated intro screen and

good, if lengthy password system for

multiloaded levels.

GRAPHICS 86%
Adequate backgrounds, colourful
and well drawn sprites plus impres-

sive end-of-level monsters.

SOUND 80%
Jolly in-game tune can be turned off

for some good sound FX.

HOOKABILITY 81%
Seems impossible to begin with, but

practice soon puts that right.

LASTABILITY 82%
Only three levels, but none of them

are exactly easy!

OVERALL
84%

An unforgiving, but well presented
and highly enjoyable shoot-’em-

up.

«»*•»•••
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PRESENTATION 74%
No password systemend a mediocre

intro,

GRAPHICS $0%
Overly large Mr Heli sprite, jerky scrol-
ling, and unimpressive end-of-level

monsters,

SOUND 52%
Uninspired tune or reasonable FX

HOOKABILITY 61%
Bulky Mr Heli gets distinctly Irked

fighting lots and lots of nimble nas-
ties. jUi

LASTABILITY |#%
Irritating gameplay and poor presen-
tation would put even Mr Heli off sav-

ing the planet

OVERALL
60%

A poor STgame Is ported across to
the Amiga with minimal changes.
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Imageworks, Amiga £24.99 lots of dosh converting the orig

inal war) they’ve kicked off the

•Bitmap Bros to top charts again Second Galactic Conflict in

revenge.

T he first Galactic Conflict

broke out a thousand
years ago on the US West

Coast with the Amiga-based
coin-op Xenon. A single pilot

saved the Federation then by
defeating the Xenites and rescu-

ing Captain Xod. The Xenites

aren’t ones to forgive and forget

though, so with aid of the mega-
hip Bitmap Brothers (who made

Five Time Bombs have been
planted in the Process of Evolu

Aren’t shoot-’em-ups dead yet?

Nope, not by a long chalk if

they’re going to keep improving

with games like this one. I’m no

big fan of the game-type, but this

one had me battling to get the

joystick off Robin like everyone

else. To start with the unbelieva-

ble presentation (both visual and

audio), combined with the sheer

number of enemies is over-

whelming. You soon get the

hang of things though - the diffi-

culty/frustration level seems just

right - and the megablasting

begins. As for any tiny little flaws,

apart from the slight delay of the

Swop Shop loading in I can’t

think of any. This is the one to

hock your grandmother for!

The game of the Bomb The Bass
album track kicks off with an

appropriately impressive version

of the Megablast, which con-

tinues in simplified form in the

actual game. It’s the graphics

though, that really take your

breath away. While the visual

themes of the levels are imagina-

tive and unique, their execution

is well nigh perfect. From the

silky animation of the tadpole

enemies, to the retro-rockets on

the fighter to the pilot light which

ignites the gas of the flamet-

hrower, Xenon 2 sets a new
standard in presentation. But

what of gameplay? Well
,
to begin

with it’s not that much more than

a standard vertically scrolling

shoot-’em-up. But as you get

further into the game the ability

to scroll the screen back, dive

down, and the unbelievable

range of wonderful weapons,
provides the vital difference.

With the urge to get ever further

into the game for yet more of

those brilliant graphics, and

build up a completely over-the-

top ship, Xenon 2 oozes addic-

tivity. Quite simply the definitive

Amiga shoot-’em-up.

tion, a surreal dimension made
up of five evolutionary phases.

Life started in the sea of course,

so the first level is filled with sea
anemones, tadpoles and a mas-
sive Nautilus Shellfish which
resides at the end of the stage.

Maddened by radiation from the

Time Bomb planted beside it,

this horrendous crustacean is

mega-dangerous!
Level two sees the rise of the

insects with beetles, flies and a

massive, revolting spider

gnashing its mandibles at you.

As on all the levels but the first,

this level has two massive crea-

tures to be defeated so it’s as
well there’s Crispin’s Swop
Shop. The Real Cash deposited

Super Nashwan Power - pity it only lasts six seconds.

Don’t get

warn



Fantastic, superb, brilliant,

bloody marvellous -
I could go

on and on calling out superla-

tives about Xenon 2. It’s had
enough pre-release hype to rival

Batman and it’s blown away all

other Miggy shoot-’em-ups to

date and I can safely say, for

qgite a while to come as well. The
slow scrolling belies the franti-

cally awesome ferocity of the

game and it all gets worse with

each yard gained, it really is a
MEGA-BLAST when you’re
armed up but can you believe it,

even coin-ops aren’t this tough!
As for the choice of in-game
music - pah! What about some
Heavy Metal?

-!

Arachnophobics, look away!

by blasted aliens can be col-

lected and spent here. You enter
the shop automatically when
you get so far in the game, and
once Crispin turns off his

Walkman trade begins. Firstly

you can sell off any add-on
weapons you’ve picked up or

bought previously, typically

Crispin will pay half what it costs
to buy an item. Next you can
choose what to bolt on your ship

from a range of 24 hardware
items.

Many of the items, such as the
vital speed-ups, shot power
increase, energy recharge and
cannon pod, can be picked up
from debris of destroyed aliens.

The hardcore, megablasting
stuff has to be bought though.
And prices are steep. 6000 for

homing missiles, 4500 for

mines, 5000 for a flamethrower.
What’s more these awesome
weapons can be built up
together, and even duplicated.

A taste of the possibilities is

offered by the Super Nashwan
Power, 600 for ten seconds of

mega-blasting with a full kit of

bolt-on weapons.
One of the most remarkable
add-ons however, is ‘Dive’

which allows you to swoop
down to the uninhabitated lower
level scrolling beneath the main
action. You can keep your head
down here for up to ten seconds
at a time, but while you’re hiding

the aliens multiply making it that

much harder when you pop up.

Damn and blast everything!

A C64 version’s possible, but not
definitely decided yet.

ikuuuuuuu

update

PRESENTATION 84%
Great intro and two-player option.

GRAPHICS 98%
Any of the five levels would be spec-
tacular on their own, together they’re

unbelievable.

SOUND 94%
Good ingame tune and attractive

sound FX.

HOOKABILITY 98%
|

Starts off hardbufyou soon team the

!
patterns necessary to complete level

j
one. Graphics, weapons and .sheer

I
playabilitykeep you glued to thejoys-

tick.

INSTABILITY 95%
Even when your ship’s trebled in

width with weapons it’s tough.
Packed with value-for-money in

short.

OVERALL
97%

The Bitmap Bros aren’t going to
lose any street cred with this one.

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 9H9 I 7 1 .......
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The Red Indian version of ‘Wheel Of Fortune’?

wound up with arguably the

most dangerous of the six

events - Steer Wrestling. Catch
the seething bull and wrestle it

to the floor by waggling the joys
tick.

stagecoach and is terrorising

the passengers. It’s your duty to
saddle your horsey and gallup

As a fan of the Epyx games I view most other sports

f game with a certain amount of scepticism. Rodeo
r Games is sufficiently different from the norm and enjoy-

j | able to play even though some of the simpler events

aren’t worth the long loading time on tape. The graphic

quality is never below good but the sound effects are at times mis-

placed. I’m surprised there isn’t a sense of humour about the game

as most of the Epyx games benefited enormously from this. Despite

this there’s a good deal of playability to be found within Rodeo.

up to the side of the stage,

avoiding the suitcases which
the indian throws at you, Jump
onto the coach, climb to the top

and take on Hiawotha in a fist-

fight to beat them all!

Then it’s back to the show for

a spot of Calf Roping. Again on
horseback, it’s lasso time as you
attempt to slip the rope over the

head of the fleeing heifer.

The day’s entertainment is

Tynesoft have had a go once before at an ‘alternative’

multi-event game with Circus Games, which wasn’t up

to much. Thankfully, Buffalo Bill’s Rodeo Games is a

great improvement. None of the events featured would

hack it as stand-alone games, but brought together in

one package they add up to value all round. Each sub-game is play-

able, requiring a fair amount of practice to win through, and thankfully

Tynesoft have included a ‘Retry’ feature so you can do just that!

This is a good ’un, across both formats.

Buffalo Bill Cody, Wild West hero

rPnur

PRESENTATION 73%
Unhelpful instructions but the multi-

load isn’t too much of a pain.

GRAPHICS 81%
Generally effective all round.

SOUND 79%
A veritable host of tunes and effects.

HOOKABILITY 76%
Multi-load may put people off

slightly . .

.

LASTABILITY 80%
... but once into the action it’s hard

to put down.

All the fun ofthe great Wild West in

one well presented package.
Rootin’ tootin’ yeeha-ing stuff!

PRESENTATION 79%
Helpful ‘Retry’ option after each

event, insructions are on the vague
side, however.

GRAPHICS 86%
Fluid sprite animation complements

effective Wild West backdrops.
x-’-. •. XyXyXvy .y.

SOUND 79%
rousing ditties.

HOOKABILITY 80%
The original scenario provokes initial

interest.

LASTABILITY 82%
Each of the stages oozes playability.

An original twist on a well tested
theme.



OMNI-PLAY
BASKETBALL
SportTime/Mindscape,

C64 £14.99 disk only

As the SportTime coach
you must train, recruit,

and trade players in an
attempt to become the best
team in the league.
When you’re happy with the

team it’s time to start the SBA
league, playing against numer-
ous computer teams. Here, you
have the option of coaching,
playing, or letting the computer
ora second player control either
of these activities.

Coaching decisions include
both defensive and offensive
tactics as well as substitutions
(these are unlimited). If you
choose to also play, you can
have limited control over the
ball-carrier, choosing when to

There are loads of

options and statis-

tics (nine seasons’
worth!) in this but

what seems at first

sight to be a complex sports sim
is surprisingly simplistic in actual

match play. I’d also have prefer-

red more control over the players
than all those coaching options.

pass or shoot. Defensively, you
can choose when to ‘double
team’ (put two markers on) an
opposing player.

The game is viewed from the
end of the court, only one half of
the court being shown at one
time. Other optional modules
are available which allow you to
play Side View games, and com-
pete in College, Pro, and Fan-
tasy Leagues.

After reading the

huge instruction

manual and waiting

for the incredibly

slow multiload I

was ready to fall asleep. Unfortu-
nately, the simple selection of

tactics and very limited player
control failed to wake me up.

Graphics or sonics are equally

unimpressive and the way the
view of the court flips round
when you cross the halfway line

is totally disconcerting.

We’ve seen the Amiga version
(£24.99) and it’s equally poor.

up d a t

WANT TO
JOIN

THE ZZAP!
TEAM?

Yep, ZZAPI’s looking for a new Staff Writer

and it could be you.Enjoying playing games is

obviously part of the job, but being able to

complete NEW ZEALAND STORY with your
first go is no use to us unless you can also

write about the game in a clear, informative

and entertaining way. If you enjoy messing
about with words as much as games you’ll be
ideal. Besides writing the long intros to

games, plus your comments, you must also

be prepared to come up with amusing
competition pieces, news stories and features

up to 3000 words long. If you think you’re a
good writer who can work under pressure,

often to tight deadlines, and still help out

around the office, get in touch.

To be considered, you must be over 16 years
of age— preferably over 1 8. We’d also like a
full CV detailing your age, qualifications, work
experience, interests and anything else you
think is relevant. Two referees, perhaps a
teacher or a previous employer, would be
useful as well. And most important, we’d like

you to send us an example of your writing —
ideally a ZZAPI-style review of a game of your
choice. The review must include an unbiased
intro, outlining the game’s scenario and basic

structure, and a comment.

Please send your application as soon as
possible to Stuart Wynne, ZZAP! 64/Amiga,

PO BOX 10, Ludlow, Shropshire, SY8 1DB.
All applications will be acknowledged on
receipt, and some candidates will be
contacted later for expenses-paid interviews.

ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 989 7 3
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DELTA QUE-DEX HUNTER'S MOON HAWKEYE ARMALYTE

Six smash hits bringing you the very best from Thalamus' first two years. These games are so hot

they've received more awards thanwe can mention here: Sizzlers, Gold Medals, Screen Stars, Super

Stars, Hits, ACE Rated . . . It's the ultimate collection this year!

CBM 64/1 28 CASSETTE £1 2.99 DISKETTE £1 7.99

Mail Order: Send cheque or postal order to: THALAMUS, 1 SATURN HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK, ALDERMASTON, BERKS RG7 4QW ®0734 81 7261
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The General Dynamic F-16 Fighting Falcon is

probably the closest thing to LukeSkywalker’sX-
Wing yet built. A small, low-cost fighter it consists
of an advanced airframe wrapped around a pow-
erful jet engine with a bubble-like cockpit
perched on top. Relatively simple to fly and main-
tain it’s the world’s premier small fighter.

The first F-16 flight sim was Spectrum Holo-
byte’s Falcon which somehow zoomed to the top
ofAmiga charts without a ZZAP! review. Almost a
year later Mission Disk One has been released,
radically improving the basic game just in time to
fight off Digital Integration’s long-awaited F-16
Combat Pilot.

UK programmers Dl have a reputation to match
Spectrum Holobyte’s, but can they beat the
Yanks on a sim of a US jet?

Popular with many European air

forces, as well as forming a
major part of the USAF’s strike

force in Europe, it’s only approp-
riate that both sim’s set them-
selves in Central Europe.
Neither bother with actual town
names, and the enemy is

unnamed despite using Soviet
MiGs . . . maybe Albania has
declared war!

Falcon’s scenario pits one air

base against a multitude of

targets spread across a rela-

tively small map area. You can
choose any of 1 2 missions to fly

against targets such as bridges,

factories, runways, tanks and
MiG-21 fighters. The Mission
Disk adds tanks, landing craft,

trains, ammunition dumps, MiG-
293 and twelve more missions.
Five skill levels range from
‘bounce-off-the-ground’ up to

Colonel level, where the F-16 is

a much more fragile beast. In

addition you can choose how
many MiGs can be up in the air

at any one time, up to a
maximum of three.

A new feature offered by the

Mission Disk is the interlinking

ofthe missions to offer an over-
all mission. Unlike in the origi-

nal, where the game effectively

restarts once you land (apart

from saving any medals to a ser-

vice record), here if you blow up
a factory it stays destroyed for

several missions. Your ultimate
objective is to wipe out the
enemy’s industrial and attack
capabilities, while protecting
your base from invasion. This is

a big improvement, but you can
still change your skill level every
time you land, as cheats will be
glad to know.

In Dl’s offering the pilot is

assumed to be already compe-
tent with flight simulators as
even the practice modes can
prove very unforgiving. Besides
landing and free-flight practice,

you can also practice five differ-

ent missions: Scramble - inter-

cept MiGs, Hammerblow -

destroy enemy’s air capability,

Deepstrike - strike supply and
support, Tankbuster- says it all

and Watchtower - deep recon-
naissance.

Falcon: Spectrum Holobyte/Mirrorsoft £24.99

Mission Disk One: Spectrum Holobyte/Mirrorsoft £19.99

F-16 Combat Pilot: Digital Integration £24.95

More MiG combat but this time viewed from the chase plane. Any
second now it’ll be one dead Red {Falcon).

]

When you’re adept at these
you can go into training mode,
setting up a service record. To
go on a real mission you must
first complete each of the five

practice missions, saving to

disk each time. If you crash the

service record is erased (unless

you cheat and reset your com-
puter).

Complete your training and
you can select Operation Con-
quest. Here you take the role of

a wartime Squadron Leader
and, besides flying your own air-

craft, can send four other F-16s
on combat missions. Unlike Fal-

con you don’t select mission
types by clicking on their names,
rather you plan your mission
against a target of your choos-

/Aa . p ! c k : r < > it eK i 9«9 WK! '~7 *> H
A The war doesn’t stop at dusk in F-16 Combat Pilot
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ing via a map screen. This is a lot

more realistic and adds a size-

able strategic element.
As in Falcon you can reduce

the number of enemy vehicles
sent against you by blowing up
factories, but there’s a lot more
factories here so you can’t stop
tank attacks just by destroying
one building, as you can in Fal-

con. Combat Pilot’s map is gen-
erally a lot bigger-you’ll need to

refuel just to travel the length of

it. The knock-on effect is super-
bly done as well, if your SAM
(Surface-to-air missiles) sites

are knocked out enemy MiGs
become more of a problem.

sing from Falcon appear here to

good effect. Flying over enemy
installations with flak bursting
all around is pretty hair raising

(much more so than in Falcon)

even if installations are few and
far between. Variety is present
within the multitude of different

targets but they don’t look quite
as good as those in Falcon.

Another dubious point is the
game’s realism when it comes
to surface-to-air missiles. If

you’re detected by radar then
you’re in for a hard fight as the
missiles that follow very rarely

miss. If you can see a missile

coming you’re effectively dead,
it’s THAT tough! Air-to-air mis-
siles are no less tough, making
it extremely hard for you get
close to a MiG.

F- 16 Combat Pilotmay not be as visually impressive as Falcon but
it’s got a lot more depth.

imni

Falcon’s principal strengths are
superb graphic presentation
and large number of skill levels.

You really do believe you’re
there fighting for your life, and
the rookie level means even
arcade fans can have fun. The
Mission Disk not only adds more
opponents, but a vital overall

task which you can keep saving
and loading over a couple of

weeks. On the debit side this

boosts the overall price of Fal-

con to £45.

At £25 Combat Pilot lacks
graphic polish, but makes up for

it with a depth of play to rival

Elite. Before you can even get
into real combat, there’s the five

training missions to complete.
Then there’s the strategy of not
only planning your own mis-

sions, complete with electronic

waypoints to keep you on
course, but planning the mis-
sions of four other F-16s. The
size of the map, and your
enemy’s capabilities are formid-
able and if you complete it your
rank goes up and the enemy
attack again. There’s also a
head-to-head aircombatfacility
if you’ve two Amigas to link

together. Flight sim fans will

love this game, but others might
find it a bit tough to begin with.

Both programs are undoubta-
bly very worthy Sizzlers. As for

the Mission Disk it provides a
,

significant addition to the basic
game which fans of the original

mission can’t miss. A Sizzler too
in fact, albeit overpriced.
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£399
INCLUDES
FREE UK

_ DELIVERY
The Amiga 500 is one of a new breed of technologically
advanced computers, which are now emerging as the new
standard for home computing, based around the new Motorola
68000 chip. The A500 has 51 2K RAM and a 1Mbyte double
sided disk drive built-in. It can be connected directly to a wide
range of monitors, or to a domestic TV set through a TV
modulator. Designed with the user in mind, the A500 features a
user friendly WIMP environment and comes supplied with a free
mouse. And, when you buy your Amiga from Silica Shop, the
UK’s Nol Amiga specialists, you will experience an after sales
service that is second to none, including a technical support
helpline and free newsletters and price lists. Return the coupon
below for our current information pack, which will give details of
the Silica service and the very latest Silica Amiga offers. e&oe.

WHY SILICA SHOP?
Before you decide when to buy your new Commodore Amiga computer,
we suggest you consider very carefully WHERE you buy it. There are
MANY companies who can offer you a computer, a few peripherals and
the top ten selling titles. There are FEWER companies who can offer a
wide range of products for your computer as well as expert advice and
help when you need it. There is ONLY ONE company who can provide
the largest range of Amiga related products in the UK, a full time Amiga
specialist technical helpline and in-depth after sales support, including
free newsletters and brochures delivered to your door for as long as you
require after you purchase your computer. That one company is Silica

Shop We have been established in the home computer field for ten years
and can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an accuracy
and understanding which is second to none. Here are just some of the
things we can offer you:

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: The largest range of Amiga
related peripherals, accessories, books and software in the UK.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT: The staff at Silica Shop are
dedicated to help you to get the best from your Amiga.

FREE NEWSLETTERS: Mailed direct to your home as
soon as we print them, featuring offers and latest releases.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders
shipped to Silica Shop customers within the UK mainland.

PRICE MATCH PROMISE: We will normally match our
competitors offers on a ‘same product same price’ basis.

FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE: Full time team of Amiga
technical experts to help you with your technical queries.

But don’t just take our word for it. Complete and return the
coupon below for our latest Amiga literature and begin to
experience the Silica Shop specialist Amiga service.

A500 Computer £399.99
TV Modulator £24.99
Photon Paint £69.95
TenStar Pack £229.50

TOTAL RRP: £724.43
LESS DISCOUNT: £325.43

PACK PRICE £399

FREE FROM SILICA
When you buy the Amiga 500 from Silica Shop, you will not only
get a high power, value for money computer, we will also give
you some spectacular free gifts. First of all, we are now including
a TV modulator with every A500 stand alone keyboard, so you
can plug your Amiga straight into your TV at home (the
modulator is not included with the A500+A1084S pack as it is not
required for use with monitors). Secondly, we have added a free

copy of Photon Paint, an advanced graphics package with ari

RRP of £69.95. Last (and by no means least!), so that you can be
up and running straight away, we are giving away the sensational
TENSTAR GAMES PACK with every A500 purchased at Silica

Shop. This pack features ten top Amiga titles which have a
combined RRP of nearly £230! Return the coupon for details.

EMEUIK03 1 FREE TEHSTAR PACK
A500 Computer £399.99
1084S Colour Monitor £299.99
Photon Paint £69.95
TenStar Pack 1

’ £229.50

TOTAL RRP: £999.43
LESS DISCOUNT: £350.43

PACK PRICE £649

When you buy your Amiga 500

from Silica Shop, we want to

make sure you get the best

deal possible. That is why we
are giving away the TENSTAR
GAMES PACK worth nearly

£230, absolutely FREE with

every A500 purchased from us.

The TenStar Games Pack inc-

ludes ten titles for the A500,

each individually packaged in

its own casing with instructions.

Amegas
Art Of Chess
Barbarian, Ult Warrior

Buggy Boy
Ikari Warriors
Insanity Fight

Mercenary Comp
Terrorpods
Thundercats
Wizball

TOTAL RRP: £229.50

£14.95

£24.95

£19.95

£24.95

£24.95
£24.95

£19.95

£24.95

£24.95

£24,95

£229.50

INC VAT

YOU OWN mrYMiTu
If you already own an Amiga computer and would like to be registered on our mailing list as an
Amiga user, let us know. We will be pleased to send you copies of our price lists and newsletters
FREE OF CHARGE as they become available. Complete the coupon and return it to our Sidcup
branch and begm experiencing a specialist Amiga service that is second to none.

To: Silica Shop Ltd

PLEASE
10 89. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley .Road, Sidcup, Kent DAM 4DX.

ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE AMI
Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname:

SILICA SHOP: Address:

SIDCTJHP (& Mail Order) 01-309 1111
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX

OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 5.30pm LATE NIGHT: FRIDAY 9am - 7pm
LONDON 01-580 4000

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
OPEN: MON-SAT 9.30am - 6.00pm LATE NIGHT: NONE

LONDON 01-629 1234 ext 3914
Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 6.00pm LATE NIGHT: THURSDAY 9am - 8pm

I

I

I

Postcode:
Do you already own a computer
If so, which one do you own? _J



US Gold, Amiga £19.95

•One small step for man, one giant stride forward for US Gold

I

t’s 2048 and an evil Red Lord

has come to power in

Eurasia, the massive Euro-

pean and Asian landmass. Only

,j| lord with
another

level taunt.

one man can defeat him, Strider

Hiryu, a super-fit athlete who
uses a blindingly fast laser-

sword instead of a gun.
Strider starts his mission by

hang-gliding into Red Square,

sickle monster zooms around the
A The ferocious hammer-and

perimeter of the playing area

Strider is one game that could

never be arcade perfect, not

even on the Amiga, but amaz-
ingly Tiertex have produced a

game which captures the overall

feel of the coin-op to a quite

startling degree. The graphics

are extremely impressive, and
most of the arcade enemies are

here, giving an astounding vari-

ety to both graphics and gamep-
lay. But despite the quality of the

presentation, gameplay is not at

all sluggish with combat fast and
thrilling rather than slow and bor-

ing. I must confess to being one
of the few people unimpressed
by Forgotten Worlds, but with

this one there’s no doubting US
Gold have got it right. Even if

you’re not usually an arcade fan,

check this one out-the SF back-
grounds and scenario add more
atmosphere to this game than a

couple of dozen of your more
usual, fantasy coin-ops. All in all,

an utterly essential purchase.

stomping
Tyrannosaurus

Strider takes

COMB HIBYu.
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Moscow. No sooner than he
lands than laser spitting robot
insects and Soviet troops are
rushing to attack. Some of the
flying insects leave containers
behind when destroyed, split

one open with your laser-sword
and a robot will orbit around
you; press fire and it throws out
a deadly steel ring.

Cut your way through enemy
laser cannons, yet more troops
and a laser generator to burst
intothe Supreme Soviet confer-
ence room. Kill one man here
and all the rest swarm together
to form a sickle-headed mons-
ter which rapidly crawls around
the room after your blood.

Strider starts off with three
lives, and three units of energy,
but there’s a strict time limit to
hurry you up. If you complete a
level, pictures flash up with your
enemies taunting you and the
evil lord himself cackles ‘You
dare fight me?!’. Level two takes

•Vvv.-:« P

S
A brilliant coin-op conversion

crammed full of arcade playability.
• A :

1 PRESENTATION 91%

I

I Standard Capcom packaging with a
1 fair-sized poster, plus excellent inter-

level scenario screens.

GRAPHICS 96%
The sheer imagination of the coin-

op’s backgrounds and enemies has
been amazingly well replicated.

I

S SOUND 94%
Rousing main tune which varies

according to the action. Good FX.

HOOKABILITY 97%
The desire to see yet more of this

arcade spectacular is amazingly
compelling.

- LASTABILITY 95%
mft's not that hard to complete, but it’s

|| so much fun to play you’ll want to

come back and the action does
wraparound.

A Hanging on in there*

here and he sends the battleship

Ballog against you. This huge
warship is weighed down with
masses of gun turrets, troops,

walkers and lots more beside.
But even ifyou polish this off the
Red Lord isn’t finished, he has
creatures from the third moon to

defend him in futuristic fortress.

With all the powers of science
and military arts behind him,
would you dare pit your supr-
eme athleticism and sweeping
sword against The Master?

Strider is simply one of the most playable games I’ve played. It simply
oozes class with its wonderful front end, intermission screens, super-
bly crisp samples and a superlative level of gameplay. The graphics
throughout are great, not quite up to Xenon 2 standard but then these
have to scroll in all directions, not just vertically. What’s more, you
really do believe in the character, the scenario having a great sense
of purpose to it with a wonderful atmosphere as a result. Easily the
best US Gold game so far and just £20, amazing!

m / \

•

•

OVERALL

7 9ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 989

The incredibly athletic hero cartwheels through the air.

My God this is absolutely fantas-

tic! You can’t fail to be impressed
by the outstanding coin-op and
upon hearing that it was going to

be converted my first (printable)

words were ‘No way]’. I now eat

my words with immense satis-

faction as Tiertex produce an
incredibly close conversion. The
freedom of movement is what
the coin-op is all about and this

comes across perfectly - the

dexterity of the Strider leaves

you breathless as he leaps and
slides through five of the most
graphically impressive levels

you’re likely to see for some time.

Other than the odd graphic

omission from the coin-op I sim-

ply cannot find fault in Strider.

Tiertex have achieved the

impossible, converting the

monster coin-op and making it

the best platform game to date.

place on the icy Russian step-
pes with plenty of wolves eager
to sink theirfangs into you. Then

•

there’s a massive robot gorilla,

a power station packed with
walking laser cannons, a
minefield and helicopters carry-
ing vicious ballerinas.

The next level thankfullytakes
place in much warmer climes: a
jungle populated by boomerang
throwing Amazon women, flying

piranha and massive dinosaurs.
Defeat the Red Lord’s forces

C64 version reviewed next month
hopefully.



PRESENTATION 83%
Free poster, a good save option and
an amusingly written game intro.

GRAPHICS 76%
A unique graphic style provides an

excellent sense of atmosphere.

SOUND 38%
Spot FX are limited to little more than

objects being thrown and the cry of a
defeated enemy.

HOOKABILITY 70%
Immediately attractive, but it takes a

white to find and solve your first puz-

zles.

INSTABILITY 82%
94 different landscapes with few

cluestothe Sleeper’s location add up
to a lengthy quest.

OVERALL
An intriguing and atmospheric adv-

enture.

8 O ZZAP! OCTOBER 1 989

Terr

Sleeping (Sobs! lie
Empire, Amiga £24.95

T essera is a world aban-
doned by its creator gods
to a harsh fate; as famine

and plague ravage its people the
tyrannical Archmage rules with

an iron fist. But you’re no insane

hero, pitting your puny
resources against his legions of

Normally this type

of deep and
involved adventure

game is just my cup
of tea, especially if

it’s in a 3-D world vein. Sleeping

Gods Lie though is an odd
game. The puzzles are in there

just waiting to be found and the

game has considerable depth

but to its detriment there’s a

heck of a lot of wandering around

vast, barren terrain as well. The

slow moving pace put me off ini-

tially but once I got down to

some serious mapping it

became quite a compelling adv-

enture romp. The accompanying
sound effects are surprisingly

poor but the title screen music

has a certain charm. Sprite

expansion is well implemented

but I found the character anima-

tion and movement occasionally

a bit messy to look at. In short, a

little long-winded but enjoyable

the same.
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Some nice creatures but the landscapes are pretty barren.

henchmen, you’re keeping your

head down.
Then there’s the knocking at

the door, at first you fear the

Archmage’s troops but once
you open it you find a fatally

wounded Kobbold — a race of

creatures that used to deal with

the gods. In thefew minutes left

of his life he whispers a few,

laboured words. The Kobbolds
have been trying to wake a

sleeping god - N’Gnir-buttheir
attempt to find the necessary
device has left many of them
dead. The Kobbold passes you
this device, an intricate bracelet,

and his fever. To wake a god -

now that is a questyou wouldn’t
shirk, would you?
Tessera is divided into eight

Kingdoms, each made up of up
to six landscapes. Asyou search
for the sleeper you must work
out how to move between land-

scapes and Kingdoms - and
onceyou move to the next King-

dom you can’t return. The King-
doms range from the lakelands
of Delanda (beware the ferry-

man) to the capital city of Morav
to the deserts of Sunderabad.
Your perspective of the game

is first-person, allowing you to

freely explore this 3-D mappable
landscape. Objects are picked

up by simplywalking overthem,
enemies killed by firing objects

at them (weapons include a
slingshot and even lightning).

You need no other actions to

solve the game.
Thankfully for such a massive

game there’s a good save facil-

ity, allowing you make numer-
ous save files.

Well over a year in

the writing, Sleep-

ing Gods Lie

boasts an

immediately impre-

ssive graphic style, seeming to

offer huge landscapes, lots of

creatures and smooth move-
ment. It’s a pity getting too close

to the sprites show their blocky

construction but at distance

they’re fine. What is more dubi-

ous is the uneasy mix of arcade

and adventure elements. Con-

stant attack from well-armed

enemies is initially exciting, but

soon proves a bit irritating with

so much else to see and do. The
limitation of interaction to just

shooting and picking up objects

is also disappointing. Still, if

you’ve the time and patience for

such a big challenge Sleeping

Gods Lie could be just the off-

beat kind of hit you want. Less

committed adventurers how-

ever, are probably best advised

to try before buying.

You can wander around this game till you’re old and bent!

There are no plans for a C64 version

as yet.



520ST-FM SUPER PACK

The Atari Super Pack is ideal for you if you want to get off to a flying start

with the best in entertainment software. The Pack includes a 520ST-FM
with V4Mb RAM, a built-in 1Mb disk drive, over £450 of top games and a

joystick. If you buy the Super Pack at Silica Shop, we will add our own ST
Starter Kit (worth over £200), Free Of Charge. Return the coupon for details.

INCLUDING VAT

1Mb DISK DRIVE
£450 OF SOFTWARE

ARCADE GAMES
Arkanoid II Imagine £19.95

Beyond The Ice Palace Elite £19.95

Black Lamp Firebird £19.95

Buggy Boy Elite £19.95

Chopper X Mastertronic £9.99

Ikari Warriors Elite £14.95

Marble Madness Electronic Arts £24.95

Quadralien Logotron £19.95

Ranarama Hewson Consultants £19.95

Return To Genesis Firebird £19.95

Roadwars Melbourne House £19.95

Starquake Mandarin £19.95

Test Drive Electronic Arts £24.95

Thrust Firebird £9.95

Thundercats Elite £19.95

Wizball Ocean £19.95

Xenon Melbourne House £19.95

Zynaps Hewson Consultants £19.99

SPORTS SIMULATIONS
Eddie Edwards Super Ski Elite £19.95

Seconds Out Tynesoft £19.95

Summer Olympiad '88 Tynesoft £19.95

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
Organiser Triangle Publishing £49.95

JOYSTICK
Atari CX40 Joystick Atari Corp £4.99

FREE ATARI BUNDLE VALUE:£458.97

With SMI 24 mono monitor: £498w With SCI 224 colour monitor: £698 vat

1040ST-FM PROFESSIONAL PACK
NOW WITH TV MODULATOR
For the serious home user and the small business, we are

pleased to announce a new package based around the

1040ST-FM. The 1040ST-FM has 1Mbyte RAM and a

1Mbyte built-in disk drive. In addition, the 1040ST-FM
now comes with a TV modulator built-in. (The previously

available 1040ST-F was designed for use with a monitor

only and did not come with a modulator.) This modulator
allows the 1040ST-F to be plugged directly into any
domestic TV set, and comes complete with a lead to

allow you to do so. The new ‘Professional Pack’ from
Silica includes the new 1040ST-FM with modulator plus

four high quality software packages including a spread-

sheet, database, word processor and programming lang-

uage. This ‘Professional Pack' software will enable you to

get straight down to business with your new computer. In

addition to this software (worth £384.84), if you buy the

Professional Pack from Silica Shop, you will also receive

the Silica ST Starter Kit (worth over £200), Free Of
Charge. Return the coupon for further information.

With SMI 24 mono monitor:

With SCI 224 colour monitor:

£598 ,NC
VAT

£798 INC
VAT

ATARI 1040ST-FM (Computer) £499.99

VIP PROFESSIONAL (Spreadsheet) £149.95

MICROSOFT WRITE (Word Processor) £149.95

SUPERBASE PERSONAL (Database) £59.95

BASIC DISK & MANUAL (Language)
£24.98

NORMAL RRP: £884.82

LESS DISCOUNT: - £385.82

PROFESSIONAL PACK PRICE: £499.00

2Mb 8 4Mb MEGA ST
The MEGA ST computers are styled as as lightweight

connected by a coiled telephone style cable. There ar

one with 2Mbytes of RAM and the other with 4Mby
double sided disk drive built-in to the CPU unit. Th<

modulator built-in and must therefore be used with e

purchased, we will add the 'Professional Pack’ sof

?,r?V
pl&r k',;

2Mb MEGA ST
ica ST Starter Kit

(worth over £200) .SrSKIO inc

both Free Of Charge. ********
Return the coupon + mono monitor = £998
for further details. +colour monitor = £1198

keyboard with a separate CPU,
e two versions of the MEGA ST,

tes. Each version has a 1Mbyte
j MEGA ST’s do not come with

monitor. With every MEGA ST
tware (worth £384.83) detailed

4Mb MEGA ST

£1199^
+ mono monitor =£1298
+ colour monitor=£1498
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The range of Atari ST computers offers something for everyone. From the games enthusiast

who wants the challenge of the very best in arcade action, to the businessman who wants to

make financial forecasts or faultless presentations. The ST offers high quality graphics,

sound and speed for the gamer, whilst providing a fast, user friendly and affordable solution

to business. The ST is now firmly established in the home environment and boasts a wealth

of users in education, local government, television, and a variety of different businesses.

Software for the range stretches to cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT,
ACCOUNTS, ART, COMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES,
DESKTOP PUBLISHING, EDUCATION, MUSIC, PROGRAMMING, SPREADSHEETS, WORD
PROCESSING and more. For a full list of the software available, as well as details of the ST
range, Complete and return the Coupon belOW. All prices correct at the time of going to press. EAOE.

520ST-FM EXPLORER PACK
WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE

The value for money offered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack
featuring the 520ST-FM computer with 51 2K RAM. The 520ST-FM computer now
comes with a built-in 1 Mb double sided disk drive as well as a free mouse controller

and a built-in TV modulator. The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includes the 520ST-

FM computer, the arcade game Ranarama, a tutorial program and some useful

desktop accessories. In addition, if you buy the Explorer Pack from Silica, we will

give you the Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £200, FREE OF CHARGE. Return the

coupon for details of our Starter Kit and of the full ST range.

Wmf :

WBROW

+VAT=

£299
+ SM124 mono monitor: £398 vat

WHY SILICA SHOP?

DTP PageStream £149
—rr

+VAT
=£171.35

Desktop Publishing (DTP) is one of the fastest growing applications for personal

computers. We are pleased to announce a powerful low cost package for the Atari ST
called PageStream. PageStream costs only £149 (+VAT=£171.35) and, because it

works with an Atari 1040ST and a Seikosha SP-180AI printer, you can be up and

running with a complete system for less than £1000. Some of the features of

PageStream are listed to the right. If you would like further information on this

program, complete and return the coupon below, ticking the ‘DTP
1 box in the corner.

* TEXT-FLOW AROUND GRAPHICS
* ROTATION OF TEXT & GRAPHICS
* SLANT OR TWIST ANY OBJECT
* POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
* TAft Cl lAirTHIM
* AUTO/MANUAL KERNING & HYPHENATION
* GROUPING OF OBJECTS

Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ST
computer, we suggest you consider very carefully WHERE
you buy it. There are MANY companies who can offer

you a Computer, a few peripherals and the top ten selling

titles. There are FEWER companies who can offer a wide

range of products for your computer and expert advice

and help when you need it. There is ONLY ONE
company who can provide the largest range 'of Atari ST
related products in the UK, a full time Atari ST specialist

technical helpline and in-depth after sales support, inc-

luding free newsletters and brochures delivered to your

door for as long as you require after you purchase your

computer. That one company is Silica Shop. We have

been established in the home computer field for ten years

with an annual turnover in excess of £8 million and can

now claim to meet our customers requirements with an

accuracy and understanding which is second to none.

But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return

the coupon below for our latest literature and begin to

experience the Silica Shop specialist Atari service.

+ SC1224 colour monitor: £598

SILICA STARTER KIT: Worth over £200, FREE
with every Atari ST computer bought from Silica.

PROFESSIONAL PACK: Free business software

with 1040ST-FM and MEGA ST’s bought from Silica.

DEDICATED SERVICING: 7 full-time Atari trained

staff with years of experience on Atari servicing.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari

requirements from one place.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT: The staff at Silica are

dedicated to help you get the best from your ST.

FREE CATALOGUES: Mailed direct to your home
as soon as we print them, featuring offers as well

as all of the new releases.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware

orders shipped within the UK mainland.

PRICE MATCH PROMISE- We will match comp-
etitors on a ‘same product same price' basis.

FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE- Full time team of

Atari technical experts always at your service.

FREE SILICA STARTER KIT
WORTH OVER £200

WITH EVERY ST - RETURN COUPON FOR DETAILS
ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE FREE UK DELIVERY

YOU OWN ATARI ST?
If you already own an Atari ST computer and would like to be registered on our mailing list as an

ST user, let us know. We will be pleased to send-you copies of our price lists and newsletters

FREE OF CHARGE as they become available. Complete the coupon and return it to our Sidcup

branch and begin experiencing a specialist ST service that is second to none.

To: Silica Shop Ltd, Zzap 1089 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST
Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname:

SILICA SHOP: Address:

SIDCUP (& Mail Order) 01-309 1111
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX

OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 5.30pm LATE NIGHT: FRIDAY 9am - 7pm

LONDON 01-580 4000
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

OPEN: MON-SAT 9.30am - 6.00pm LATE NIGHT: NONE
LONDON 01-639 1334 ext 3914

Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 6.00pm LATE NIGHT: THURSDAY 9am - 8pm

I

I

I

Postcode:

Do you already own a computer
If so, which one do you own? DTP pj
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Fiohtina off a Hvdra on the Greek level

MYTH (System 3)
You #

ve read about Tusker this issue, now take a look at

what's coming next from the Pinner boys.

Based around the another classic subject of ancient

mythology. Myth sees Bob Stevenson and Peter Baron

(authors of lo and Salamander) come together for hack-

and-slay platform action of ages past.

The plot revolves around the eternal Good versus Evil

fight with Dameron (the evil God) sending out his evil

hordes to take over the world at different points in time.

History will be dramatically changed if this happens so a

modern day hero is sent for (complete with Levi 501 's and
Nikes) to take on the enemy.
A four-load game with three different levels per load

Myth sees the hero fighting through the different ages of

mythology (Norse, Egyptian, Viking, Greek) with superbly

crafted enemies relevant to each period (including Thor,

Odin, harpies, Lucifer himself, Achilles, chimeras and far

too many more to list in this small space).

Rest assured that the playability of it all is so far looking

extremely good with Bob providing a unique graphic style

- (take a look at the screenshots to see what I mean).

Watch out for the review of this stunning game next

month!

Battling ever onward in the searing heat of hell.

~aisfe'

'

Brought to you by
the mystery
Max Boyce fan



WHO YA GONNA CALL?

CALL 0734 753267

The Computer Came

© 1989 Columbia Pictures Industries Inc.

All Rights Reserved.
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Ocean Software Limited

6 Centra! Street • Manchester

Telephone: 061 832 6633

Telex: 669977 OCEANS G
Fax: 061 834 0650

The coin-op sensation that throws you deep into enemy
territory with little more than a low-powered, single shot repeater

for protection. With superior marksmanship and lightning

| reactions you can increase the odds — in your favour.

Capture enhanced weaponry, including grenades, and now you

can really make your mark! ... that is, until you come face to face

with the enemy gunships,

tanks and submarines. Equip
yourself for some stunning
arcade action, load up and
FIRE!!!

SPECTRUM £8.99
COMMODORE £9.99
AMSTRAD £9.99
ATARI ST £19.99
AMIGA £24.99

©1988 TAD CORPORATION
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